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Povzetek
V doktorskem delu smo razvili strukture polja v pasivnih in aktivnih nematskih
tekočinah. Ti proﬁli v polju so določeni z ograditvijo, delci, tokom in zunanjimi
polji. Osrednji raziskovalni pristop je numerično modeliranje, ki temelji na
minimizaciji proste energije z metodo končnih diferenc, in modeliranje toka s
hibridno mrežno Boltzmannovo metodo. Ustvarjene strukture so rezultat kombinacije topoloških defektov, zunanje ograditve in koloidnih delcev. Preučevali
smo urejanje podkvastih koloidnih delcev s planarnim sidranjem. Geometrijske
parametre koloidnega delca smo optimizirali tako, da so delci medsebojno interagirali privlačno in so se lahko sestavili v 2D in tudi 3D koloidne kristale. Študirali
smo tudi metamaterialni odziv tovrstnih podkvastih koloidov, ki se obnašajo
kot resonatorji. Pokazali smo optično zakrivanje z ustvarjanjem polimernih
struktur direktno v tekočekristalni celici, nastavljivi z električnim poljem. S pomočjo numeričnega modeliranja smo raziskali strukture v nematskem polju, ki se
formirajo v okolici kompozitnih koloidnih delcev s posebnim koničnim sidranjem
in ustvarjajo višje multipolne momente. Predstavimo tudi preprosto pravilo,
s katerim lahko napovemo multipolni moment samo z opazovanjem defektnih
struktur. V enega od obeh prepletov kanalov, v giroidni strukturi, uvedemo
kiralni in nekiralni nematski tekoči kristal. Kompleksna oblika kanalov povzroči
nastanek tako urejenih, kot tudi neurejenih defektnih struktur. Simuliramo
pasivni nematski tok v poroznih mikrokanalih in študiramo nastanek umbiličnih
defektov različnih moči ter regularnih mrež umbiličnih defektov, ki nastanejo
zaradi sedelnih in ekstremalnih točk v toku. Preučimo 3D aktivno turbulenco v
kapljicah aktivnega nematika s homeotropnimi robnimi pogoji. Študiramo prehod iz točkastega defekta v topološko turbulenco z analizo topoloških defektov in
topoloških dogodkov, kot tudi z analizo samega toka. To delo je torej namenjeno
razvoju nove funkcionalne mehke snovi, ki ima zanimive lastnosti, kot so na
primer vodenje svetlobe, topološka defektna stanja, fotonske reže, metamateriali
in optično zakrivanje.
Predmetne oznake: strukture polja, topološki defekti, nastavljivost, nematski tekoči kristal, koloidi, optično zakrivanje, metamateriali, nematoﬂuidika,
aktivni nematik.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 82.70.Dd, 61.30.Jf, 81.05.Xj, 61.30.Pq, 41.20.-q
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Abstract
Field structures are developed in passive and active nematic ﬂuids. These are ﬁeld
proﬁles that are determined by conﬁnement, particles, ﬂow and external ﬁelds.
Our central methodological approach is numerical modeling based on free energy
minimization with ﬁnite diﬀerence method and ﬂow modeling with hybrid lattice
Boltzmann method. We develop structures by combining concepts of topological
defects, external conﬁnement and colloidal particles. Ordering properties of
horseshoe nematic colloidal particles with planar degenerate anchoring are
investigated with numerical modeling, where we optimize their geometrical
parameters such that the particle exhibit attractive interactions and can self
assemble into 2D and even 3D colloidal crystals. The metamaterial response
of horseshoe colloids that perform as split ring resonators is studied. Optical
cloaking is achieved by generating polymer microstructures embedded directly
within a electric ﬁeld switchable liquid crystal device. Using numerical modelling
we explore the director ﬁeld structures forming in the vicinity of composite
colloidal particles with specially designed conic anchoring, which are assumed to
induce high multipoles. Simple rule that allow predictions of multipolar moment
from defect conﬁguration is extracted. Starting with a gyroid structure, which is
a photonic crystal by itself, we introduce an achiral and chiral nematic into one
labyrinth of channels with homeotropic anchoring. Complexly shaped channels
induce both ordered and disordered structures of defects. Simulating the passive
nematic ﬂow in porous microchannels we study the formation of individual
umbilic defects of various strength and umbilic defect lattices that arise as
the consequence of complex velocity ﬁeld containing both multiple peaks and
saddles. We investigate the 3D active turbulence in droplets of active nematic
with homeotropic and non slip boundary condition. The transition from the
point defect to the active turbulence is studied by analysing both the topological
defects and corresponding events as well as ﬂow. More generally, this work is
aimed at the development of novel functional soft matter, which can exhibit
exciting and unusual material characteristics, including light guiding, topological
defect states, photonic bandgaps, metamaterials and optical cloaking.
Keywords: ﬁeld structures, topological defects, tunability, nematic liquid
crystal, colloids, optical cloaking, metamaterial, nematoﬂuidics, active nematic.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 82.70.Dd, 61.30.Jf, 81.05.Xj, 61.30.Pq, 41.20.-q
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Introduction
Liquid crystaline ﬂuids can be designed into various ﬁeld structures that are characterised
by conﬁnement, external ﬁelds, ﬂow or included colloidal particles. Liquid crystal materials
have currently a dominant role in display applications, however the ongoing research takes
place far beyond the display technologies. Major research is in sinergy with other new
and rapidly developing ﬁelds of physics, mathematics and biology, like metamaterials [1],
photonic crystals [2, 3], microﬂuidics [4], colloids [5], topology [6, 7] and active matter [8],
giving rise to interesting properties, like tunability and self assembly. Multiple phenomena
that arise as the outcome of interplay between various ﬁelds are indeed intriguing topics
with many questions still unanswered.
Liquid crystals usually consists of elongated organic molecules, which at given temperature
or molecular concentration spontaneously order along a preferred direction called the
director [9, 10]. The conﬁnement, external ﬁelds, phase transitions, ﬂow or included
colloidal particles can distort its order, thus structural elastic forces appear. Such force
ﬁeld is highly spatially dependent due to the inherent anisotropy of the liquid crystal
molecules and give rise to complex director ﬁeld structures and phenomena.
The topological defects are an inseparable element of structures in nematic ﬂuids. Defects
in liquid crystals can form chaotic or even regular structures, depending on the type of
conﬁnement, inserted colloidal particles, external ﬁelds and ﬂow. Conﬁnement and the
surface anchoring can impose and aﬀect defects in liquid crystal. If the conﬁnement has a
regular structure, the transition from chaotic to regular structures is controllable and the
created system has a memory eﬀect [11]. Colloidal particles inserted in the liquid crystal
introduce the topological defects on their surface. This defects attract each other, so if
the colloids have an appropriate design, this can cause self-assembly of colloidal crystals
[12, 13]. Even the passive or active ﬂow itself can cause the reorientation of the director via
backﬂow which can also lead to formation of defects. The topological defects are present
also in a variety of ﬁelds of physics, where for example defects in liquid crystals have proved
to be a useful laboratory tool for studying defect behaviour in cosmology [14] In addition
to the conventional defects in liquid crystals, with a discontinuity at the center, umbilic
defects can form nematic structures which have a continuous core and the discontinuity
emerges only in the projection of the director ﬁeld to a distinct plane perpendicular to
the far ﬁeld orientation [15]. This defects are also often interpreted as integer defects
that have escaped in the third dimension. Liquid crystal umbilic defects are generally
created by proper selection of anchoring, topology [16] and applied electric [15, 17–23] or
magnetic ﬁelds [24, 25] and even light pulses [26, 27]. Recently, generation of umbilics by a
Poiseuille ﬂow was demonstrated [24, 25] and anisotropic annihilation dynamics of umbilic
defects was studied [28, 29]. Today the major attention is given to singular topological
defects, which were shown even to form knots, links, and accompany complex shaped
colloidal particles.
Colloidal particles are another route for creation of structures in complex nematic ﬂuids.
In essence, colloidal particles locally distort surrounding alignment of the nematic, which
13
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produces distinct spatial elastic distortions of the director ﬁeld. This distortions can
resemble electric ﬁeld conﬁgurations around dipolar and quadrupolar charge distributions
[30]. Surface boundary conditions on the colloid, which is usually planar degenerate
or homeotropic, has a pivotal role here and crucially determine the type of distortion,
introducing both bulk and surface line and point defects [31]. This gives rise to interactions
between the colloidal particles, which tend to arrange such that the energetically costly
distortions can be shared and essentially resemble interactions of electrostatic dipoles,
quadrupoles [6, 13, 30, 32, 33] and possibly higher multipoles. Until recently only colloidal
elastic dipoles [34, 35] and quadrupoles [31, 34, 36, 37] have been found, extensively
discussed and studied in the experiments and simulations. Higher order multipoles
have been predicted only theoretically [38–41]. The application of the conic degenerate
anchoring (preferential orientation of the director is conﬁned to the surface of the cone,
which centerline is normal to the colloid surface) [42] on the colloidal sphere, which induce
both surface point and ring defect simultaneously, has enabled the creation and study of
hexadecapolar (16-pole) colloids [43]. Manipulation of colloidal interactions by intelligent
shape and anchoring design can lead to spontaneous self-assembly into 1D, 2D or even 3D
colloidal crystals [44, 45].
The dynamics of nematic ﬂuid is quite diﬀerent than the dynamics of isotropic liquids.
The diﬀerence arise from the fact that the material ﬂow of liquid crystal is coupled with
the molecular orientation, thus the ﬂow can aﬀect the director orientation and vice versa,
rotation of the director can induce the ﬂow. This phenomena is known as backﬂow.
Passive liquid crystals ﬂow by the presence of an external forces like pressure gradients,
gravity electric ﬁelds etc., so they are characterised as passive ﬂuids [28, 46–48]. Flow
in nematic liquid crystals can also manipulate topological defects [49]. Complementary
active matter, which describes a broad class of biological and bioinspired systems including
microﬁlaments, microtubules and molecular motors [50–52], active gels [53, 54], bacterial
suspensions [55–61], algal suspensions [62], self propelled rods [63–65], ﬁbroblast cells [66]
and sperm cells [67], ﬂows inherently. These nonequilibrium systems generally consist of
anisotropic particles or organisms that are able to convert ambient or stored energy into
motion. Because of the interplay between nematic ordering and activity they exhibit a
collective motion. For suﬃciently active systems, the motion undergoes instability and
transitions into turbulent behaviour, similar to turbulence seen in passive ﬂuids at high
Reynolds numbers. Active turbulence emerges as one of the key mechanisms of microscopic
activity [58, 68, 69] and motility in diﬀerent active ﬂuids at low Reynolds numbers. The
main characteristic of active turbulence is the emergence of active topological defects, i.e.
regions of lost microscopic order [50, 54, 61, 70], which were recently shown to crucially
determine the turbulent behaviour in active layers [51, 61, 70–76]. However, little is known
about the topology of active defects, especially in a three-dimensional environment [69, 77].
Liquid crystals are explored in the context of metameterials, novel materials that can
modulate the incident light of certain frequencies [78, 79]. They are usually composed
of artiﬁcially created building blocks, typically an order of magnitude smaller than the
wavelength. Their response is conditioned by both complex shape of elementary building
blocks and also their arrangement. Wisely constructed building blocks can lead to resonant
response of the material to the electromagnetic ﬁeld. When the resonant frequencies of
both dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability coincide, the material can even
eﬀectively exhibit negative refractive index [80]. However, metamaterials realised in
various experiments are explored at diﬀerent wavelengths from microwave [81] to optical
frequencies [82]. Metamaterials may be composed of dielectric [83, 84] or more usually
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metal [85] building blocks. Commonly they are experimentally realised as metasurfaces
[86, 87] or many versions of split ring resonators [79, 81, 88–91]. The negative refractive
index metameterials can be used for optical cloaking [81, 92, 93], as well as many other
applications, such as controlling direction of propagation, phase, amplitude and polarisation
direction of incident light [94, 95]. Liquid crystal introduced to the metasurfaces or split
ring resonator templates [96–101] give rise to tunability (with applied external electric or
magnetic ﬁeld) [102], which is particularly desirable in this class of systems.
As part of this thesis we show that by properly designing structures in nematics, and
controlling them with external electric ﬁeld, can be used in the context of optical cloaking.
Optical cloaking is a phenomenon traditionally associated with artiﬁcially structured
metamaterials to render an object invisible [1, 81, 103–108]. Their fabrication requires
advanced processes and techniques such as e-beam lithography [109] and direct laser writing
[93, 110, 111] which are used to manipulate the optical/electrical properties of photonics
materials on the micro- and nanometre scale [112]. Nevertheless optical cloaking can be
achieved also from slightly diﬀerent standpoint, by generating polymer microstructures
embedded directly within a switchable liquid crystal device. Experimentally this can be
eﬃciently performed with use of direct laser writing [113].
Liquid crystals and the accompanying ﬁeld structures can also be used as a tunable photonic
crystals [2, 114] on their own, or just as a birefringent counterpart to the photonic crystal
templates. Photonic crystals derive their properties from periodic structure of their
refractive index in 1D, 2D or 3D, which can be realized as colloidal crystals, networks of
channels such as the Yablonovite model [115], or other elaborately assembled structures
[116]. We focus on bicontinuous phases, formed spontaneously from organic lipids or
diblock copolymers into triply periodic surfaces with constant mean curvature, a special
case of which are the Schwarz P- and D- surfaces, and the gyroid [117, 118]. The gyroid is
unique among the simplest minimal surfaces for separating the space into two interlocking
spaces with opposite chiralities, which makes it an interesting template for optically active
photonic crystals. The gyroid structure can be found in biological materials, such as
butterﬂy wings [119, 120], as well as artiﬁcial media [121], creating various photonic
materials [3, 122–124], templates, moulds and scaﬀolds for growth of crystals [125], and
micro-structured metals [126–128].
The results of this thesis were partially published or are in preparation for publishing and
are cited in the following references [129–135].
The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the theory of nematic liquid crystals
with particular focus on the phenomenological Landau-de Gennes free energy model and
full description of nematodynamics. Multipole approach is comprehensively presented here
and extended to higher order multipoles. Chapter 3 introduces numerical techniques for
the free energy minimisation in nematic liquid crystals and for modelling of the nematic
ﬂow. We present the method for allocation of complex shapes and the multipole expansion
method. The central original results of this doctoral thesis are presented in Chapters 4
and 5. Chapter 4 is dedicated to static structures in nematic liquid crystals. Firstly we
present self-assembly of the horseshoe nematic colloids and explore their metamaterial
performance. Thereafter the voltage induced optical cloaking of pillars in nematic cells is
studied in a system of polymerisable liquid crystal. We study the multipole moments of
composite colloids and chain colloids with distinct anchoring, which in turn enable the
establishment of a complete theory of high multipoles which can be determined with basic
knowledge of topological defects. The guidelines for arbitrary high multipole creation are
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presented. We also study ordered and disordered structures in a nematic liquid crystal
gyroids, which perform as tunable photonic crystals. Chapter 5 is dedicated to dynamic
structures in liquid crystals. Firstly the passive ﬂow in porous nematic microchannels
is studied and the controllable generation of umbilics is unveiled. At the end we study
the active nematic turbulence in droplets of active nematic with both homeotropic and
tangential anchoring. The ﬁnal concluding Chapter 6 summarises the main results and
ﬁndings of this doctoral thesis.

2

Theory of nematic fluids
This chapter presents the basic theory of nematic ﬂuids at the mesoscopic level. We
introduce the nematic order parameter and comprehensively discuss the Landau-de Gennes
free energy in both vectorial and tensorial approach. Additional terms that account for
the chirality, surface anchoring and applied external ﬁelds are presented. We introduce
several types of defects and brieﬂy discuss their topological properties and self-linking.
Lastly we present nematic elastic multipoles within two diﬀerent approaches.

2.1

Nematic order parameter
Nematic liquid crystals consist of rod-like molecules with no long-range positional order.
Due to their anisotropic shape, molecules exhibit orientational order and tend to align
parallel to some common axis, usually referred to as director n. The director is a
vectorial order parameter, which can be imagined as the result of averaging over molecular
orientations u. Since the nematic molecules are highly symmetric both directions n
and ´n are being equivalent. This averaging is performed in the volume which is large
compared with the molecular dimensions, but small enough compared with the typical
deformation length of the nematic phase in order to yield a continuous model.
The director n bears no information about the degree of orientational order, therefore we
introduce scalar order parameter S. Nematic molecules in thermodynamic equilibrium
assume any direction according to some probability distribution ρpuq. We want to
characterise the alignment by one numerical parameter, not the full distribution function
function ρpuq, which can be quite general. We choose z axis along n and deﬁne spatial
directions by a polar angle ϑ and azimute angle ϕ. The ﬁrst idea would be to use the
average a ¨ n “ cos ϑ, but this vanishes because the molecules have no distinction
between head and tail. The ﬁrst nontrivial moment is therefore the quadrupole, which is
deﬁned as

S “ P2 pcos ϑq “ 2π

π

0

P2 pcos ϑqρpϑq sinpϑq dϑ,

(2.1)

where P2 is the Legendre polynomial of the second order
 ¨ average over all molecular
 1 and
orientations. The values of S lie on the interval ´ 2 , 1 . When all the molecules are
perfectly aligned with director the nematic degree of order is S “ 1, S “ 0 corresponds
to isotropic phase and S “ ´ 12 represents the state where all the molecules are aligned
perpendicular to director.
The orientational order in liquid crystals can be alternatively described by the tensor order
parameter Qij , that contains both order parameter S and n and also possible biaxiality
P . Qij reads:

S
P  p1q p1q
p2q p2q
Qij “ (3ni nj ´ δij ) `
ei e j ´ ei e j ,
(2.2)
2
2
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p2q
p1q
p1q
where
 3 3 e “ n ˆ e and e is the secondary director. Values of3 P lie in the interval
´ 2 , 2 , where P “ 0 characterises uniaxial ordering and |P | “ 2 corresponds to the
perfect ordering along the secondary director ep1q . Order parameter tensor Qij is real,
symmetric and traceless. It has ﬁve degrees of freedom: nematic degree of order S,
biaxiality P , orientation of the director n (two angles) and orientation of the secondary
director ep1q relative to the director (one angle). Order parameter tensor has three
eigenvalues, namely S, ´ 12 pS ` P q and ´ 12 pS ´ P q, with the corresponding eigenvectors
n, ep1q and ep2q .

2.2

Landau-de Gennes free energy
Phenomenological theories can be constructed independently of the detailed nature of
interaction and of the molecular structure, with incorporated thermodynamic laws and
internal symmetry properties of the underlying microscopic model. A well established
approach to describe nematic ﬂuids at mesoscopic level is to use Landau-de Gennes model
which consists of two parts: Landau part which describes the transition from nematic to
isotropic phase and a second part, which accounts for the spatial elastic deformations of
tensor order parameter Qij .
Landau theory of nematic phase transition
The stability of mesophases in vast majority of liquid crystals depends either on temperature or molecular density. We are interested in thermotropic nematic liquid crystals,
where temperature drives the phase transition. In nematic phase, below the phase transition, ﬂuctuations of nematic order S are generally weak, whereas in isotropic phase
no long-range orientational order persists, consequently the order parameter Qij is zero.
Phenomenological Landau theory is a mean ﬁeld theory where the Gibbs free energy is
expanded in the vicinity of the transition with respect to the order parameter tensor
Qij up to forth order [9]. Free energy functional must include all symmetries of tensor
order parameter, such as translational and rotational invariance, but also lack of inversion
symmetry Q ‰ ´Q. The last requirement is the reason that odd invariants are allowed in
the free energy. Expansion assuming uniaxial nematic reads
1
1
1
fNI “ ApT qQij Qji ` BQij Qjk Qki ` CpQij Qji q2 ,
(2.3)
2
3
4
where A, B, and C are material parameters and summation over repeated indices is
assumed. The parameter A “ apT ´ T ˚ q contains a temperature dependence which
governs the nematic to isotropic transition [10]. In nematic phase, below the temperature
T ˚ , both A and B are negative, but C must be positive to ensure that the free energy
density functional is bounded from below. Typical values for a nematic liquid crystal are
A « ´105 J{m3 , B « ´106 J{m3 and C « 106 J{m3 . The free energy functional can be
rewritten with S, using trace invariants
3
1
9
fNI “ apT ´ T ˚ qS 2 ` BS 3 ` CS 4 .
(2.4)
4
4
16
The free energy functional dependent solely on S exhibits characteristics outlined in
Fig. 2.1. First term drives the transition, second breaks the symmetry of S, ensuring that
S ‰ ´S and the third bounds the fN I from below.
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T=T**
fNI
T=Tc

T>T**

S
T=T*

Figure 2.1: Nematic phase transition. Free energy density fNI as a function of the order
parameter S for some typical temperatures. Minimum of the free energy density change with
variation of temperature. For T ą Tc free energy has global minimum at S “ 0 (isotropic phase),
but for T ă Tc , the minimum corresponds to S ‰ 0 (nematic phase). At temperature Tc , we have
coexistence of both phases and transition is of ﬁrst order. Below the super-cooling temperature
T ˚ the isotropic phase is unstable. T ˚˚ represents super-heating temperature of nematic phase.

The minimisation of the free energy gives the equilibrium nematic degree of order Seq
⎛
⎞
2
B
B
1
8ApT q ⎠
`
,
(2.5)
Seq “ ⎝´
´
2
3C
3C
3C
that holds for the nematic phase.
Elastic free energy
In undistorted nematic all molecules are on average aligned along one common direction.
However, this conﬁguration is usually not compatible with boundary conditions and
external ﬁelds. While subjected to spatial variations of orientational ordering, nematic
material eﬀectively act as elastic medium. Any elastic deformation can be decomposed into
three basic deformation modes, splay, twist and bend, presented in Fig. 2.2. The distortion
phenomenological free energy volume density is constructed with scalar invariants, derived
from order parameter tensor Q, to penalise all three deformation modes individually.
Scalar invariants are usually second order in derivatives and must satisfy the symmetries
of nematic [10]. Free energy density for chiral nematic reads [136–139]
BQlj
BQkl BQkl
1 BQij BQij
1 BQij BQik
1
` L2
` L3 Qij
` 2q0 L1 ikl Qij
,
f E “ L1
2
Bxk Bxk
2
Bxj Bxk
2
Bxi Bxj
Bxk

(2.6)

where L1 , L2 and L3 are tensorial elastic constants, q0 “ 2π{p0 is the inverse of cholesteric
pitch, xi are Cartesian coordinates and sumation over repeated indices is assumed. Three
elastic constants are introduced to quantify all three basic elastic modes. The last term is
present only in chiral nematics and imposes twisting of the nematic order, characterised
by pitch p0 . When the spatial distortions of the director are small, the order parameter
S in the expansion (Eq. 2.6) can be considered constant. Additionally, if one assumes
uniaxial approximation of the order parameter tensor Q, the free energy becomes easier
to interpret geometrically [9, 140]. The resulting Frank-Oseen free energy density, which
is expressed in terms of director n and its derivatives, reads [141, 142]
1
1
1
fEFO “ K11 p∇ ¨ nq2 ` K22 pn ¨ p∇ ˆ nq ´ q0 q2 ` K33 pn ˆ p∇ ˆ nqq2 .
2
2
2

(2.7)
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The terms account for splay, twist and bend deformation modes, and the inverse cholesteric
pitch q0 describes the preference of chiral nematic liquid crystal to have an inherent nonzero
twist. By comparing both expansions [Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7] we get the mapping between
tensorial constants Li and Frank elastic constants Ki , which are usually measured in
experiments [143, 144]:
9S 2
p2L1 ` L2 ´ L3 Sq,
4
9S 2
p2L1 ´ L3 Sq,
K2 “
4
9S 2
p2L1 ` L2 ` 2L3 Sq.
K3 “
4
K1 “

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

The Frank-Oseen free energy can be extended by additional invariants allowed by the
a

b

splay

c

twist

bend

Figure 2.2: Nematic elastic deformation. Basic elastic deformation modes: (a) splay, (b) twist,
and (c) bend.

symmetry (already incorporated in the Q tensor based formulation of the free energy) in
the form of divergence terms f13 and f24 , namely
f13 “K13 ∇ ¨ rnp∇ ¨ nqs,

(2.11)

f24 “ ´ K24 ∇ ¨ rnp∇ ¨ nq ` n ˆ p∇ ˆ nqs.

(2.12)

Here K13 [145] and K24 [146] represent mixed splay-bend and saddle-splay elastic constants.
The splay-bend term describe deformations of the director within the surface plane and
along the plane normal, whereas the saddle-splay term penalises the distortions of the
director only tangentially along the surface [9, 10]. With use of the Gauss theorem the
terms can be integrated as a surface contributions and they primarily aﬀect the bulk
behaviour of the liquid crystal by renormalising the surface anchoring strength. The latter
two additional terms will not concern us in this work.
The full forms of elastic free energy densities [Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7] are in many cases complex.
Therefore frequently, a single elastic constant approximation is used, which sets L1 “ L,
L2 “ L3 “ 0 and K1 “ K2 “ K3 “ K. The elastic free energy densities then reduce to
1 BQij BQij
fE “ L
, and
2 Bxk Bxk

1 
fEFO “ K p∇ ¨ nq2 ` p∇ ˆ nq2 .
2

(2.13)
(2.14)

The eligibility of one-constant approximation strongly depends on the choice of the material.
For 5CB, which is a typical liquid crystal, the values of elastic constants are in the range
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10´12 – 10´11 N and diﬀer by around 40% [147]. Elastic constants Ki can be strongly
temperature dependent, however not with the same rate, therefore ratios K3 {K1 and
K2 {K1 can also vary [148].
The comparison of the ordering fNI with elastic fE contribution of the Landau-de Gennes
free energy density introduces a characteristic length scale ξN , named also nematic
correlation length. Within single elastic constant approximation and uniaxial order
parameter tensor, ξN equals
ξN “

L
.
2
A ` BSeq ` 92 CSeq

(2.15)

Nematic correlation length determines spatial length scale for the variation of nematic
degree of order, therefore it roughly sets the defects size. Typically ξN is of the order of
few nm in molecular thermotropic nematics.
Surface anchoring
The elastic free energy density (Eq. 2.6), which deﬁnes the distortion energies in the
bulk of the nematic phase should be accompanied with the energies associated with the
surfaces of the sample. Boundaries surrounding the nematic, aﬀect liquid crystal ordering
by imposing both, the preferred orientation and the degree of ordering. Surfaces can in
principle impose an arbitrary direction in space, where the following two extreme cases
are most widely used, planar (tangential) anchoring and homeotropic (normal) anchoring
[149].
Uniform surface anchoring (homeotropic or other ﬁxed angle) can be well described by
the Rapini-Papoular like surface free energy density functional [150]
1
fH “ WH pQij ´ Q0ij q2 ,
2

(2.16)

which quadratically penalises all deviations from the surface-preferred order parameter
tensor Q0ij with the strength WH . Besides the preferred direction at the surface, tensor Q0ij
imposes also a surface degree of order and biaxiality. In case of homeotropic anchoring,
S
the preferred tensor is constructed with use of the surface normal ν, Q0ij “ 2eq p3νi νj ´ δij q.
Typically values of the anchoring strength WH range from 10´3 J{m2 (strong anchoring)
to 10´7 J{m2 (weak anchoring) [151].
Some surfaces favour planar degenerate anchoring, where molecules have tendency to align
along any direction tangential to the surface, so all polar angles are equally possible. Such
anchoring can be modelled by introducing new surface free energy potential proposed by
Fournier and Galatola [152]

2

2
2
fPD “ WPD Q̃ij ´ Q̃K
`
W
´
9S
,
(2.17)
Q̃
Q̃
2
ij
ji
ij
s
where WPD and W2 are two constants measuring surface anchoring strength and Ss degree
S
of order preferred by surface. The model penalises any deviations of Q̃ij “ Qij ` 2eq δij
from its projection to the surface Q̃K
ij “ Pik Q̃kl Plj . The projection matrix is deﬁned using
the surface normal νi as Pij “ δij ´ νi νj . The ﬁrst term quadratically penalises deviations
of Q̃ij from its projection, whereas the second term enforces degree of order at the surface
with fourth order potential in S.
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Uniform anchoring strength can be illustrated with the Kléman-de Gennes extrapolation
length ξS , which is deﬁned as follows [9]
ξS “ K{W.

(2.18)

It eﬀectively measures the relative strength between nematic elasticity and surface anchoring. Typically, the extrapolation length is of the order of 10 nm for surfaces with strong
anchoring, whereas ξS „ 10 μm for surfaces with weak anchoring.
Electric ﬁeld eﬀects
Electric dipoles are induced in (otherwise non-polar) nematic molecules when subjected
to an external electric ﬁeld, which in turn couple with the electric ﬁeld via the dielectric
interaction. As a result, the nematic is typically highly responsive to the electric ﬁelds.
Depending on the type of nematic and its polarisability, the induced dipoles are oriented
either parallel or perpendicular to the director, in other words the material has either a
positive or negative dielectric anisotropy a . In the framework of the Landau-de Gennes
free energy approach the dielectric coupling can be introduced as an additional free energy
contribution fD [144, 153, 154]
1
2
fD “ ´ 0 ¯δij ` mol
Qij Ei Ej ,
2
3 a

(2.19)

where Ei is the external electric ﬁeld, 0 the dielectric vacuum permittivity constant,
mol
¯ “ p2K `  q{3 is average liquid crystal permittivity and mol
“ mol
a
 ´ K the molecular
dielectric anisotropy, which is connected to macroscopic dielectric anisotropy a “ Smol
a .
mol are eigenvalues of the dielectric permittivity tensor and correspond to
mol
and

K

eigenvectors perpendicular and parallel to the director. Typical values for 5CB at room
temperature and at low electric ﬁeld frequencies (DC ﬁelds) are a “ 11 and S “ 0.525,
giving mol
“ 21 [155].
a
The strength of the electric ﬁeld can be characterised by the electric coherence length ξE .
The comparison between free energy due to the electric ﬁeld (Eq. 2.19) and elasticity (Eq.
2.6) gives [9]

K
1
ξE “
,
(2.20)
E a 0
where E is typical electric ﬁeld in the sample. The electric coherence length measures the
ratio between distortions caused by elasticity and electric ﬁelds. The eﬀects of electric ﬁeld
are perceptible when the ξE is small compared to the system size. In a typical nematic
(L1 « 10´11 N, a « 10) and electric ﬁeld E “ 1 V{μm the electric coherence length is
ξE « 0.3 μm.
The competition between nematic elasticity and electric ﬁeld can be more comprehensively
studied in the Fréedericksz cell [156, 157]. It consists of nematic crystal being oriented
between two solid plates with strong anchoring. The preferential direction imposed by
the surfaces may be parallel or perpendicular to the plates, whereas the electric ﬁeld is
always applied perpendicular to the easy axis. There are three diﬀerent cell setups and
each exactly refers to one of the basic elastic deformation modes (Fig. 2.2), namely splay,
twist and bend [158]. If the electric ﬁeld exceeds the threshold Ec , the director ﬁeld is
deformed. The Fréedericksz phase transition is of second order, therefore the distortions
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just above the treshold ﬁeld are small and increase continuously. The critical electric ﬁeld
Ec reads:
Ki
π
Ec “
,
(2.21)
d 0 |a |
where 0 is vacuum permittivity, a the dielectric anisotropy, d the thickness of the cell and
Ki the elastic constant for splay twist and bend respectively. This approach (measurement
of Ec ) is frequently used for the determination of the Frank elastic constants. In typical
liquid crystals (Ki « 10´11 N and a « 10) sandwiched between glass plates with separation
d “ 20 μm the critical electric ﬁeld is around Ec « 0.05 V{μm.

2.3

Topological defects in nematics
Homogeneus director ﬁeld with constant degree of order is energetically most favourable
state of bulk (achiral) nematic liquid crystals. However, conﬁning surfaces with certain
anchoring and external ﬁelds impose opposing preferential easy axes, which leads to
formation of regions, where molecular ordering is frustrated. Nematic defect regions are
characterised by drop of scalar degree of order S and intense spatial variations of director
n, with discontinuities of n in the exact defect center. Defects in nematic liquid crystal
can be either points or lines [159] and are usually assigned with topological charges and
winding numbers [10, 160–162].
Singular point defects form either in the bulk or on the surfaces. The topological charge
q of point defects can be introduced as an integral over a closed defect-free surface Ω
surrounding the defect [10]

1
Bn
Bn
q“
dSi ,
ijk n
ˆ
(2.22)
8π
Bxj
Bxk
Ω

where ijk is the Levi-Civitá totally antisymmetric tensor and xi are Cartesian coordinates.
Note that q is odd in n, thus the sign of the charge is not uniquely deﬁned. Three
basic conﬁgurations
of point defects with charge magnitude
q “ 1 are possible: radial


n “ px, y, zq{ x2 ` y 2 ` z 2 , circular n “ py, ´x, zq{ x2 ` y 2 ` z 2 and hyperbolic n “
p´x, ´y, zq{ x2 ` y 2 ` z 2 hedgehog. Frequently, a convention of assigning `1 to the
radial charge and ´1 to the hyperbolic, is used, but in general, the vectors in the entire
sample must be oriented consistently and the topological charges assigned accordingly.
The elastic free energy of singular point defects scales as W “ KR, where R is the size
of liquid crystal volume and K some function of Frank elastic constants (including K24 ),
determined with the hedgehog type. The diﬀerence of elastic constants is an important
factor in the stability of point defects vs. disclination loops.
Nematic line defects, named also disclinations, are locally quantiﬁed with a winding
number (strength) m which characterises the symmetry of the surrounding director ﬁeld
at some cross section. Let the disclination line be aligned parallel with the z-axis and
the director ﬁeld is observed in plane perpendicular to it. The inplane director ﬁeld can
be parametrised with the polar angle ϕ and the integral over closed loop Γ gives local
winding number

1
dϕ.
(2.23)
m“
π
Γ
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Winding number m can be integer and also half-integer, since the states n and ´n are
physically indistinguishable (Fig. 2.3). Note that the deﬁnition of winding number relies
on the assumption that the director ﬁeld is conﬁned to 2D plane, perpendicular to the
disclination, but in general disclination can attain also director component along the
disclination, such as in twisted disclinations. The inplane director ﬁeld can be written as
n “ pcospmϕ ` cq, sinpmϕ ` cq, 0q,

(2.24)

with c being some regular harmonic function, but is typically taken as a constant, which
sets the relative orientation of the director ﬁeld regarding the coordinate frame. By surface

1/2

1

3/2

2

-1/2

-1

-3/2

-2

Figure 2.3: Classiﬁcation of nematic line defects. Schematic representation of disclination
lines with various winding number m and c “ 0.

integration of single elastic constant Frank-Oseen free energy density (Eq. [2.14]) over the
latter inplane director ﬁeld, one yields free energy per unit length of the disclination line
[10]
R
W pmq “ πKm2 ln
` Wcore ,
(2.25)
rcore
where rcore is the core radius with energy per unit length Wcore „ πm2 K (if assuming
isotropic core model), K is some function of Frank elastic constants, and R is the system
size. Within the Frank-Oseen approach the core is introduced to avoid the discontinuity
of the director ﬁeld in the center of disclination. The proportionality W 9m2 implies that
one disclination of strength m “ ˘1 bears two times more energy than two disclinations of
strength m “ ˘1{2. As a result only ˘1{2 disclinations are stable. Note that total energy
of the disclination line is linearly proportional with its length. Line defects can be closed
to loops which are topologically equivalent to a point, unless they are knotted or linked.
Escaped disclinations
The above result of nematic defect energy considerations suggests that in principle only
the disclinations with winding number m “ ˘1{2 should be observed. The real situation is
more subtle, because the disclinations with integer winding number can escape in the third
dimension i.e. along the disclination [163]. At the central axis of disclination, director
tends to be parallel to it, but remains perpendicular at the outer reach which removes the
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singularity from the core. The elastic energy per unit length of the escaped disclination is
only linearly proportional with its winding number [10]
W “ 3π K̃|m|,

(2.26)

where K̃ is some function of Frank elastic constants. The escape can also occur in opposite
directions which produces the singular point defects [10, 159].
Umbilic defects
In contrast to the singular defects in liquid crystals, with a discontinuity at the center,
umbilic defects are continuous everywhere and have no singular (isotropic) core. Yet the
discontinuity emerges only in the projection of the director ﬁeld to a distinct plane (xy)
perpendicular to the far ﬁeld orientation (z-axis) [15, 17]. Therefore umbilics are not
fundamentally topological defects, and can be continuously transformed into a homogeneous
ﬁeld. Umbilic defects are most commonly created in Hele-Shaw cells [28] with strong
homeotropic anchoring, containing a nematic monocrystal with a negative dielectric
anisotropy. The static external ﬁeld (above the critical value Ec (Eq. 2.21)), applied
perpendicular to the cell surfaces, induces bend distortions to the perfect parallel alignment
of the director ﬁeld [158]. The situation is reminiscent of the Fréedericksz transition,
the molecules tend to lie parallel to the surface in order to minimise free energy, but
importantly no particular direction is preferred in this plane. This degeneration of the tilt
direction leads to formation of umbilic defects (Fig. 2.4).
a

b
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of umbilic defects with ϕ0 “ 0. (a) Hele-Shaw cell
with the side view of the umbilic defect m “ `1. The discontinuity emerges only in the projection
of the director ﬁeld to the plane parallel with the plates (purple). (b) umbilic defects of various
winding number (top view).

The distorted director ﬁeld may be written as [15, 24, 28]
n “ pcospmϕ ` ϕ0 q sin ϑ, sinpmϕ ` ϕ0 q sin ϑ, cos ϑq,

(2.27)

where ϕ is the azimuth angle in xy plane, ϕ0 some arbitrary constant and ϑ the tilt angle.
In Hele-Shaw cell of thickness d (plates being at ´d{2 and d{2) the tilt angle ϑ depends
on the intensity of the electric ﬁeld E and can be written as:
 πz 
ϑpzq “ ϑ0 cos
(2.28)
d
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where


ϑ0 « 2

E ´ Ec
.
Ec

(2.29)

Direction of the tilt may be described by the two-dimensional unit vector c, which resides
in the xy plane, and gives the projected structure of the defect. The directions c and ´c
are not equivalent, because c is an oriented vector, as a result m must be an integer. The
core of umbilics is continuous, which allows for accurate calculation of Frank elastic free
energy. For umbilics of strength m “ `1, the free energy per unit length is proportional
to W 9K1 cos2 ϕ0 ` K2 sin2 ϕ0 , whereas for the umbilics of strength m “ ´1 it reads
2
W 9 K1 `K
[15, 164].
2

Topological theory of defects
A comprehensive description of defects in liquid crystals requires involvement of the theory
of homotopy which is a part of topology [165]. We shall mention it only brieﬂy as it is
not the main concern of this thesis. The order parameter, namely the director, is a map
from a real space, excluding the singularities, to the ground state manifold, which is the
topological space of all possible states the director can occupy. The ground state manifold
of a nematic is the real projective plane RP 2 , the top half of a unit sphere with opposite
points on the equator identiﬁed [161]. The main interest lies in mappings of i-dimensional
spheres enclosing the defects in real space. A line defect can be enclosed by a linear contour
(i “ 1), whereas the point defect by a sphere (i “ 2), therefore they are mapped to RP 2
with diﬀerent homotopy groups Hi . Each element of homotopy group corresponds to a
class of topologically stable defects, which can be continuously deformed one to the other
[10]. They are topological invariants, previously referred to as the topological charges of
the defects [162]. A defect-free state, where director ﬁeld n is equivalent to a constant,
corresponds to a unit element of the homotopy group and zero topological charge.
Defect loops and point defects can both be enclosed in a sphere S 2 and thus belong to
second homotopy group. We say they are equivalent in sense of topology as they can
be continuously deformed one into another. The winding number m, deﬁnes the local
symmetry of the director ﬁeld surrounding the defect loop. Whereas the topological
charge of a loop q (Eq. 2.22), as in the case of point defects, deﬁnes its global topological
properties.
Topological charge needs to be preserved, including in annihilation or creation of defects.
As a result defects in form of points or lines can be created and annihilated in pairs of
opposite sign. If created in a uniform director state, such pair attracts each other and
annihilate to a defect-free state. However, if the conﬁning surfaces impose some preferential
direction, this may, in cooperation with its genus, determine the total topological charge.
In the case of homeotropic droplet, that we shall discuss later, the total topological charge
is q “ 1. Similarly the colloidal particles with certain surface anchoring eﬀectively behave
as point defects of certain topological charge q. This is compensated by the surrounding
nematic with introduction of the defect with the opposite sign ´q in order to preserve
the total topological charge. As an example, the colloidal particles with genus 0 and
homeotropic or planar anchoring each carry topological charge `1 as a result nematic
introduces a defect of charge q “ ´1.
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Self-linking number
Disclination lines are not simple curves, owing to the fact that they exhibit additional
structure in their cross section (Fig. 2.3). Such line accompanied with the orientation of
the cross section, can be mathematically described by a ribbon [166]. The ribbon is fully
speciﬁed by the main (axis) curve (traced by r) and an auxiliary curve, which is traced
by the axis t describing the orientation of the cross section at each point on the curve.
The following geometric and topologic quantities are deﬁned only for a ribbons closed into
loops.
Linking number is deﬁned with the Gauss integral of two non-intersecting loops A and B
with parameters s and s1
 
rA psq ´ rB ps1 q
1
LkpA, Bq “
ds ds1 ,
(2.30)
tA psq ˆ tB ps1 q ¨
4π
|rA psq ´ rB ps1 q|3
which is the number of times the loops cross each other, regardless of the chosen projection
[167, 168]. Linking number is invariant to all continuous deformations of the loops, which
implies that it is a topological invariant.
Usually we are interested in the ribbon closed into a loop instead of single loop. The
linking number Lk of the the axis and the auxiliary curve deﬁnes the self-linking number
Sl of the ribbon. It labels the ribbons according to the number of twist incorporated in
the loop. As the linking number, the self-linking number is also a topological invariant
[7, 169–171].
The Gauss integral of the ribbon’s axis loop with itself gives the writhe
 
rA psq ´ rA ps1 q
1
WrpA, Aq “
tA psq ˆ tA ps1 q ¨
ds ds1 ,
4π
|rA psq ´ rA ps1 q|3

(2.31)

which can, in contrary to the linking number, assume any value. Writhe measures the
nonplanarity of the curve and is a global property of closed loop and cannot be reduced
to a local expression.
The twist is deﬁned with a single integral along the axis loop

1
tpsq ¨ pupsq ˆ Bs upsqqds,
Tw “
2π

(2.32)

where u is a normalised vector, perpendicular to the axis curve, and determines the local
orientation of the ribbon’s cross section [7, 167]. The twist measures the locally distributed
torsion of the auxiliary curve around the axis curve.
According to the Călugăreanu theorem, the self-linking number can be decomposed into
twist and writhe
Sl “ Wr ` Tw.
(2.33)
Self-linking number is a topological invariant, consequently the continuous transformations
of the ribbon only convert between the writhe and twist, while their sum is preserved.
As it was already discussed, the disclinations with winding number m “ ˘1{2 are energetically most favourable states and therefore most frequently observed. Such disclinations
have a two-fold or three-fold symmetry [7, 166] as evident from (Fig. 2.3), which determines
the total amount of rotation of such proﬁle around the disclination line tangent, to be
quantised as Sl “ p or Sl “ p{3 (p is an integer).
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The total topological charge q in an observed system which comprises of closed loops can
be written in the form
⎛
⎞
n
n


3⎝
SlpAi q ` 2
LkpAi , Aj q⎠ ` n “ q
mod 2,
(2.34)
2
i

iąj

where n is the number of loops, which can be changed by one in the process of rewiring.
The modulo 2 is present because, in case of a line defects, only the even/odd parity of
topological charge q is conserved [7, 166, 172]. The number of loops and the linking
invariants of the nematic braids always remain correlated.

2.4

Nematic elastic multipoles
Nematic proﬁle may be calculated, by using minimisation of the total nematic free energy,
analytically for several simple systems (like Fréedericksz cell); however, in most cases the
general solution can not be obtained. Even the nematic proﬁle surrounding the rather
simple colloidal sphere in an uniform director ﬁeld cannot be determined analitically. The
key problem arises in the proximity of colloid surface, where strong spatial gradients
emerge. However this is not the case at the periphery, where the spatial gradients are
small and meek. Avoiding the unmanageable region close to the colloid surface, the
Euler-Lagrange equations may be linearized and solved analitically in the far-ﬁeld in terms
of elastic multipoles [34, 38, 40, 173].
The multipole expansion relies on the crucial assumption of roughly uniform director ﬁeld
nprq « pnx , ny , 1q, with small nx , ny ! 1. At large distances from the localised source of
nematic distortion, such as a colloidal particle, the full Frank free energy (Eq. 2.14) can
be simpliﬁed to the harmonic free energy
FO(h)

fE


1
“ K
p∇nμ q2 ,
2 μ“x,y

(2.35)

where we introduced the notation nμ , μ “ x, y for components perpendicular to far ﬁeld
direction. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are Laplace equations:
∇2 nμ “ 0.

(2.36)

The solution of Laplace equations is now sought in terms of series multipoles in spherical
coordinates and in Cartesian coordinates.
Spherical multipole moments
Laplace equations in 3D are separable in spherical coordinates and can be analytically
solved, their general solutions can be written as a sum
nμ pr, ϑ, ϕq “

8 
`l

l“0 m“´l

μ
qlm

1
rl`1

Ylm pϑ, ϕq,

(2.37)
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μ
where ϑ is polar and ϕ azimuth angle, qlm
are coeﬃcients called spherical multipole
m
moments and Yl pϑ, ϕq are the spherical harmonics


Ylm pϑ, ϕq

“

2l ` 1
4π

pl ´ mq! m
P pcos ϑqeimϕ .
pl ` mq! l

(2.38)

Here Plm pxq are the associated Legendre polynomials, deﬁned with the derivatives of
Legendre polynomials
Plm pxq “ p´1qm p1 ´ x2 qm{2

dm
Pl pxq.
dxm

(2.39)

The spherical harmonics Ylm pϑ, ϕq are, by construction, the eigenfunctions of the Laplace
operator on unit sphere and form an orhtonormal basis
 2π  π
Ylm pϑ, ϕqYjk pϑ, ϕq sin ϑ dϑ dϕ “ δlj δmk ,
(2.40)
0

0

where δij is the Kronecker symbol.
Within this approach spherical multipole moments qlm are given with the following integral
μ
qlm


“

2π
0



π



0

8
0

nμ pr, ϑ, ϕq

1
rl`1

Ylm˚ pϑ, ϕqr2 dr dϑ dϕ,

(2.41)

which is particularly appealing for calculating the multipoles numerically. The radius r
can be considered large enough to satisfy the assumptions nx , xy ! 1 and nz « 1.
Multipole moments with Green function
Laplace equations can be solved in similar way by using Green’s function approach. Let
us assume a sphere Σ with radius a, enclosing the source of deformation such as colloidal
particle (located at the center of the Cartesian coordinate frame), such that nμ ! 1 outside
of Σ. The solutions of Laplace equations (Eq. 2.36) are determined by the distribution of
nμ on the sphere Σ [38], with the following Greens formula

(2.42)
nμ prq “ ´ nμ psqpνpsq ¨ ∇s qG1 pr, sq d2 s,
Σ

where νpsq is the normal to sphere Σ at s P Σ and G1 pr, r1 q is the Green function of
Laplace equation written with spatial coordinates r and r1 . For a spherical surface Σ
Green function is known exactly
G1 pr, r1 q “

1
4π

1
a
1
´
2
1
|r ´ r | r | (a{r) r ´ r1 |

which yields
1
nμ prq “
4π


Σ

nμ psq

a2 ´ r 2 2
d s.
a|r ´ s|3

,

(2.43)

(2.44)

In cartesian coordinate frame this can be further expanded with Taylor series of
around s “ 0 [34, 173]
nμ prq “

μ
Aμ pμ ¨ r cij xi xj
`
`
` ¨¨¨ ,
r
r3
r5

1
|r´s|

(2.45)
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the expansion coeﬃcients Aμ , pμ and cμij are usually referred to as the elastic multipoles,
and xi are the Cartesian coordinates. Cartesian multipole moments are given with the
following integrals:

1
μ
A “
nμ d2 s,
(2.46)
4πa Σ

3
pμi “ ´
nμ νi d2 s,
(2.47)
4π Σ

5a
μ
cij “
nμ p3νi νj ´ δij q d2 s.
(2.48)
8π Σ
Multipoles of colloidal particles
The expression “multipolar expansion” traditionally refers to the multipole moments in
Cartesian coordinates, as they are being frequently employed in literature and are more
intuitive in simple cases. On the other hand, higher multipoles in Cartesian approach
become complicated and hard to calculate, therefore spherical multipoles are used instead.
Despite their diﬀerences, both approaches are equivalent and allow mapping from one to
another. The relation between the two sets of multipoles are determined by comparing
the expressions (Eq. 2.37) and (Eq. 2.45), which are both the series in increasing powers
of 1{r. Accordingly, l “ 0 (1{r term) is the monopole term, l “ 1 (1{r3 term) the dipole,
l “ 2 (1{r5 term) corresponds to the quadrupole and so on, some general l gives 2l -pole.
The far-ﬁeld director symmetry is determined by the symmetry of the colloidal particle
and its anchoring. In this doctoral disertation we are interested only in particles invariant
to rotations about z axis, which have no azimuthal contribution to n. Hence the director
ﬁeld imposed by a particle should be invariant with respect to rotations about the farﬁeld director n0 “ p0, 0, 1q. The constraint which sets monopole coeﬃcient Aμ “ 0.
μ
Furthermore, it implies, in sense of spherical multipoles, that qlm
, m “ ˘1 are the only
non-vanishing coeﬃcients in the expansion (Eq. 2.37). The director ﬁeld in Cartesian
coordinates, corresponding to the individual multipole is written and illustrated on Fig. 2.5.
General director ﬁeld is a sum of multipolar terms, weighted with appropriate multipole
coeﬃcient. According to the dimensional analysis, multipole coeﬃcients contain also the
powers of a certain length scale. In case the colloid is a sphere, the length scale is simply
its radius, however if this is not the case the length scale is not necessarily clearly deﬁned.

2.4. Nematic elastic multipoles
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Figure 2.5: Analytic multipoles. The xz cross section of the normalised
director ﬁeld 
pnx , ny , 1q

of individual multipoles in Cartesian coordinates. Note that r “ x2 ` y 2 ` z 2 and ρ “ x2 ` y 2 .
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Nematodynamics
The dynamics of liquid crystal is diﬀerent than the dynamics of isotropic liquid, because it
exhibits not only viscous, but also elastic behaviour [9, 10]. The translational (i.e. ﬂuid)
motion of nematic ﬂuid is coupled to the inner orientational motions of the molecules.
The nematic ﬂow is additionally complicated due to the orientational ordering, which
results in anisotropic viscosity.
There exist several approaches that describe the dynamics of nematic ﬂuid. In case the
nematic degree of order S can be considered constant, the nematic ﬂuid can be well
described by the Ericksen-Leslie model [9, 10]. This theory is based on classical mechanics
and macroscopic properties. Complementary the problem of nematodynamics can also be
approached from the microscopic level which is known as the Harvard model [10].
The main two approaches that use full tensorial formulation of nematodynamics are the
Beris-Edwards [174, 175] and Qian-Sheng [176] formalisms. The Qiang-Sheng formalism
includes all ﬁve independent viscosities, whereas the Beris-Edwards model includes a
reduced set of material parameters, namely one rotational and translational viscosity. We
use Beris-Edwards model due to its simplicity. Note that in the limit of constant degree
of order both tensorial formalisms reduce to the Ericksen-Leslie model [177].

2.5.1

Dynamics of isotropic ﬂuid
Fluid dynamics is essentially governed by the second Newton’s law ma “ F, which in
terms of a continuum and deformable medium reads as [178]
ρ

dvi
BΠik
“
` ρfie ,
dt
Bxk

(2.49)

where ρ is ﬂuid density, vi its velocity, Πik stress tensor, fie external forces, t time and xk
spatial coordinates. The most important part of the latter equation is the stress tensor
Πik , because it determines all properties of the ﬂuid. The stress tensor of Newtonian
ﬂuids, which
are the

 concern of this doctoral thesis, shall be linear in strain-rate tensor
Bvj
1 Bvi
Aij “ 2 xj ` Bxi , and in stationary state reduces to non-dissipative term ´pδik . The
stress tensor of viscous isotropic ﬂuid reads [178]
1
Πik “ ´pδik ` 2ηpAik ´ All δik q ` ξAll δik ,
3

(2.50)

where p is hydrostatic pressure, η the dynamic viscosity and ξ the dilatation viscosity,
both coeﬃcients of viscosity are independent of the velocity. The fact that the ﬂuid is
isotropic, determines that its properties are described by scalar quantities only (in this
case η and ξ). The tensor pAik ´ 13 All δik q is traceless, therefore it is the dilatation viscosity
ξ that relates the variations of volume with the hydrostatic pressure. The equation of
motion of a viscous ﬂuid may now be obtained by adding stress tensor Πik (Eq. 2.50) in
Euler equation (Eq. 2.49) and rewriting the material derivative on the left-hand side


Bv
1
` pv ¨ ∇qv “ ´∇p ` η∇2 v ` pξ ` ηq∇p∇ ¨ vq ` ρf e .
(2.51)
ρ
Bt
3
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This is the celebrated Navier-Stokes equation, the foundation of the Newtonian hydrodynamics. It must be combined with the continuity equation
Bρ
` ∇ ¨ pρvq “ 0
Bt

(2.52)

and with thermodynamic equation of state
p “ ppρq.

(2.53)

The above set of equations becomes considerably simpler if the ﬂuid may be regarded as
incompressible, thereby the continuity equation reduces to ∇ ¨ v “ 0 and the Navier-Stokes
equation reads


Bv
` pv ¨ ∇qv “ ´∇p ` η∇2 v ` ρf e .
(2.54)
ρ
Bt
A dimensionless scale that measures the ratio between the inertial (ρv 2 {l) and viscous
(ηv{l2 ) eﬀects is the Reynolds number [178]
Re “

ρvl
.
η

(2.55)

Solutions of Navier-Stokes equation with the same Re are identical. This is called the
principle of hydrodynamic self-similarity.

Ericksen-Leslie model of nematic ﬂuid

2.5.2

A similar approach can be used to construct a hydrodynamic theory of any system,
including the nematic liquid crystal. There is an important diﬀerence though, the nematic
ﬂuid has broken orientational symmetry, as a result the director n appears as a new
hydrodynamic variable. Coupling between the director and velocity ﬁelds cause strongly
non-Newtonian ﬂow behaviour like shear-banding and molecular tumbling under an applied
shear. In the Ericksen-Leslie model the scalar degree of order S is taken to be constant.
Equations are often written in terms of vector N:
Ni “ ṅi ´ ijk ωj nk ,

(2.56)

describing relative rotation of the director n with respect to local rotation of the ﬂuid,
which is given by the curl of the velocity ﬁeld ωi “ 12 ijk Bj vk .
The stress tensor for incompressible nematic ﬂuid consists of two parts [10]
Πij “ Πvij ` Πeij ,

(2.57)

where Πvij is the dissipative viscous stress tensor and Πeij is the nondissipative Ericksen
stress tensor. The viscosity of anisotropic nematic ﬂuid is in principle a tensor ηijkl of
fourth rank [9, 10]. It has to be invariant under transformation n “ ´n, because nematic
is a centrosymmetric medium with inversion symmetry. As a result the tensor of viscosity
ηijkl reduces to six coeﬃcients αi , usually referred to as the Leslie viscosity coeﬃcients.
Viscous stress tensor for incompressible nematic ﬂuid reads
Πvij “ α1 ni nj nk nl Akl ` α2 nj Ni ` α3 ni Nj ` α4 Aij ` α5 nj nk Aki ` α6 ni nk Akj .

(2.58)
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Only ﬁve out of six Leslie viscosities are truly independent due to the Parodi equation
α 2 ` α3 “ α 6 ´ α5 .
Because the nematic liquid is anisotropic and eﬀectively behaves like an elastic medium,
the stress tensor includes also the Ericksen elastic contribution, which reads [179]
Πeij “ ´

BfEFO
Bj n k ,
BpBi nk q

(2.59)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure and fEFO denotes Frank-Oseen elastic free energy density
(Eq. 2.7). The Navier-Stokes equation of nematic liquid in the vectorial form reads


Bv
` pv ¨ ∇qv “ ´∇p ` ∇ ¨ (Πv ` Πe ) .
(2.60)
ρ
Bt
In equilibrium the elastic force is balanced by the pressure gradient. The presence of the
elastic stress tensor implies that the hydrodynamic ﬂow can be generated by the director
distortions and vice versa. This phenomenon is known as the backﬂow eﬀect [180].
The continuity equation of incompressible nematic ﬂuid ∇ ¨ v “ 0 and thermodynamic
equation of state p “ ppρq are frequently assumed the same as in the case of isotropic
liquid. However the set of equations is not suﬃcient due to additional variables introduced
with nematic director ﬁeld n. The equations, governing the director dynamics, are derived
from the conservation of angular momentum and read
I

d
rn ˆ ṅs “ rn ˆ Hs ` Γ,
dt

(2.61)

where I is the moment of inertia per unit volume, Γ “ ´γ1 rn ˆ Ns ´ γ2 rn ˆ pA ¨ nqs the
viscous torque, γ1 “ α3 ´ α2 ą 0, γ2 “ α6 ´ α5 “ α2 ` α3 are combinations of Leslie
viscosities (called also rotational viscosities) and H is the molecular ﬁeld written in terms
of the director


BfEFO
BfEFO
B
Hi “ ´
`
.
(2.62)
Bni
Bni
Bxj B Bx
j

The Navier-Stokes equation (Eq. 2.60), director dynamics equation (Eq. 2.61) accompanied
by continuity equation for incompressible ﬂuid and thermodynamic equation of state form
the set of Ericksen-Leslie equations. Ericksen-Leslie model is the complete description of
a nematodynamic problem based on the Frank elastic theory.
The anisotropic viscosity of nematic ﬂuid can be illustrated by observing the eﬀective
viscosities for various director orientations n with respect to the ﬂow direction v and
direction of shear velocity ∇ ¨ v. The experiment is usually performed in a plane Couette
ﬂow between two plates, top one moving and bottom one ﬁxed. One can distinguish three
elementary shear ﬂow geometries, usually referred to as the Miezowicz geometries (Fig. 2.6).
This gives three distinct Miezowicz viscosity coeﬃcients, that are usually measured and
can be expressed with the Leslie viscosities.

2.5.3

Beris-Edwards model of nematic ﬂuid

In case topological defects are present within the nematic ﬂow, the Ericksen-Leslie model,
which relies solely on the director n, does not provide a satisfactory description. In order
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c

a

b

Figure 2.6: Miezowicz geometries. Three elementary shear ﬂow geometries that diﬀer in relative
orientations of the director n (red ellipsoids) with respect to the velocity v (green arrows) and
velocity gradient ∇v (blue arrow).

to describe the areas of decreased order, the complete order parameter tensor Q must be
employed. Similarly as in the director representation, the out of equilibrium dynamics
of the order parameter tensor Q is governed by the eﬀects of the ﬂow and elastic forces,
according to the Beris-Edwards equation [175, 177, 181]
(Bt ` uk Bk ) Qij ´ Sij “ ΓHij ,

(2.63)

where Bt is a time derivative, Bk a spatial derivative, u ﬂuid velocity, and Γ the collective
rotational diﬀusion constant. Molecular ﬁeld Hij (Eq. 2.71) drives the system towards the
minimum of the free energy. The advection term Sij couples the changes of the director
and nematic degree of order due to the ﬂow ﬁelds
Sij “pχDik ´ Ωik q Qkj `
δij
´ 2χ Qij `
3

δkj
3

` Qik `

δik
3

pχDkj ` Ωkj q
(2.64)

Qkl Wlk ,

where Dij is the symmetric, and Ωij the antisymmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor
Wij “ Bj ui . The alignment parameter χ depends on the molecular shape and deﬁnes
the regime of director ﬁeld response to a shear ﬂow, which can be either ﬂow-aligning or
ﬂow-tumbling [174, 182, 183].
The ﬂuid of density ρ is subjected to the continuity equation
Bt ρ ` Bk (ρuk ) “ 0

(2.65)

and the generalised Navier-Stokes equation
ρ (Bt ` uk Bk ) ui “ Bj Πij ` ηBj [Bi uj ` Bj ui ` p1 ´ 3Bρ P qBk uk δij ] ,

(2.66)

where η is the isotropic viscosity. The stress tensor Πij consists of two essential components,
ﬁrstly the passive part of the stress tensor [184]
δkj
δik
´ χ Qik `
3
3
´ Hik Qkj ` 2ηDij ,

Πpij “ ´ χHik Qkj `
` Qik Hkj

Hkj ` 2χ Qij `

δij
3

Qkl Hkl

(2.67)

couples the terms of ﬂuid velocity with the nematic ordering. This combined eﬀect, when
the order parameter relaxation induces a ﬂuid ﬂow and vice versa, is called backﬂow. P is
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the ﬂuid pressure, written as [185]
P “ ρ{3 ´

L
A
B
C
(Bk Qij )2 ` Qij Qji ` Qij Qjk Qki ` pQij Qji q2 ,
2
2
3
4

(2.68)

where L is the elastic constant and A, B and C are the material parameters. Note that
the ﬂuid incompressibility is not required in this model.
Inherently active materials that introduces a new self-propelling feature are chemically or
biologically diﬀerent than standard nematic liquid crystals, however in certain conditions
they show nematic ordering [186]. Active systems are therefore described by expanding
nematic hydrodynamics with active stress tensor
Πaij “ ´ζQij ,

(2.69)

which is proportional to nematic tensor order parameter, where the constant ζ is the
activity. For active particles that exert contractile stress (ζ ă 0) and for extensile (ζ ą 0)
[187]. Active forces are increased close to the defects, due to high gradients of Q, and
give rise to self-propulsion of defects, which is important mechanism in active turbulence.
Active materials are therefore non-equilibrium systems.

2.5.4

Relaxational dynamics without ﬂow
If we are interested in the equilibrium state, the exact evolution to system equilibrium is
not of main interest. Therefore the ﬂuid ﬂow can be neglected, and the dynamics of the
system can be approximated by taking into account only the rotational dynamics of the
director ﬁeld and spatial changes of the nematic degree of order. In terms of Beris-Edwards
model this approximation is performed by setting v “ 0 and thus Sij “ 0, therefore the
director dynamics equation (Eq. 2.63) reads
BQij
“ ΓHij .
Bt

(2.70)


The molecular ﬁeld Hij is deﬁned as the variation of the total free energy F “ f dV ,
by perturbing the Qij around equilibrium, which yields the following Euler-Lagrange
equations [153]
Hijbulk ” ´
Hijsurf ” ´

Bf
B Bf
`
“ 0,
BQij
Bxk B BQij
Bxk
Bf

B

BQij
Bxk

νk “ 0.

(2.71)
(2.72)

The ﬁrst equation accounts for the bulk nematic liquid crystal and the second is used for
the surfaces with the normal ν. Hij are referred to as the molecular ﬁelds for the bulk
and surface and are zero in equilibrium [9].
The total free energy F depends on the system volume, consequently systems with diﬀerent
volumes cannot be compared with one another in the sense of total free energy. Therefore,
in the regime of uniform background nematic, one can assume that investigated system is
surrounded by uniform nematic with equilibrium scalar degree of order Seq and free energy
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density fNI pSeq q (Eq. 2.4). The total free energy is thus supplemented with additional
term

(2.73)
F “ f dV ´ fN I pSeq qV,
where V is system volume. New free energy sets the zero of free energy F “ 0 representing
undistorted state of arbitraty volume and allows the comparison between the systems of
diﬀerent volume. This formulation of the free energy is used in Section 4.1.
Characteristic scales
In dynamical systems the time evolution is of central importance and characteristic time
scales can be introduced [10, 179, 188, 189]. The director dynamics equation (Eq. 2.61)
and the generalised Navier-Stokes equation (Eq. 2.60) each introduce a characteristic time
scale. The time scale of typical relaxation time of the director ﬁeld is
τn “

γ1 ξ 2
,
K

(2.74)

where K is Frank elastic constant and ξ is the characteristic length of the director variations
(e.g. electric coherence length).
Time scale of the velocity ﬁeld gives a typical transition time in which the velocity ﬁeld is
equilibrated to its stationary value due to viscous forces [179]
τv “

ρl2
.
γ1

(2.75)

The length l represents the typical size of the system and ρ is ﬂuid density. The ratio of
the two time scales introduces the unsteadiness parameter of the velocity ﬁeld for periodic
ﬂows, known also as Strouhal number Sr [10, 179, 188, 189]
Sr “

τn
l2 ρK
“ 2 2.
τv
ξ γ1

(2.76)

For the typical nematic used in our simulations the Strouhal number is of the order of
Sr « l2 {ξ 2 ˆ 10´6 . The value of Strouhal number depend on the properties of particular
system. Unless the container size l is much larger than the coherence length ξ the Sr ! 1
and the velocity ﬁeld adapts quickly to a given director ﬁeld and its time derivative, thus
it behaves quasi-stationary during the reorientation process. As a result, eﬀectively, the
partial time derivative in the Navier-Stokes equation (Eq. 2.60) can be omitted.
The comparison between the viscous force (the α4 term in Eq. 2.58) and the viscous force
exerted by the director rotation, which drives the ﬂow (the α2 and α3 terms in Eq. 2.58),
gives the magnitude of velocity estimate
v0 “

K
.
γ1 ξ

(2.77)

The Reynolds number Re “ ρv0 l{γ1 can than be written as
Re “

l ρK
.
ξ γ12

(2.78)
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For a typical nematic the Reynolds number is of the order of Re « l{ξ ˆ 10´6 . Unless the
coherence length ξ is small with respect to the typical system size l the Reynolds number
is much smaller than unity. Under such circumstances the nonlinear advective term in the
Navier-Stokes equation (Eq. 2.60) can be neglected.
Another dimensionless scale, called the Ericksen number, can be introduced to account for
the nematic elasticity. It is deﬁned as the ratio between the viscous (ηv{l2 ) and elastic
(K{l3 ) force densities acting on the director [190]. This gives the Ericksen number
Er “

ηvl
,
K

(2.79)

where l represents the typical length in the observed system and η is typical viscosity. In
case of small Ericksen numbers Er ! 1, the viscous forces are not strong enough to distort
the director ﬁeld, as a result the director ﬁeld is such as it would be in the regime of no
ﬂow.

3

Numerical modelling
The systems investigated in this doctoral disertation do not have analitical solutions due
to complex boundary conditions. Thus numerical techniques are employed to solve the
equations. In this chapter we present and discuss free energy minimisation method, hybrid
lattice Boltzmann method for complex ﬂuid ﬂows, visualisation techniques and allocation
techniques.

3.1

Free energy minimisation
Minimisation of the free energy functional is numerically performed with the EulerLagrange formalism. The relaxation algorithm [153, 191] assigns an additional coordinate
t, which can be interpreted as pseudo time, to the order parameter tensor. Under the
free energy minimisation approach, our interest is in equilibrium solutions, where we can
neglect the ﬂuid ﬂow and the time evolution of order parameter tensor Qij is given with
the Eq. 2.70, namely
BQij
“ ΓHij ,
(3.1)
Bt
with Γ the rotational viscosity and Hij the molecular ﬁeld [Eqs. 2.71 and 2.72]. This
formulation gives a set of six coupled diﬀerential equations that have to be solved for
certain boundary and initial conditions. The set of equations can be reduced to ﬁve by
taking into account the requirement trQij “ 0.
Numerically Eq. 3.1 can be tackled by ﬁnite diﬀerence discretization of the threedimensional space and time. The ﬁnite diﬀerence method (FDM) on a cubic mesh
was developed by our group and has been extensively tested in various systems and
experiments [12, 133, 192–199]. The method uses local explicit iteration scheme [191]
Qij pt ` Δtq “ Qij ptq ` ΔtHij ptq,

(3.2)

where Δt is the time step, chosen such that the iteration converges. The traceless nature
of the order parameter tensor Qij is restored at each step of the evolution. The iteration
proceeds until the free energy has converged to a local or global minimum. Local minima
represent meta-stable states, because the energy barriers between the states are typically
much larger than the thermal ﬂuctuations [200]. If there is more than one meta-stable
solution, the result is sensitive to the choice of initial conditions.
A possible way to obtain multiple meta-stable states is to repeatedly relax the liquid crystal
from a randomly disordered state [193, 200]. Such modelling approach is experimentally
analogous to heating the liquid crystal above the nematic-isotropic phase transition (e.g.
with laser) and afterwards to room temperature [192, 201]. This procedure is called
thermal quenching and is indeed very similar to a sequence of events performed in our
simulations. Numerical quenching is simulated by setting the random initial condition for
39
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the director ﬁeld and then numerically relaxing the system, according the scheme (Eq.
3.2), towards equilibrium. However this procedure is not particularly eﬀective, especially
for states with small radius of convergence. If the passive or active structure is known at
least roughly, it is much more systematic to properly predesign the initial condition for
Qij , which may, after the process of relaxation, result in the desired structure.
Relaxation algorithm with ﬁnite diﬀerence is particularly convenient for multithread
parallelization, because the simulation box can be distributed on smaller segments and
each can be afterwards assigned to its own thread. Therefore the method can account also
for relatively large systems, typically our simulation consists of 103 „ 108 mesh points and
requires around 2 GB of memory. A suﬃciently converged solution is typically obtained
after 105 time steps, which takes roughly from one hour to one day on a cluster node with
24 processor cores (Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3, clocked at 2.6 GHz). Due to its simplicity,
in the ﬁnite diﬀerence minimisation approach, the additional terms to the free energy
can be rather simply incorporated. Finite diﬀerence method represents a time relaxation,
which can also be complemented with the lattice Boltzmann method to perform a full
nematodynamics simulation.
Besides the ﬁnite diﬀerence method [153, 202] there exist several other numerical schemes,
developed to minimise the free energy functional, for example conjugate gradient descent
[203], ﬁnite element method [204–206] and ﬁnite volume method [207].

3.2

Allocation of complex shapes
The ﬁnite diﬀerence method, presented in Section 3.1, runs on a three-dimensional square
grid, whereas each point has assigned a logical marker to characterise its role within the
calculations. Several types of logical markers are introduced to model the system, namely
bulk, surface and particle interior [153]. Each point must obey the appropriate relaxation
equations, given with the molecular ﬁelds for bulk (Eq. 2.71) and surface (Eq. 2.72).
The logical markers need to be assigned such that they approximate the desired geometry
of the colloid or conﬁning surfaces. Sharp edges on such a grained surfaces may cause
problems to the ﬁnite diﬀerence method, because the corresponding derivatives are not
necessarily well deﬁned. One approach for softening of sharp edges of particle is by use
of the super-ellipsoids [208], parametric shapes from the family of superquadrics [209].
Super-ellipsoid is a manifold in three dimensions, whose horizontal and vertical sections
are super-ellipses (Lamé curves) with distinct exponents. It represents a generalisation of
the ellipsoid and is deﬁned by the implicit inequality
t

(|x|r ` |y|r ) r ` |z|t ď 1,

(3.3)

where the parameters r, t P R` control the amount of ﬂattening at the equator and at
the poles (Fig. 3.1). Super-ellipsoids are extensively used for the purposes of computer
graphics.
The introduction of the super-ellipsoids resolves the problem of sharp edges; however,
their applicability is rather limited to objects of simple shapes (Fig. 3.1). Therefore, we
implement complementary approach, which is based on the diﬀusion of the shape. Initially
the scalar ﬁeld f is deﬁned at every point in the lattice, such that value 1 is assigned
inside and 0 outside of the desired shape. This scalar ﬁeld represents the eﬀective particle
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Figure 3.1: Collection of super-ellipsoids. The shape of a super-ellipsoid can be tuned by
varying the parameters e “ 2{r and n “ 2{t. The objects like cube, cylinder and sphere are found
as the special cases.

concentration, which is thereafter propagated in the sample according to the diﬀusion
equation
Bf
“ D∇2 f,
(3.4)
Bt
where t is time and D some eﬀective diﬀusion constant. Numerically Eq. 3.4 can be
discretized using ﬁnite diﬀerences of space and time. Our method uses local iteration
scheme in the form
⎛
⎞

fj ptq ´ 6fi ptq⎠ ,
(3.5)
fi pt ` Δtq “ fi ptq ` Δt ⎝
j„i

where fi represents the concentration at point i (not the vector), and the symbol j „ i
in the sum denotes the summation over nearest neighbours of i. The eﬀective diﬀusion
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constant D is unimportant and thus included in the time step Δx. At every time step the
concentration is averaged over the neighbouring points. The time step Δt is chosen such
that the iteration converges, typically its value is Δt « 0.06. Logical markers are assigned
as surfaces or particle interior whether the concentration is higher than the threshold 0.5,
otherwise they are assigned as bulk points. The surface normal, which is required in the
ﬁnite diﬀerence relaxation scheme (Eq. 3.2) and for the deﬁnition of anchoring (Eqs. 2.16
and 2.17), is simply a gradient of concentration ν “ ´∇f .
The diﬀusion method is written for the single thread, nevertheless it is convenient for
multithread parallelization. It can account for systems of simulation size of 103 „ 108
mesh points and require less than 2 GB of memory. In most cases 12 – 100 iteration steps,
which takes roughly 20 s – 20 min, are suﬃcient to ensure a continuous distribution of
concentration.
The method of shape diﬀusion has several advantages. The set of possible shapes is in
principle arbitrary and is not limited even with the genus. Complicated shapes can be
created by performing the union, diﬀerence, intersection or exclusion of the simple objects
like spheres, cylinders, cubes, prisms or cones and fuse them into unit body with shape
diﬀusion method, which takes care even for the surface normals. Most importantly it is
irrelevant whether the initial shape contains sharp edges, because they are softened in the
process of diﬀusion (Fig. 3.2a). Two neighbouring surfaces may smoothly fuse together if
they are placed close enough and the number of diﬀusion steps is suﬃcient (Fig. 3.2b).
a

t(t) 0

14

140

700

1400

b

Figure 3.2: Examples of surface diﬀusion. (a) sharp edges are eﬀectively softened and (b) the
two neighbouring surfaces may fuse together if placed close to each other. After the diﬀusion, the
ﬁnal volume of the object is smaller than the original (taken at the same threshold) because of
averaging. The diﬀusion steps are repeated until the desired shape is obtained.

3.3

Hybrid lattice Boltzmann method
Coupled equations of full nematic hydrodynamics i.e. for the ﬂuid velocity ui and the
nematic order Qij are solved by the hybrid lattice Boltzmann algorithm [210]. The
approach consists of two main parts: (i) tensor order parameter Qij evolution is obtained
explicitly by ﬁnite diﬀerence method on a cubic mesh, whereas (ii) the continuity and
generalised Navier-Stokes equations are solved with the celebrated lattice Boltzmann
method. Both methods are executed alternately to provide hydrodynamics of nematic
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material.
Nematic order dynamics
The evolution of the tensor order parameter is governed by Beris-Edwards model (Eq.
2.63), which in general couples the director ﬁeld with the ﬂuid ﬂow velocity
B
B
Qij ` uk
Qij “ Sij ` ΓHij .
Bt
Bxk

(3.6)

In the hybrid lattice Boltzmann method this dynamic equation for the order parameter is
discretized using central diﬀerences, which results in an explicit numerical scheme, similar
to numerical scheme without ﬂow (Eq. 3.2).
Lattice Boltzmann method
The central quantity of the lattice Boltzmann method is the discrete-velocity distribution
function fi px, tq. It represents the density of medium with discrete set of velocities
ci “ pcix , ciy , ciz q at certain position in space x and time t. The sets of velocities ci diﬀer
in number of dimensions d and the set’s number of velocities q and are usually denoted
as DdQq. The most widely used set of velocities in three dimensions is the set D3Q19,
because it represents a good tradeoﬀ between speed and accuracy. Physical variables, the
mass density ρ and momentum density ρu are deﬁned trough weighted sums (moments)
of distribution functions fi [211–213]


ρpx, tq “
fi px, tq,
ρupx, tq “
ci fi px, tq.
(3.7)
i

i

Distribution functions fi are deﬁned on a square lattice in space (with coordinates x),
with a lattice spacing Δx and times t, separated by time step Δt. Time resolution Δt
and space resolution Δx can be deﬁned in principle in arbitrary set of units.
The constant velocity cs in a velocity set determines the relationship p “ c2s ρ between
pressure p and density ρ. It can be written as c2s “ p1{3qΔx2 {Δt2 and represents the
isothermal model’s speed of sound [211].
The distribution functions evolve according to the lattice Boltzmann equation
fi px ` ci Δt, t ` Δtq “ fi px, tq ` Ωi px, tq.

(3.8)

This can be illustrated by moving the particles fi px, tq with velocity ci to a neighbouring
point x ` ci Δt within time interval Δt. Diﬀerent velocity sets are chosen for diﬀerent
purposes, such that spatial vector ci Δt points to certain neighbouring lattice sites. Particles are aﬀected by a collision operator Ωi , which models particle collisions by their
redistribution [211]. We use the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook operator, which is commonly
used for the Navier-Stokes equation simulations


fi px, tq ´ fieq px, tq
Ωi px, tq “ ´
` pi px, tq Δt.
(3.9)
τ
It relaxes the distribution functions towards equilibrium fieq with the rate τ , whereas the
pi px, tq represents the forcing term (e.g. body force). The form of equations of motion and
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the thermodynamic equilibrium is determined with the choice of moments of equilibrium
distribution functions and the forcing terms pi . Distribution functions fieq are constrained
by
 eq

 eq
fi px, tq “ ρpx, tq,
ci fieq px, tq “ ρupx, tq,
fi ciα ciβ “ ´σαβ ` ρuα uβ
i

i

i

(3.10)
where the zeroth and ﬁrst moment of
impose the conservation of mass and momentum,
whereas the second moment governs the symmetric part of the stress tensor. The moments
of forcing terms pi



pi “ 0,
pi ciα “ Bβ ταβ ,
pi ciα ciβ “ 0
(3.11)
fieq

i

i

i

establish the antisymmetric part of the stress tensor [210]. The equilibrium distribution
functions depend exclusively on local density ρ and ﬂuid velocity u, which are both
calculated from local values of fi by (Eq. 3.7).
The application of the lattice Boltzmann method for solving the Navier-Stokes equations
can be performed via Chapman-Enskog analysis [210–212, 214].
Implementation of the boundary conditions in lattice Boltzmann method is direct and
one of the strong points of this method. The most common condition on the ﬂuid-solid
interface is the no-slip boundary condition, which can be implemented by the bounce-back
rule [211]. The principle of bounce-back boundary scheme is that distribution functions
hitting a rigid wall during propagation are reﬂected back to where they came from. The
accuracy of the scheme is of the second-order.
Hybrid lattice Boltzmann method is convenient for multithread parallelization, as the
simulation box can be distributed to smaller pieces. Typically our simulation consists of
105 „ 107 mesh points and require around 4 GB of memory. Solution is typically obtained
after 104 „ 105 time steps, which takes roughly one day. In nonequilibrium systems, such
as active nematic, the solution does not converge to a steady state, therefore the snapshots
of director and order parameter have to be saved to a disc unit every 10 ´ 200 time steps.
One snapshot takes roughly 100 MB, so the entire dynamics stored can easily reach from
100 GB to 1 TB, depending on the number of snapshots. Frequent writing is also highly
time consuming and slows down the simulations. Simulation with 200000 time steps takes
roughly 2 „ 6 days.

3.4

Splay-bend and twist
Results of the numerical simulations are usually written in the form of the tensor order
parameter Qij , which is rather hard to visualise. Therefore it is much more convenient to
convert the tensor order parameter into director n and scalar order parameter S. The
director is obtained as the principal eigenvector of the tensor Qij . Its corresponding
eigenvalue, the scalar degree of order S, is given by (in the uniaxial approximation)
Qij Qji “

3S 2
.
2

(3.12)

The scalar degree of order does not diﬀerentiate between various possible defect types or
perceive nonsingular disclinations. The ﬁne structure of the defects can be examined with
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the visualisations of basic elastic deformation modes [215–218]. The winding number of
disclination lines can be visualised by the splay-bend parameter SSB , which is constructed
from the second derivatives of the order parameter tensor Qij
SSB “

B 2 Qij
.
Bxi Bxj

(3.13)

To better understand its meaning it is appropriate to rewrite parameter SSB in the director
representation, assuming constant degree of order S and no biaxiality
SSB «

3S
∇rnp∇ ¨ nq ´ n ˆ p∇ ˆ nqs.
2

(3.14)

The ﬁrst term accounts for the splay deformation that has positive SSB , whereas the
second term accounts for bend deformation which gives negative values.
The splay-bend parameter misses the chiral phenomena, for which we use local elastic
twist parameter STW which measures the deviations from the naturally preferred twist
STW “ ijk Qij

BQlj
9
´ S 2 q0 ,
Bxk
4

(3.15)

where q0 is the inverse cholesteric pitch. In the director representation the twist parameter
STW « np∇ ˆ nq ´ q0 that can be directly connected with the twist elastic free energy
(Eq. 2.7).
The values of both parameters are high in regions of strong elastic distortions, such as close
to the cores of topological defects. The splay-bend and twist parameter work robustly and
prove to be eﬃcient also in ﬁnding escaped disclinations of various winding numbers [219].
The visualised structures are easy to interpret, compared to complex director proﬁles, and
explicitly reveal the defect types and their symmetry, [216].

3.5

Polarisation micrographs
Experimentally, nematic systems are frequently investigated with the polarising microscope,
i.e. a birefringent sample is put between two crossed polarisers. Polarising microscope
images (polarisation micrographs) can be calculated numerically, from the proﬁles of the
order parameter tensor by using the Jones 2 ˆ 2 matrix formalism [138].
The essential part of the method [220] is the propagation of a single ray of light through
the birefringent sample. The relative intensity of the transmitted light on the screen for
each ray can be written as

I0 pλq|eA T eP |2 ,
(3.16)
I“
λ

where eA and eP are unit vectors describing the directions of analiser and polariser axes.
The Jones matrix T describes the total modulation of light when passing the sample. The
intensity of illumination I0 pλq is determined at each chosen wavelength λ, according to
the spectrum of light used to illuminate the sample. The results for each wavelength are
summed regarding the RGB colour mixing laws to acquire the colour image that can be
compared with experiments. The Jones matrix T is calculated numerically by dividing the
nematic sample into thin slices of thickness Δ, which is chosen such that the contained
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director ﬁeld can be regarded as homogeneous [221]. The cumulative matrix is acquired
by successive multiplication of Jones matrices for thin slices. The phase shift between
ordinary and extraordinary ray is given by
Δ
(3.17)
pne pγq ´ no q,
λ
where λ is the wavelength of incident light and ne pγq is the extraordinary index of refraction,
which is contingent on the angle γ between the optical axis and ray direction [222]
no ne
.
(3.18)
ne pγq “ 
2
n2o sin γ ` n2e cos2 γ
δ “ 2π

Typically 1000 rays are sent from every pixel, which is enough to obtain decently sharp
image. The method runs in parallel where simulation of a slab with 400 ˆ 400 ˆ 400 mesh
points runs only few seconds on 8 CPU threads.
The Jones 2 ˆ 2 matrix formalism is one of the simplest methods for numerical calculations
of the polarisation micrographs. It uses parallel rays and is suitable for calculations of the
phase diﬀerence, but in turn lacks the refraction and all phenomena that are associated
with the wave nature of light, like diﬀraction, reﬂection and interference. To account also
for this phenomena more complicated methods, like 4 ˆ 4 matrix formalism or ultimately
ﬁnite diﬀerence time domain method (FDTD) needs to be employed.

3.6

Multipole expansion
Elastic interactions between colloidal particles in liquid crystals are important for selfassembly. The nature of elastic interaction is predominantly determined by the symmetry
of the elastic multipoles, as discussed in Section 2.4. In our analysis we speciﬁcally use
decomposition to spherical harmonics.
The coeﬃcients in spherical harmonic expansion are given with the equation (Eq. 2.41),
namely
 2π  π
μ
qlm “
nμ pϑ, ϕqYlm˚ pϑ, ϕq dϑ dϕ,
(3.19)
0

0

which is, in the literature, also referred to as the forward spherical harmonics transform.
The integral is usually solved in two consecutive steps. First the integral over ϕ is
performed by calculating the Fourier transform
 2π
μ
pϑq “
nμ pϑ, ϕqe´imϕ dϕ
(3.20)
qm
0

and what remains is the Legendre transform
 π
μ
μ
qlm “
qm
pϑqPlm pcos ϑq sin ϑ dϑ.

(3.21)

0

In practice director nμ is deﬁned only in discrete points pϑi , ϕj q, therefore the integral (Eq.
3.20) reduces to the discrete Fourier transform. The use of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature
replaces the integral (Eq. 3.21) with the sum
μ
“
qlm

Nϑ

j“1

μ
qm
pϑj qPlm pcos ϑj qwj ,

(3.22)
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where ϑj and wj are Gauss nodes and weights and Nϑ the number of discrete points in
latitude [223]. A discrete spherical harmonics transformation which uses Gauss nodes as
latitudinal grid points and Gauss-Legendre quadrature to solve the integral (Eq. 3.21)
is usually referred to as the Gauss-Legendre algorithm. One could say that spherical
harmonic transforms are the spherical counterpart of the Fourier transform, casting spatial
data to the spectral domain.
Multipole expansion is numerically performed with Gauss-Legendre algorithm, which is
implemented in numerical library SHTns [223, 224]. Number of optimisations is used to
achieve maximum eﬃciency [223], among many the fast Fourier transform from the library
FFTW [225, 226] to improve accuracy and speed. The main advantage of this library is
the eﬃcient on-the-ﬂy computation of the Legendre-associated functions. Despite their
complexity the algorithms implemented in SHTns are of the order OpN 3 q, where N is
the number of colocation points, and perform signiﬁcantly better than the competitive
implementations [223].
Forward spherical harmonic transform requires spatial data written in spherical coordinates
on a shell, namely latitude ϑ and longitude ϕ. A spatially dependent ﬁeld is discretized
on an ordered grid, consisting of equally spaced nodes in longitude and Gauss nodes
in latitude. Gauss nodes are required in the Gauss-Legendre algorithm (Eq. 3.22). In
addition, the spherical harmonics transformations can also be performed on a regular grid,
however not with the Gauss-Legendre quadrature, but with Féjer and Clenshaw-Curtis
quadratures [224]. The director ﬁeld calculated with ﬁnite diﬀerence method or hybrid
lattice Boltzmann method (Sections 3.1 and 3.3) is given on square lattice points, which
do not match with points on a spherical shell (Fig. 3.3). The director ﬁeld n at such
(0, 1, 1)

(1, 1, 1)

(0, 0, 1)
(1, 0, 1)

(x, y, z)

z

(0, 1, 0)

(1, 1, 0)
x
(0, 0, 0)

Y
(1, 0, 0)

Figure 3.3: Interpolation from square lattice to intermediate point. Scheme of the square
lattice (yellow), with lattice spacing 1, and an intermediate Gauss node (black). Oﬀset of the
intermediate point is represented with coordinates x, y and z.

intermediate point px, y, zq needs to be approximated with use of the closest neighbouring
points on square lattice. The approximation is performed with trilinear interpolation of
the tensor order parameter Qij , which preserves all its properties and traceless nature
Qij px, y, zq “r1 ´ xsr1 ´ ysr1 ´ zsQij p0, 0, 0q ` xr1 ´ ysr1 ´ zsQij p1, 0, 0q
`r1 ´ xsyr1 ´ zsQij p0, 1, 0q ` xyr1 ´ zsQij p1, 1, 0q
`r1 ´ xsr1 ´ yszQij p0, 0, 1q ` xr1 ´ yszQij p1, 0, 1q
`r1 ´ xsyzQij p0, 1, 1q ` xyzQij p1, 1, 1q.

(3.23)
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The neighbouring points on a square lattice are denoted with Qij px, y, zq, where x, y, z P
{0, 1}, whereas the distances measuring the oﬀset of the intermediate point are restricted
to the interval 0 ď x, y, z ď 1.
The position of the interpolation sphere is of crucial importance for calculation of the
multipole moments with spherical harmonic transformation. If the director ﬁeld is disturbed
due to the presence of a point source or a spherical colloid, the center of the interpolation
sphere is clearly in its center. The choice of the interpolation sphere position becomes less
clear whether the colloid, causing the distortion, is not spherical. The possible estimation
may be to assume that all multipoles are located in the geometrical center of the composite
particle. This assumption may be put in question when applying diﬀerent anchoring
strengths to diﬀerent parts of the colloid surface. If the colloid is axis symmetric, the
multipoles are indisputably located at its axis.
The radius of the interpolation sphere must be chosen such that the distortions from
homogeneous alignment nμ are rather small compared to nz « 1. Note, though, that the
radius of the interpolation sphere is practically limited with size of the computational
cell and compromises have to be made. In considered studies we usually assume that
maximum director ﬁeld component nμ of all the points on the interpolation sphere does
not exceed 0.05-0.2. The radius of the interpolation sphere is set with bisection to reach
the desired values of nμ .

3.7

Material parameters
Unless stated otherwise the values of the material parameters from the Table 3.1 are used.
They are summarised from Ref. [191] and approximately correspond to the 5CB nematic
liquid crystal. The same material parameters are also used for cholesteric liquid crystal.
The mesh resolution of the cubic mesh is usually set to Δx “ 10 nm.
A

´1.72 ˆ 105 J{m3

B

´2.12 ˆ 106 J{m3

C

1.73 ˆ 106 J{m3

Seq

0.533

L1

4 ˆ 10´11 N

ξN

6.63 nm

WH

1 ˆ 10´2 J{m2

WPD

1 ˆ 10´2 J{m2

mol
a

25.7

χ
Δt

1
2 {L Γ
ξN
1

“ 6.8 ˆ 10´8 s

Table 3.1: Material parameters used in the simulations unless stated diﬀerently. The values χ and
Δt refer to the Beris-Edwards model and the lattice Boltzmann method, respectively.

4

Static structures
The central part of this doctoral thesis is devoted to static structures in nematic liquid
crystals. We study self-assembly of complex horseshoe particles, which form 2D and even
3D colloidal crystals and explore their metamaterial properties. We show that optical
cloaking may be achieved not only with metamaterials, but also with structures written
directly into switchable nematic device. We extensively study elastic multipoles of complex
colloidal particles and present a route that enables us to design the colloidal particle of
arbitrarily high elastic multipole. Finally nematic gyroids are studied, we classify the
director ﬁeld structures and discuss the photonic crystal tunability which emerge as a
consequence of nematic chirality.

4.1

Split ring nematic colloidal platelets as metameterials
We study horseshoe platelets dispersed in nematic liquid crystal that perform as metamaterials. In addition to the systems studied in literature, liquid crystal in our system
not only introduces the tunability but also allows horseshoe-like colloidal particles, which
in turn act as a split ring resonators, to self-assemble [5, 13, 227] even into 3D crystals
(Fig. 4.1). This improvement of the liquid crystal metamaterials is particularly important
from the perspective of possible applications.
a

b

z
x
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b
a
d

c
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c
gold colloid
s
nematic LC

rubbing dir
ection

electromagnetic waves

Figure 4.1: Self-assembled 2D colloidal crystal consisting of horseshoe particles. (a)
Schematic depiction of 2D colloidal crystal made of gold horseshoe colloidal particles within the
nematic cell with planar anchoring on the surfaces. Red arrow shows wavefronts of the incident
light. (b) The geometrical parameters of horseshoe particles. (c) Single colloidal horseshoe particle
from within the 2D crystal with depiction of the director ﬁeld and defects (red).

The simulations were performed on a square grid consisting of 200 ˆ 200 ˆ 120 points
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(single horseshoe colloidal particle), or less (2D and 3D colloidal crystal). Horseshoe
colloidal particles studied in this chapter are of various geometry, however most of the
analysis is done with horseshoe particles of dimensions a “ b “ 500 μm, c “ 100 μm,
d “ 50 μm and o “ 30 μm and a “ b “ 300 μm, c “ 50 μm, d “ 100 μm and o “ 30
μm. Note that mesh spacing in our simulations is Δx “ 10 μm. We assume ﬁxed planar
anchoring on the cell surfaces and strong planar degenerate anchoring on the horseshoe
particles.

4.1.1

Optimisation of colloidal particle shape

The properties of colloidal structures in nematics are importantly determined by the
geometry and surface anchoring. Here we consider particles with strong planar degenerate
anchoring on the surfaces immersed in the nematic liquid crystal with homogeneous far
ﬁeld orientation, determined by planar anchoring on the cell walls (Fig. 4.1a). Fig. 4.2a
shows the free energy of nematic cell containing particle in shape of square, square with
hole and horseshoe in rotating far ﬁeld (deﬁned on Fig. 4.3a, ϑ “ 90˝ ). The square
particle and square particle with hole are symmetric, therefore the free energy is also
symmetric and minimal when the particle is oriented at an angle 45˝ with respect to the
far-ﬁeld director. This conﬁguration minimises the length of the topological defects, which
are the predominant contributions to the free energy. However, the introduction of the
square hole to the particle gives rise to additional topological defects located within the
hole and thus raises the free energy. With additional opening in the wall the horseshoe
particle accommodates even more topological defects, which increases the free energy.
More importantly, the opening breaks the symmetry of the particle which causes the shift
of the minimum in free energy to angles around 30˝ . Variation of the horseshoe geometry
aﬀects the position of the minimum of free energy. We keep all parameters of the horseshoe
constant and ﬁrst change the frame thickness d (Fig. 4.2b). For large thickness of the
frame d the minimum shifts towards smaller angles ϕ (deﬁned on Fig. 4.3a), while smaller
d shifts the minimum towards 45˝ . By decreasing the height of the horseshoe (Fig. 4.2c),
the local minimum shifts towards 45˝ , however decrease of the height also introduces
the global minimum at 0˝ when height c ă 0.11 μm. The opening in the horseshoe o
eﬀectively represents the degree of asymmetry, therefore the minimum shifts away from
the symmetric case at 45˝ when the opening is increased (Fig. 4.2d).
The actual dimensions of colloidal particles are not of main importance as the particle
preferential alignment depends merely on the ratio between the dimensional parameters.
The desired properties of the colloidal particles can be determined by careful selection of
its dimensional parameters, or more precisely their ratio.
We chose two particle designs that seem appropriate for self-assembly [13]. First the
particle which preferentially aligns at angle ϕ “ 45˝ (particle 1) and secondly, the particle
which tends to align along the far-ﬁeld direction (particle 2). The speciﬁc dimensional
parameters are determined with use of results from Fig. 4.2.
The aligning properties of particles 1 and 2 are further investigated with free energy
analysis of further parameter space (Fig. 4.3). Fig. 4.3b and c show the free energy of
colloidal system with particle 1 and 2 immersed in nematic liquid crystal. The far-ﬁeld
homogeneous alignment of the liquid crystal is modelled with ﬁxed anchoring in the
direction of the black arrow at all the unit cell walls (Fig. 4.3a). The free energy of type-1
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Figure 4.2: Shape and geometry of the horseshoe colloidal particle aﬀects its alignment
in the homogeneous far ﬁeld director ﬁeld. (a) Free energy of the colloidal particle in the
shape of a square, square with hole and horseshoe. Asymmetry in the particle design causes
shift of minimum. The dimensions of horseshoe are a “ b “ 300 μm, c “ 100 μm, d “ 100 μm
and o “ 30 μm. Variation of the horseshoe frame thickness d (b), its thickness (c) and size of
the opening (d) all aﬀect the position of the minimum of free energy. The dimensions of varied
parameter are written on the insets in μm. Free energy is measured in dimensionless units Ka,
where K is elastic constant in one elastic constant approximation and a is the size of the particle.
Azimuth angle ϕ is deﬁned in Fig. 4.3a.

particle experiences a strong minimum when ϕ “ 45˝ , ϑ “ 90˝ (Fig. 4.3b) which means
that the far-ﬁeld director ﬁeld lies in the plane of the particle, diagonally to the edges as
shown in ﬁgure (Fig. 4.3d). The topological defects form at the edges of the horseshoe
and in the slit, with the zoom in is shown separately in the inset. The director ﬁeld in the
slit is asymmetric because of the tilted alignment of the horseshoe regarding the far-ﬁeld
director within the xy plane. The isosurfaces showing topological defects (red) are drawn
at S “ 0.39 (Fig. 4.3d). The free energy of the type-2 particle has a strong minimum at
ϕ “ ϑ “ 0 (Fig. 4.3c), which means that the far-ﬁeld director lies in plane of the particle,
such that it is aligned with the slit (Fig. 4.3e). The topological defects form in the vicinity
of the surfaces where the planar alignment is in conﬂict with the surrounding director
ﬁeld orientation. The zoom in of the director ﬁeld in the slit is shown in the inset and is
mirror-symmetric regarding the y axis.
The self-assembly of the colloidal particles depends crucially on their pair interaction
potentials (Fig. 4.4). Pair interactions between two type-1 particles are attractive along
x, y and also z direction, as evident from Fig. 4.4a. The attraction is mediated by the
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Figure 4.3: Preferential alignment of horseshoe particles. (a) Planar nematic cell with one
horseshoe particle. Anchoring is inﬁnitely strong and oriented along the black arrow on all sides
of the computational unit cell (purple). Orientation of the anchoring direction is given in polar
coordinates. (b) Particle 1 has minimum of the free energy at ϕ “ 45˝ , ϑ “ 90˝ . (d) The director
ﬁeld (illustrated in grayscale) and defects (red) around particle 1. The inset shows the director
ﬁeld in the slit. (c) Particle 2 has minimum of the free energy at ϕ “ 0˝ , ϑ “ 90˝ . (d) The director
ﬁeld (illustrated in grayscale) and defects (red) around particle 2. The inset shows the director
ﬁeld in the slit. The defects are drawn as isosurfaces of scalar degree of order at S “ 0.39. Free
energy is measured in dimensionless units Ka, where K is elastic constant in one elastic constant
approximation and a is the size of the particle.

topological defects, which attract each other. As the topological defects are present in
every corner of the horseshoe the horseshoe particles are pinned together equally along x
and y direction. The pair interaction along z direction involves topological defects from all
four edges of the horseshoe, therefore the interaction is more pronounced than in x or y
case. Topological defects within the slit have little eﬀect on the pair interactions because
the defects are conﬁned to the slit interior. If the two horseshoe colloidal particles slide
apart the free energy rises, which is the consequence of the fact that pair interactions are
mediated by topological defects. At δ “ 0.5 a the defects at the edges meet the slit defects,
which is reﬂected in the step in free energy. Pair interactions between two particles of type
2 are attractive along x direction, because the topological defects touch along the whole
interface (Fig. 4.4b). However, the topological defects do not appear symmetrically at all
four angles as in case of particles 1, but rather on the two opposite edges (see Fig. 4.3c and
d), which introduces strong asymmetry to the system. As a result, the interactions along
y direction are repulsive. Results from Fig. 4.4 suggest that particle 1 is a good candidate
for self-assembly, because of attractive interactions along all three particle interfaces. The
repulsive interactions between particles 2 make it inappropriate for self-assembly in other
than 1D chains which are not of main interest here. Therefore only type-1 particle will be
considered in the following analysis.
The attractive interaction between two particles of type 1 causes them to stack together and
form a small chain (Fig. 4.5b). Such two-horseshoe chain performs as a single asymmetric
particle of rectangular shape. Its asymmetry causes the shift of the free energy minimum
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Figure 4.4: Pair interaction between horseshoe colloidal particles. (a) Free energy of the
two particles of type 1 in the nematic with far ﬁeld direction at ϕ “ 45˝ , ϑ “ 90˝ . Free energy
is reduced when particles get closer together, disregarding of the slit position, which is a sign of
attractive interaction. (b) Free energy of particles 2 is increased when the particles approach
along axis y and z, which is a sign of repulsive interaction. Interaction between particles along
axis x is still attractive. Displacement δ between the particles is shown in units of their size a.

to 38˝ (Fig. 4.5a). However when the chain restores its symmetry by introduction of third
particle, forming the V shape, the three-horseshoe chain again exhibit its minimum at the
45˝ [13]. This is an important property for self-assembly.
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Figure 4.5: Equilibrium orientation of two particles. (a) Free energy of two-horseshoe chain
is minimal at 38˝ , the conﬁguration is depicted in (b).

2D and 3D crystals of horseshoe colloidal particles in nematics

4.1.2

The attractive pair interaction functions of horseshoe particles of type 1 indicates that
colloidal particles can undergo self-assembly and form stable 2D and even 3D colloidal
crystals. The stability of 2D horseshoe colloidal crystal was examined with simulations
of single unit cell with periodic boundary conditions in both x and y direction, which
is illustrated in Fig. 4.6a. The anchoring on the conﬁning cell walls, in z direction,
is strong at the angle ϕ “ 45˝ regarding to the x-axis, which was proven to be the
optimum alignment direction of single colloidal particle (Fig. 4.3b). The displacement
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between the colloidal particles (illustrated on Fig. 4.6a) in both directions (δx and δy ) is
eﬀectively varied by changing the unit cell size separately in x and y direction. Variations
of lattice spacing aﬀects the free energy as shown in Fig. 4.6b. To be more precise,
increasing both displacements raises the free energy of the system, which means that the
2D colloidal crystal of horseshoe particles is stable. Note that the dependence is symmetric
regarding displacements in both x and y directions which is the consequence of similar
pair interaction potentials (Fig. 4.4a). Fig. 4.6c shows the unit cell of colloidal crystal
where both displacements are minimal and the structure is optimally stable with lowest
free energy. The topological defects arise at all four corners of horseshoe particles, glueing
them together, and also inside the slit. The director ﬁeld within the slit is asymmetric,
which is better visible on the inset, zooming in the situation at the slit located closely to
neighbouring horseshoe particles. Note that director ﬁeld between particles is leadingly
parallel with the horseshoe particle frame, because of strong planar degenerate anchoring
on the surfaces, but deforms in the region of the slit. Fig. 4.6d shows the illustration of
2D horseshoe colloidal crystal with topological defects (red) that glue the pieces together.
The stability of 3D crystal was studied with simulations of single unit cell with periodic
boundary conditions in all directions, which is together with nearest neighbours illustrated
in Fig. 4.7a. The initial direction of director ﬁeld was set at the angle ϕ “ 45˝ in the
plane of the horseshoe and is preserved also after the relaxation. The displacements
in all three directions δx , δy and δz are eﬀectively varied by changing the unit cell size
independently in all three directions. Variations of all three displacements aﬀects the free
energy as is shown in Fig. 4.7b and 4.7c. By increasing the displacements between the
horseshoe colloidal particles in x and y direction raises the free energy of the colloidal
crystal, similarly as in 2D colloidal crystal (Fig. 4.6). The displacement in z direction was
kept constant at δz “ 0.04a. The free energy is minimal at the point of smallest tested
displacements δx “ δy “ 0.04a. The free energy of the system shows notably diﬀerent
behaviour while varying the displacements between particles in both x and z direction
(Fig. 4.7c), which is the consequence of dissimilar pair interaction potentials between two
particles in x and z direction (Fig. 4.4a). While the pair interaction functions between
particles in x and y direction are the same as evident from Fig. 4.4a and also Fig. 4.7b,
free energy shows same dependence when varied in z and x or y directions. The free
energy plotted on Fig. 4.7c is a slice with δy “ 0.04a, or equivalently δx “ 0.04a kept
constant. Free energy is minimal at minimal simulated displacement δz “ 0.04a. Free
energy is presented here only in two complementary slices. However, the simulations were
performed also at other conﬁgurations and show only one global minimum, which occurs
when all three displacements are minimal δx “ δy “ δz “ 0.04a. This proves that 3D
colloidal crystal constructed out of horseshoe building blocks is stable. Colloidal crystal in
its ground state is illustrated in Fig. 4.7d.
The stability of the 3D horseshoe colloidal crystal is further investigated by including two
horseshoe particles into the unit cell with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 4.8a). This
eﬀectively creates a 3D colloidal crystal with two interchanging layers. First the upper
particle is moved with respect to the lower, this eﬀectively means that every second layer
in the crystal is shifted to some extent in both x and y directions, similar as shown in
Fig. 4.8c. The free energy of such shifted colloidal crystals is represented in Fig. 4.8b
and reveals the global minimum when δx “ δy “ 0. This is the conﬁguration when lower
and upper particle are perfectly aligned with each other, as shown already in Fig. 4.7.
Fig. 4.8c shows the unstable conﬁguration when both displacements are δx “ δy “ a{2. If
the upper particle is rotated such that the slits are no longer aligned, the free energy of
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Figure 4.6: 2D horseshoe nematic colloidal crystal. (a) Scheme of unit cell containing one
horseshoe platelet with periodic boundary conditions at sides in x and y direction and ﬁxed
anchoring, indicated with black arrow, at the cell wall (top and bottom in purple). Displacements
δx and δy between the horseshoe colloidal particles are varied by changing unit cell size. (b) Free
energy of the 2D horseshoe colloidal crystal varies with changing the displacements and is minimal
when δx “ δy “ 0.04a (minimal tested displacement), where a is the size of type-1 particle. (c)
Director ﬁeld in one unit cell of the colloidal crystal at optimal conﬁguration. Inset shows the
asymmetric director ﬁeld in the slit. (d) Illustration of 2D colloidal crystal with topological defects
depicted in red. Free energy is measured in units of Ka, where K is elastic constant and a the
size of horseshoe particle. Displacements δx and δy between the particles are shown in units of
their size a.

the system changes by less than 0.0018 Ka, which is small compared to typical energy
scales in the system (Fig. 4.8d).
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Figure 4.7: 3D horseshoe nematic colloidal crystal. (a) Scheme of unit cell of horseshoe
colloidal crystal with periodic boundary conditions at all boundaries. δx , δy and δz shows
displacements between nearest neighbours in all three directions. (b) Free energy of colloidal
crystal dependent on variations of displacements δx and δy , with displacement δz “ 0.04a is kept
constant. (c) Free energy of colloidal crystal dependent on variations of δx or δy and δz direction,
with displacement δy “ 0.04a or δx “ 0.04a kept constant. Free energy of horseshoe colloidal
crystal is minimal when displacements are minimal δx “ δy “ δz “ 0.04a. (d) Illustration of 3D
colloidal crystal with topological defects depicted in red.

4.1.3

Electromagnetic response of horseshoe colloidal particles
Due to its special shape an individual metallic horseshoe colloidal particle performs as
a small electromagnetic resonator or antenna. In turn such response of the particle
can modify the properties of incident light; therefore, such material belongs in the
class of metamaterials. The characteristics of this particular horseshoe metamaterial
depend on its geometry and dimensions. Every electromagnetic resonator consists of two
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Figure 4.8: Stability of 3D nematic colloidal crystal. (a) Unit cell of a 3D colloidal crystal
with two horseshoe particles stacked one above the other. The upper layer is shifted in both x and
y direction. (b) The free energy of the 3D colloidal crystal with two shifted layers is minimal when
both displacements δx “ δy “ 0. (c) Illustration of the colloidal crystal with half shifted layers
(indicated with arrow on (b)), represents the unstable conﬁguration. (d) The upper horseshoe in
the unit cell is rotated anticlockwise, causing the free energy changes less than 0.0018 Ka, which
is small compared to other typical energy scales of the system.

essential building blocks, namely the capacitor and the coil. The resonant frequency of
electromagnetic resonator is deﬁned as
ν“

1 1
√
,
2π LC

(4.1)

where L is the inductance and C the capacitance. In the most elementary picture the
inductivity of a coil with number of turns N per coil length lL and the surface area of the
cross section SL ﬁlled with material of permeability μ reads
L“

μμ0 N 2 SL
,
lL

(4.2)

where μ0 is magnetic permeability of vacuum. The capacity of a plate capacitor with plate
surface SC and interplate distance lc reads as
C“

0 SC
,
lC

(4.3)
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where  represents the dielectric permittivity of the containing material and 0 the
permittivity of vacuum.
We propose the most elementary and simple model of the horseshoe particle response,
based on its simple geometry. Our model contains a lot of severe approximations and
presumes the electromagnetic ﬁelds are localised to the physical size of the horseshoe
particle, which is not the case in reality.
Eﬀectively diﬀerent parts of the horseshoe particle excite and take the role of capacitor or
a coil at distinct frequency regimes and polarisations. When the incident light is polarised
in the direction of y-axis (see Fig. 4.3a), there exist several possible excitation modes
(Fig. 4.9a):
1. Horseshoe; the slit performs as a capacitor with surface area SC “ cd and distance
between the plates lC “ o. The frame of the horseshoe represents the coil with one
turn over distance lL “ c and area of cross section SL “ pa ´ dq2 .
2. C-shape; parallel arms of horseshoe particle perform as capacitor plates of surface
SC “ pa ´ 2dqc at a distance lC “ a ´ 2d, whereas the other half of the frame
acts as a coil with one turn per distance lL “ c and cross section surface area
SL “ 1{2pa ´ dqpa ´ 3d{2q.
3. Antenna; the vertical side of the horseshoe particle opposing the slit acts as antenna
of length a. Only the frequencies whose wavelength satisfy the condition a “ nλ{4,
where n P N, are enhanced in the antenna.
4. Half-antenna; the vertical side of the horseshoe particle broken up in half by the slit
forms two antennae of equal length pa ´ oq{2. The electromagnetic wave resonates
in such antenna if only the requirement pa ´ oq{2 “ nλ{4, where n P N is fulﬁlled.
When the incident light is polarised in the direction of x-axis (according with the scheme
Fig. 4.3a), two excitation modes are expected (Fig. 4.9c):
1. U-shape; horseshoe particle is asymmetric regarding the polarisation of electromagnetic waves. No electric current is transmitted troughout the slit, to establish the
mirror symmetry along x-axis, another stationary point is generated at the vertical
edge of the horseshoe opposing the slit, eﬀectively creating two U-shaped capacitors.
The capacitor plates of area SC “ 1{2pa ´ 2d ´ oqc are displaced at the distance
lc “ a ´ 2d, whereas the coil makes one turn in length lL “ c enclosing the surface
SL “ 1{2pa ´ dqpa ´ d ´ oq.
2. Antenna; the two horizontal edges of horseshoe, parallel with polarisation, form two
antennas of length a. The electromagnetic wave resonates in the antenna if only the
requirement a “ nλ{4, where n P N is fulﬁlled.
Note that dimensions a, b, c, d and o represent the dimensions of the horseshoe represented
in Fig. 4.1b and the position of the “wire” is assumed to be in the middle line of the frame.
The horseshoe geometry characteristics however are not the only parameters that determine
the resonant frequencies. The resonant frequency of horseshoe LC-resonator is modiﬁed
with the eﬀective permeability and permittivity of the surrounding medium, which is in
our case nematic liquid crystal. Permittivity μ of a typical nematic (5CB) is very close to
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Figure 4.9: Basic excitation modes and the absorption spectra of the metal horseshoe
particle. (a) Excitation modes of horseshoe particle subjected to linear polarisation along y-axis.
(b) The resonant frequencies of excitation modes presented in (a). (c) Excitation modes of
horseshoe particle subjected to linear polarisation along x-axis. (d) The resonant frequencies
of excitation modes presented in (c). Resonant frequencies for LC-resonators are illustrated
with bands, representing the whole range of possible director structures. For a speciﬁc director
conﬁguration resonant frequencies are discrete.

one, but diﬀerently permeability  exhibits a rich and even anisotropic behaviour. Typical
liquid crystals are uniaxial, which means that tensor  has only two distinct eigenvalues,
which in the case of 5CB at optical frequencies are K “ 2.25 and  “ 2.84 .
The tensor order parameter in the slit or in the interior of the horseshoe is spatially
dependent (Fig. 4.3d). Here, we consider only the two limiting regimes whether the
director is parallel or perpendicular to the electric ﬁeld in the slit. The corresponding
2S
S
eﬀ
limiting eﬀective permittivities are eﬀ
¯ ` mol
¯ ´ mol
a
a 3 . This gives rise
3 and K “ 
 “
to the estimates of the minimal and maximal frequencies of the resonances. In some
eﬀ
typical case when S “ 0.533 the diﬀerence between eﬀ
 and K is around 13%, but can be
tuned up to 25 % by increasing S. The real situation is neither of the two limiting cases,
but lies somewhere in between, as the nematic ﬁeld is usually more complicated. The
wavelengths of the resonances of each excitation mode, calculated using actual particle
dimensions, form the eﬀective absorption spectra of the metal horseshoe colloidal particle
(Fig. 4.9). The frequencies of the antenna modes are not dependent on the liquid crystal
properties, but solely on the geometry, which has been discussed already. The wavelengths
of the LC-resonators, which are the most important, reside in the infrared part of the
spectra, while the antenna wavelengths extends also in the visible part of the spectra. The
resonant wavelengths depend linearly on the particle size and may be changed by resizing
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the particles.
The behaviour of 2D and 3D horseshoe colloidal crystals is generally similar to one particle
and the system eﬀectively works as an absorber for certain wavelengths. We suggest
that the collective response may slightly shift the resonant frequencies or introduce some
new resonances into the absorption spectra. The full optical ﬁeld FDTD analysis of the
metallic horseshoe particles performed by Anja Bregar shows good quantitative agreement
with the resonant frequencies predicted here by this simple analysis [130].

4.2

Voltage-induced optical cloaking in polymerisable liquid crystals
We study photonic properties of polymer structures in-situ generated in nematic liquid
crystals in collaboration with the experimental group of Professors S. Morris and S. Elston
(University of Oxford). By generating polymer microstructures embedded directly within
a switchable liquid crystal device, we approach optical cloaking from a slightly diﬀerent
standpoint.
The direct laser writing is a single-step process to micro-fabricate polymer inclusions.
Thus the micron-sized polymer features are encoded directly into liquid crystal device and
locks-in the local molecular orientation [113], described by a unit vector known as the
director, at the moment of fabrication. The photo-cured polymer retains the orientational
order of the liquid crystal at the point of exposure to the ultrafast laser beam, leading to
features that are both birefringent and that dictate the local alignment of the neighbouring
uncured bulk of the liquid crystal. This in turn provides access to a unique set of director
proﬁles that can be frozen-in by the direct laser writing process than would otherwise
be possible using only the alignment layers at the substrate surfaces, or other advanced
two dimensional alignment techniques. The unpolymerised surrounding bulk material
remains free to realign in the presence of an applied voltage post-fabrication, while the
alignment within and at the surface of the pillars is ﬁxed, as conditioned by the strong
surface anchoring.
An illustration of the fabrication of the polymer structures in the liquid crystal devices is
presented in (Fig. 4.10a). The devices, which were a 20 μm-thick glass cells with planar
surface alignment layers, with slight pretilt and transparent electrodes, contained a reactive
mesogen and photo-initiator mixture that have been dispersed into the nematic liquid
crystal host E7. Devices were exposed to bursts of tightly focused ultrashort laser pulses.
When the laser is incident on the device, two-photon absorption by the photo-initiator
triggers cross-linking of the reactive mesogen resulting in the creation of a pillar structure
of dense polymer network that locks-in voltage dependent liquid crystal director proﬁle
at the moment of exposure. The pillars have dimensions 1 μm in diameter and 5 μm
in height. This voltage-driven director proﬁle deﬁnes the alignment of the liquid crystal
molecules at the surfaces of the polymer pillar.
Numerical simulations closely mimic the process of direct laser writing technique. Therefore
they are performed over two consecutive steps: ﬁrst, we calculate the director ﬁeld proﬁles
at certain electric ﬁeld amplitudes in the empty cell, which are later used for the anchoring
direction on the polymer pillars. In the absence of an applied voltage, the nematic liquid
crystal assumes a planar alignment, as illustrated by the results from the simulation of
the director proﬁle shown in Fig. 4.10b. After voltage is applied to the empty nematic
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Figure 4.10: Direct laser writing of birefringent polymer objects in a polymerisable
liquid crystal cell. (a) Illustration of the direct laser writing process in a LC device. (b)
Simulated director proﬁle of the nematic LC device without a polymer pillar structure in the
absence of an applied voltage. (c) Simulated director proﬁle when a polymer pillar is written
in the device under an applied write voltage of Vw “ 8 V and (d) following the removal of the
applied voltage.

cell, the pillar is written in with direct laser writing as depicted on Fig. 4.10c. This
only means that in the following the director ﬁeld calculated in an empty cell deﬁnes the
direction of uniform anchoring at the pillar surface even at diﬀerent applied electric ﬁelds.
The Fig. 4.10d shows the pillar within nematic cell in the absence of electric ﬁeld. The
deformation induced by the polymer pillar in otherwise parallel director ﬁeld is clearly
visible.
The simulations were performed on a square grid consisting of 260 ˆ 260 ˆ 410 simulation
points (single pillar) or less (pillar arrays). Cylindrically shaped polymer pillar consists of
20 points in diameter and 100 in height. Numerical calculations were performed with the
material parameters for the E7 liquid crystal [228]: K1 “ 10.7 pN, K2 “ 6.5 pN, K3 “ 16.2
pN, strength of the surface anchoring W “ 10´2 J{m2 , birefringence Δn “ 0.219 and the
dielectric anisotropy Δ “ 13.7.
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Voltage-induced optical cloaking of single pillar

To demonstrate the ability to “optically cloak” a polymer pillar under speciﬁc voltage
conditions, Fig. 4.11 shows the simulation and experimental results for a polymer pillar
that has been written at a voltage of Vw “ 4 V and is subsequently read at six diﬀerent
applied voltages Vr after fabrication. The corresponding director proﬁle simulations
presented in Fig. 4.11a and b show that when the polymer pillar is formed at a fabrication
voltage of Vw “ 4 V, the anchoring at the pillar surface assumes a tilted orientation in the
liquid crystal director, that corresponds to this speciﬁc voltage. This leads to development
of elastic distortions when Vr ‰ Vw . Furthermore, the distortion in the director proﬁle
disappears when the read voltage Vr is equivalent to the write voltage Vw , which leads to
a matching director proﬁle and consequently uniform birefringence across the device.
The simulated polarising micrographs (Fig. 4.11c) were obtained from the calculations of
the director proﬁles (shown in Fig. 4.11a) using the 2 ˆ 2 Jones matrix. The pillar interior
is assumed to contain the director proﬁle at which it was written, disregarding the cured
polymer. As can be seen in Fig. 4.11c, for voltages where Vr ‰ Vw the structures are
clearly visible against the background nematic proﬁle. At these voltages, the birefringence
imposed by the polymer pillar is diﬀerent from the surrounding regions of liquid crystal,
which in turn leads to diﬀerences in the phase of light transmitted through the device and
the features are thus distinguishable against the liquid crystal background. Conversely,
when the read voltage, Vr , applied to the device matches the write voltage, Vw , (in this
case Vr “ Vw “ 4 V), the director ﬁeld in the regions surrounding the pillars and within
the pillars themselves merge seamlessly into the background, thereby resulting in the
object being hidden.
The experimental results (Fig. 4.11d) are found to be in good qualitative agreement with
simulated transmission polarising micrographs of the polymer pillars Fig. 4.11c. That
fairly conﬁrms our predictions on the pillar structure and interaction with the bulk and
validates the mechanism for optical cloaking of the fabricated polymer features.
Microscope images of a 5 ˆ 6 array under a range of read voltage conditions (Vr “ 0-5 V)
are presented in Fig. 4.12a. Columns of pillars with equivalent write and read voltages
are indicated by the arrows and are indistinguishable from the background since the bulk
alignment matches the surface conditions of the polymer pillars to give a homogeneous
director proﬁle. The insets in Fig. 4.12a illustrate which column in the array has been
eﬀectively “switched oﬀ” for that speciﬁc read voltage. The simulations of the optical
transmission micrographs presented in Fig. 4.12b corroborate that the pillars in each
column vanish when the Vr “ Vw condition is satisﬁed. In each case, the surrounding
director ﬁeld matches the director proﬁle that is imposed by the anchoring at the surface
of the polymer pillar, which can be clearly seen in the simulation results presented in
Fig. 4.12c. It is worth noting, however, that the pillars are slightly more distinguishable
for the Vr “ Vw “ 1 V case as this value is approximately of the same order as the
Fréedericksz threshold voltage (Vth ) of the device, which is estimated to be 0.9 V based
on the host LC material parameters [228]. The visibility of the pillars is then restored
when the voltage is adjusted such that the Vr ‰ Vw condition is now satisﬁed.
From a practical perspective the visibility of polymer structures inside the bulk liquid
crystal is of signiﬁcant importance. The Fig. 4.13 shows polarisation micrographs for
pillars being both written and read at voltages ranging from 0 V to 5 V in 1 V steps. Both
simulated 4.13a and experimental 4.13b micrographs show that optical cloaking occurs
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Figure 4.11: Voltage-induced optical cloaking of polymer cylinders in a nematic liquid
crystal material. (a) Simulated director ﬁeld proﬁles in planar cell with pillars written at a
voltage of Vw “ 4V subjected to six diﬀerent read voltages (Vr “ 0 – 5 V) and (b) zoom in of the
pillar. (c) Simulated optical polarising micrographs for the same voltages presented in (a) showing
the pillar becoming “hidden” at a read voltage of 4 V. (d) Polarising optical microscope images of
a single polymer pillar. The orientation of the cross polarisers and the optical axis of the nematic
phase are indicated by the black and blue arrows, respectively. Scale bar is 10 μm. The results
highlight the eﬀective homogeneity in the director alignment when the read and write voltages are
equivalent (Vr “ Vw ). Experimental results in (d) are courtesy of Chloe C. Tartan.

when Vw “ Vr at the diagonal line of the matrix because the surrounding director ﬁeld
matches the director proﬁle that is imposed by the anchoring at the surface of the polymer
pillar. Experimental results match well with the simulated micrographs.

Voltage-induced optical cloaking of pillar lattices

4.2.2

Optical cloaking can be achieved also with a lattice of pillars. To demonstrate the ability
to “optically cloak” a lattice of polymer pillars subjected to speciﬁc voltage conditions,
Fig. 4.14 shows the simulation results for a lattice of pillars that has been written at a
voltage of Vw “ 0 V and is subsequently read at three diﬀerent applied voltages afterwards.
Simulations of pillar lattices are performed for one unit cell with periodic boundary
conditions along x and y directions. Both the director proﬁles (Fig. 4.14a) and the
polarisation micrographs (Fig. 4.14b) corroborate that the pillar lattice vanish when the
Vw “ Vr “ 0 V condition is satisﬁed. When VW ‰ Vr the eﬀects of pillars begin to
superimpose, which modiﬁes the director ﬁelds. The director ﬁelds in Fig. 4.13 depicts
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Figure 4.12: Optical cloaking of a column of polymer pillars in a liquid crystal material.
(a) Columns of pillars in a 40 μm-spaced array whereby each column was written in the presence
of a diﬀerent applied voltage Vw “ 0 – 5 V in 1 V increments from left to right. The arrows and
insets highlight the column that vanishes at that speciﬁc read voltage (Vr “ Vw ). Scale bar is 40
μm. (b) Simulated optical polarising microscope images conﬁrm that the polymer pillars become
invisible when read voltage equals write voltage (Vr “ Vw ). (c) The simulated director proﬁles for
when both the read and write voltages are equivalent, illustrating that “optical cloaking” occurs
when the LC alignment imposed by the surface of the polymer pillars seamlessly joins with the
director proﬁle in the bulk of LC. Experimental results in (a) are courtesy of Chloe C. Tartan.

the middle surface of the cell, not the pillar area (which is located at the edge). When
the lattice spacing is large Δx “ 6 μm compared to the pillar diameter, which is 1 μm,
the changes in the director ﬁeld are similar to one pillar case. When the lattice spacing
progressively becomes smaller Δx “ 3.5 μm and Δx “ 2 μm, the strong anchoring of
the pillars locks in the director ﬁeld in the surrounding region, which eﬀectively reduces
the height of the Freédrickz cell. The result is good cloaking even at voltages Vw ‰ Vr
(Fig. 4.14b). Pillars may appear only if the Vw and Vr diﬀer signiﬁcantly, as in case of
Δx “ 3.5 μm, Vr “ 4 V. Fig. 4.14 shows the enhanced cloaking for Vw “ 0 V, however
same can be applied for other writing voltages.

4.2.3

Potential applications of optical cloaking

By tailoring the write and read voltages, we have shown that it is possible to make polymer
objects appear and disappear in the surrounding LC host. Using this approach, it is
also possible to reconﬁgure the structures so that diﬀerent features or patterns emerge at
diﬀerent voltage amplitudes. Figure 4.15 shows examples of patterns/images that illustrate
this approach. The ﬁrst is a conﬁguration of pillars that represent a “quick-response” (QR)
code (Fig. 4.15a). By writing the pillars in the absence of an applied voltage, the QR code
only becomes readable when a voltage is subsequently applied to “read” the device. We
also show how features can be written at two diﬀerent voltages, with a simple checkerboard
design where one set of squares was written at Vw “ 0 V and the other set of squares was
written at Vw “ 5 V (Fig. 4.15b, d). At a read voltage of Vr “ 2.5 V both sets of squares
are visible, but at either Vr “ 0 V or 5 V, one set of features disappears. Taking this
principle further, we have created a “micro-bicycle”, by writing the spokes of the wheels as
a line of polymer pillars at diﬀerent voltages ranging from Vw “ 2 - 4.5 V, while the frame
was written as a continuous polymer line at Vw “ 0 V (Fig. 4.15d). Figure 4.15c shows
this “micro-bicycle” at a read voltage of Vr “ 4 V, where the spoke written Vw “ 4 V
disappears. Figure 4.15f, on the other hand, depicts reconﬁgurable emoticon; by encoding
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Figure 4.13: Visibility of polymer pillars. (a) Calculated and (b) experimentally measured
transmission polarisation microscope images of polymer pillars with read and write voltages
ranging from 0 - 5 V. Scale bar is 40 μm. The orientation of the cross polarisers and the optical
axis of the nematic phase are indicated by the black and blue arrows. A minimum visibility is
present along the diagonal where Vw “ Vr , satisfying the condition for optical cloaking.

diﬀerent features at diﬀerent voltages and then tuning the voltage to a desired setting, it
is possible to view emoticons displaying a variety of expressions. In the ﬁnal example, we
show an arrangement of polymer pillars that results in an image of the New College Crest,
Oxford, which was written under a ﬁxed voltage of Vw “ 4 V; the crest appears invisible
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Figure 4.14: Optical cloaking of pillar lattices. (a) Simulated director proﬁles of a square
lattice of pillars with various lattice spacing Δx written at Vw “ 0 V. Note that only one unit cell
is shown and pillar is situated in the corner of the cell, whereas the director ﬁeld is depicted along
the central plane of the cell. The eﬀects of the pillars are more pronounced at small lattice spacing,
which eﬀectively reduces the size of Freédrickz cell and introduces cloaking even for Vw ‰ Vr .
(b) Calculated polarisation micrographs are sensitive to variations of lattice spacing. Enhanced
cloaking is observed especially at lower lattice spacing Δx “ 2 μm and Δx “ 3.5 μm.

when this same voltage amplitude is applied to read the device. Here it can be seen that
the crest disappears entirely when Vr “ Vw “ 4 V.
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Figure 4.15: Optical cloaking and reconﬁgurable optical elements in a polymerisable
liquid crystal device. (a) Micrograph of a quick response (QR) code written at Vw “0 V with
a pillar spacing of 3μm. The code can be scanned with a smart phone only when a voltage is
applied to the LC device. Scale bar is 15 μm. (b) A checkerboard made from polymer pillars
written at both Vw = 0 V and 5 V. Top row: unpolarised light. Bottom row: polarised light
with a crossed polariser conﬁguration. Scale bar is 40 μm. (e) Schematic of the checkerboard
design. (c) “Micro-bicycle” comprising of polymer walls. Image taken at Vr “ 4 V. Scale bar is
100 μm. (d) Schematic showing the voltages used to write the features in the micro-bicycle. (f) A
reconﬁgurable emoticon: the pillars in the outline of the face are written at Vw = 0 V at a spacing
of 3 μm. Both the outline of the eyes and mouth were written at a write voltage of Vw “ 4 V
at a spacing of 10 μm. Changes in the facial expression can be seen at diﬀerent values of the
applied read voltage, Vr . Scale bar is 100 μm. (g) Hiding the Oxford University New College
crest: the structure was written at Vw “ 4 V and images are shown for the same read voltages as
the reconﬁgurable emoticon. Scale bar is 100 μm. A 20 micron spacer bead can also be seen in
the bottom right of the images. In all optical polarising microscopy images the orientation of the
crossed polarisers and the optic axis of the nematic phase are indicated by the black and blue
arrows, respectively. Experimental results are courtesy of Chloe C. Tartan and John J. Standford
O’Neill.
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Elastic multipoles with nematic colloids
The aim of this work was to systematically investigate the high elastic multipole creation
with complex colloidal particles. The work is in colaboration with the experimental group
of Prof. Ivan I. Smalyukh from University of Colorado Boulder. In the ﬁrst stage of
research the colloidal particles comprise of two dissimilar spheres (Fig. 4.16), the radius ra
and position da of the lower sphere are kept constant, whereby the radius rb and position
db of the upper sphere change for various structures. The anchoring on the spheres is
strong and planar degenerate on the upper sphere, whereas conic degenerate on the lower
sphere. Both planar degenerate and conic degenerate anchoring impose a director ﬁeld
which in equilibrium is rotationally symmetric with respect to the z-axis. Therefore the
director on both spheres does not tilt other than towards the z-axis and is not degenerate
at all.
The simulations were performed on a square grid consisting of 400 ˆ 400 ˆ 400 simulation
points. Composite colloids in the ﬁrst part consist of two spheres, lower has 100 points
in diameter, whereas the upper has from 20 to 100 points in diameter and is gradually
moved upwards in steps of 10 points. In the second part the composite colloids consists of
diﬀerent number of equally sized spheres, which have 50 points in diameter. We assume
ﬁxed homeotropic anchoring on the cell surfaces and strong (W “ 10´2 J{m2 ) conic,
homeotropic or planar degenerate anchoring on the composite colloids.

4.3.1

Structures and characteristics of composite colloidal particles
Figures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 show structures of colloidal particles composed of two dissimilar
spherical colloids. The radius of the upper sphere rb is varied from 0 to the size of the
lower sphere ra in steps of ra {5. The position of the upper sphere is not constant because
it is gradually immersed into the lower sphere in steps of ra {5. Ultimately the upper
sphere is completely contained (left side of the pyramids) or only slightly touches the
lower one (right side of the pyramids). The number of the structures between the limiting
cases depends on the size of upper sphere. Conic anchoring on the lower sphere introduces
additional parameter α (Fig. 4.16), which is varied from 20˝ to 90˝ in steps of 10˝ or less.

In the limiting case when the conic anchoring angle α reaches 90˝ (Fig. 4.17), the director
is preferentially oriented perpendicular to the particle surface, which results in already
known homeotropic anchoring. This induces a loop defect on the lower sphere, which is
commonly called a Saturn ring due to its distinct shape. The tangential anchoring on the
upper sphere induces a boojum at its north pole. Another loop of reduced degree of order
can emerge in the neck, where the two spheres with distinct anchoring meet each other. It
is induced by the mismatch between the two anchoring directions, measured with angle β
(Fig. 4.16). The mismatch angle β sets the eﬀective strength of the eﬀective defect region
in the neck and depends on both, conic anchoring angle α as well as on the angle at witch
the two spheres intersect. The reduced degree of order vanishes when geometry of the
composite colloid (size and displacement of the upper sphere) assures intersection of the
two spheres at angle 90˝ setting mismatch angle β “ 0˝ (third diagonal from the right
side of the pyramid on Fig. 4.17). The Saturn ring can change its vertical position and
slide from equator of the lower colloid towards the neck or even on the neck joining with
the regular neck defect. This rearrangement most notably occures in the lower left region
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Figure 4.16: Scheme of the composite colloidal particle. Colloidal particle consists of two
spheres, where the lower sphere has constant radius ra and is positioned at distance da “ ra
from the center of the planar cell with homeotropic anchoring. The upper sphere’s radius rb and
position db vary in the process of analysis. The anchoring on the upper sphere is planar degenerate,
while on the lower sphere it is conic degenerate at angle α. At the neck where the two spheres
with distinct anchoring meet, the angle between the two anchoring directions is represented with
angle β. Blue sphere shows the interpolation sphere of radius ri and blue dot depicts its center
displaced di from the center of the cell. Red dot represents geometrical center of the composite
colloidal particle where half of the composite particle length along z-axis represents the eﬀective
particle radius R eﬀ .

of the pyramid, where the director ﬁeld is observed to be dipolar-like.
Fig. 4.18, 4.19 show the composite colloids and their corresponding ﬁeld structures when
conic anchoring at angle α “ 55˝ and α “ 20˝ is applied on the lower sphere. The distinct
nature of conic anchoring (Fig. 4.16) always induces a ring defect at the equator of the
lower sphere. The tangential anchoring on the upper sphere establishes a boojum defect at
the surface of the colloidal particle. At the neck where the two spheres intersects and the
two regions with dissimilar anchoring meet, the region of reduced order emerges. Its actual
proﬁle depends on the size of the mismatch angle β, which is conditioned by both conic
anchoring angle α and composite colloid parameters rb and db . The neck region of reduced
order completely vanishes when the two spheres intersect at angle, equal to the conic
anchoring angle α. One can see that the neck region of reduced order eﬀectively disappear
for the composite colloids at third diagonal from the left side of the pyramid in case
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Figure 4.17: Composite colloids with planar degenerate anchoring (upper sphere) and
tilted anchoring with α “ 90˝ i.e. homeotropic anchoring (lower sphere) and their
corresponding ﬁeld structures. Pyramid shows the composite colloidal particles (yellow
isosurfaces) with variable radius rb and position db of the upper sphere. Defect regions are
indicated with red isosurfaces (S “ 0.44), whereas the director ﬁeld is illustrated with black and
white streaks. Generally defects emerge at the lower sphere equator, upper sphere north pole
and possibly at the neck where both spheres intersect. The Saturn ring surrounding the lower
sphere can move upwards or even to the neck, joining with the neck defect, (lower left side of the
pyramid).

α “ 55˝ (Fig. 4.18) and for second diagonal from the left in case α “ 20˝ (Fig. 4.19). When
the conic anchoring angle α is small (Fig. 4.19), the anchoring on the lower colloid is nearly
tangential. Consequently the eﬀective Saturn ring distortions become less pronounced,
whereas the distortion of the neck region of reduced order becomes stronger at large
separations db (right edge of the pyramid on Fig. 4.19).
Our main goal is to explore the elastic multipole moments of the various demonstrated
structures of composite particles. The decomposition on spherical multipoles is performed
by use of the SHTns numerical library, which requires scalar data on Gauss sphere, which
is acquired by interpolation from the square grid (comprehensively discussed in Chapter
3.6). The position of the interpolation sphere di is generally unknown, and the only
obvious restriction is that its center lies on the z axis due to the cylindrical symmetry
of the composite colloid (as illustrated on Fig. 4.16). Because the optimal position is
unknown, we sample all positions di on the z-axis in equally displaced points. In addition
to that, the interpolation sphere radius ri is also a free parameter, the only requirement is
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Figure 4.18: Composite colloids with planar degenerate anchoring (upper sphere) and
tilted anchoring with α “ 55˝ (lower sphere) and their corresponding ﬁeld structures.
Pyramid shows the composite colloidal particles (yellow isosurfaces) with variable radius rb and
position db of the upper sphere. Regions of reduced degree of order are indicated with red
isosurfaces (S “ 0.44), whereas the director ﬁeld is illustrated with black and white streaks.
Defects generated by conic anchoring emerge precisely at the equator of the lower sphere, whereas
planar degenerate anchoring induces boojum defect at the north pole of the upper sphere. The
mismatch between the two anchoring directions forms the surface neck defect. The proﬁle of the
neck defect is varied by changing the upper sphere geometry and position; it completely vanishes
for composite colloids on the third diagonal from the left side of the pyramid.

that interpolation sphere includes entire colloidal particle and it does not run out of the
simulation box.
We perform the multipole analysis deﬁning the maximal allowed transversal director ﬁeld
component on the entire Gauss sphere positioned at some di and adjust the interpolation
sphere radius ri with bisection. The results presented in the following are mostly gained by
setting the boundary at nx “ 0.1. Multipole coeﬃcients contain powers of the interpolation
sphere radius ri in certain length scales (as explained in Chapter 2.4), and must be scaled.
The only rational length scale in the system is certain dimension of the particle, which in
case of a spherical particle this is undoubtedly its radius Reﬀ “ ra , but when the particle
is composite such as of two spheres this is not straightforward. We take that the eﬀective
radius is half the length of the particle in z direction, which can be written (in parameters
from Fig. 4.16) as Reﬀ “ p2ra ` db ` rb q{2. The eﬀective radius has been considerably
tested, where this deﬁnition gives most reasonable results. The eﬀective radius deﬁnes the
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Figure 4.19: Composite colloids with planar degenerate anchoring (upper sphere) and
tilted anchoring with α “ 20˝ (lower sphere) and their corresponding ﬁeld structures.
Pyramid shows the composite colloids (yellow isosurfaces) with variable radius rb and position db
of the upper sphere. Defect regions are indicated with red isosurfaces (S “ 0.44), whereas the
director ﬁeld is illustrated with black and white streaks. The defects generated by conic anchoring
emerge precisely at the equator of the lower sphere, whereas planar degenerate anchoring induces
boojum defect at the north pole of the upper sphere. The mismatch between the two anchoring
directions forms the surface neck defect. The strength of the neck defect is varied by changing
the upper sphere geometry and position, it completely vanishes for composite colloids on the ﬁrst
diagonal from the left side of the pyramid.

center of the composite colloid, which is called the geometrical center and depicted with
red dot in Fig. 4.16.
x as a functions of the interpolation
Figure 4.20 shows the spherical multipole coeﬃcients ql1
sphere position di (deﬁned in Fig. 4.16). We present a spherical particle with homeotropic
anchoring on the surface (Fig. 4.20a), which is in the structure of elastic quadrupole. The
corresponding graph shows that dipole moment is zero, quadrupole is constant regardless
of the position of the interpolation sphere di , however the upper multipole moments
are present nonetheless and are found to be strongly dependent on the position of the
interpolation sphere di . When the center of the interpolation sphere coincidees with
the geometrical center of the colloidal particle multipoles have an extreme or zero. In
case of a simple spherical particle the rational position of the interpolation sphere is in
its center. If this is the case there are also nonzero 16- and 64-multipole components.
These higher multipole moments emerge primarily because the particle is positioned away
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from the center of the simulation box and the conﬁnement distorts the director ﬁeld.
Secondly the spherical particle with conic degenerate anchoring is presented (Fig. 4.20b).
The quadrupole moment is observed to be constant for all interpolation sphere positions
di , however other multipoles emerge as well and appear to be highly dependent on the
interpolation sphere position. When the center of the interpolation sphere coincides with
the geometrical center of the colloidal sphere di “ ´ra , all multipoles higher than 16-pole
drop to zero. In case of a sphere this appears to be the only reasonable position of the
interpolation sphere. Fig. 4.20c show the multipole coeﬃcients of a composite colloidal
particle with upper sphere radius rb “ 2{5ra and position db “ 0. The quadrupolar
moment is ﬁrst to appear and is constant over all positions of the interpolation sphere.
Higher multipoles emerge as well, but without order even at the geometrical center. To
understand elastic multipole composition of such composite particles, analysis of pure
analytically generate elastic multipoles is performed.
x of analytic multipoles. Analytic
Figure 4.21 shows spherical multipole coeﬃcients ql1
Ansätze for cartesian multipoles (presented in Fig. 2.5) are used to produce spatial director
ﬁelds on a square grid. Since the sources are point like there is no tangible length scale
and the eﬀective radius Reﬀ is set to 50 lattice points. The following analysis, which
includes interpolation and decomposition, is essentially the same as for simulated composite
particles. The center of the interpolation sphere di is varied in order to show the trends,
even if the source of the multipoles is exactly known as in the following examples (Fig. 4.21a,
b). Fig. 4.21a shows quadrupole with C4 “ 2 (in Cartesian representation from Fig. 2.5)
positioned 0.2Reﬀ away from the center of the cell. Quadrupole moment is constant for all
di , whereas the upper multipoles have zero where the center of the interpolation sphere di
x are odd when l is odd
coincide with position of the point quadrupole. The functions of ql1
and vice versa. Fig. 4.21b shows a graph for hexadecapole with C1 6 “ 4 in the center of
the cell. All multipoles lower than 16 are zero for all di , hexadecapole is constant, whereas
the higher multipoles experience same odd–even behaviour with zero at the position of
x
analytic point hexadecapole. Fig. 4.21c shows the spherical multipole coeﬃcients ql1
of three point multipoles of diﬀerent order, strength and position. A large number of
multipoles excite, however with some order. Quadrupole is a constant, octupole has a
zero at the position of quadrupole, furthermore hexadecapole is excited, but the zero of
32-pole is 0.1Reﬀ away from its position. The excited 64-pole is non zero, however the next
128-pole is zero near the position of the 64-pole. However, these seemingly rules of how
to interpret multipoles fail if consecutive multipoles are excited as evident in Fig. 4.21d.
The analysis of analytic multipoles shows that even if the multipoles are positioned at
diﬀerent points their position cannot be determined by analysis of the spherical multipole
x . In view of this limitations, in further studies we assume that all multipoles
coeﬃcients ql1
are located exactly at the gemetrical centers of the simulated composite colloids.
x are
According to the analysis presented in Fig. 4.21, spherical multipole coeﬃcients ql1
calculated with the interpolation sphere positioned at the geometrical center of the
composite colloid. Fig. 4.22 shows the spherical multipole coeﬃcients of all simulated
x is generally weak and
composite colloids at various angles. The dipolar coeﬃcient q11
positive for low angles; however, a prominent peak is observed at angle 90˝ for the structures
close to rb “ 4{5, db “ ´2{5 (see Fig. 4.17). For such composite colloids, it is energetically
favourable that the Saturn ring defect moves from the equator of the lower particle to the
neck, eﬀectively joining with the neck defect. Defect in the neck only weakly distorts the
surrounding director ﬁeld (Fig. 4.17), the only remaining defect is the boojum at the north
pole of the upper particle, which causes strong and long range dipolar deformation. Some
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Figure 4.20: Spherical multipole coeﬃcients of selected simulated composite nematic
colloids. (a) Colloidal particle with homeotropic boundary conditions centered at da “ ´ra
induces a quadrupolar distortion of the director ﬁeld. The right graph shows constant quadrupole
coeﬃcient at all displacements di , other multipoles have extreme or zero at di “ ´ra , corresponding
to the geometrical center of the spherical colloid. (b) Spherical colloidal particle with conic
anchoring at angle α “ 20˝ centered at da “ ´ra . Quadrupolar coeﬃcient is constant at all di ,
whereas other coeﬃcients higher then 16-pole are zero when center of the interpolation sphere
coincides with geometrical center di “ da . (c) Composite colloidal particle with da “ ´ra , db “ 0,
rb “ 2ra {5 and conic anchoring at angle α “ 60˝ . Quadrupolar coeﬃcient is constant regardless
the position of the interaction sphere, whereas higher multipole moments show complex variations
even at the geometrical center. Geometrical centers of the composite colloids are depicted with
red dashed line.

of dipolar multipole is still present in this region even at lower conic anchoring angles
x is strongest and negative for homeotropic bottom
α. The quadrupolar coeﬃcient q21
particles, where the Saturn ring is the sole defect, and becomes weaker by decreasing
the conic anchoring angle. At angle α “ 40˝ negative contribution vanishes and strong
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Figure 4.21: Spherical multipole coeﬁcients ql1
of point analytic multipoles. (a) Analytic
quadrupole displaced from the center and (b) hexadecapole positioned at the center. Multipolar
coeﬃcients higher than the excited one have zero at the position of the source. (c) Three diﬀerent
multipoles at diﬀerent locations (see left bar line). Coeﬃcient one order higher than the excited
one has zero approximately at the position of the source. (d) Three multipoles of which two are
consecutive. The interpretation rules can not be applied in this case. The schemes illustrate the
analitic multipole position and strength as deﬁned on Fig. 2.5.

positive quadrupole emerges for spherical colloids with nearly tangential anchoring α “ 20˝ ,
where two boojums emerge at both poles. The transition between a positive and negative
x is always positive
quadrupole can be understood by comparison with Fig. 2.5. Octupole q31
and strongest for large upper spheres with conic anchoring angles near α „ 90˝ . This
type of composite colloids have Saturn ring on the lower colloids equator, and a strong
boojum on the upper particles north pole (Fig. 4.17), whereas the neck defect has no role.
x is positive and has similar strength and pattern at all angles α. The
Hexadecapole q41
hexadecapolar contribution of the homeotropic spherical particle emerges because the
lower particle is oﬀcentered regarding the simulation cell, which aﬀects the high multipoles.
The hexadecapolar coeﬃcient is present also at angles other than α “ 90˝ . The best
candidates for hexadecapolar particles are spheres with conic anhoring, which preserves
the Saturn ring, but also introduces boojums at the poles, which is in good agreement with
x is generally weak and does not play
the experimental results [43]. 32-polar coeﬃcient q51
a major role. It is strongest for composites with large upper sphere and high anchoring
angle, which produces Saturn ring on the lower particle and boojum at the north pole.
x appears to be most prominent for the spherical particles with
64-polar coeﬃcient q61
homeotropic boundary conditions and for the particles that expressed prominent dipole.
As in case of hexadecapole it is related to the strong dipole and quadrupole. The 64-polar
contribution is maximised for composites with large upper sphere and moderate anchoring
angle α, which provides boojum at the upper particle, neck defect, Saturn ring at the
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equator of the lower particle and boojum at the lower particle.
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Figure 4.22: Spherical multipole moments calculated at the particles geometrical center
for all simulated composite colloids and various anchoring angles. Strong dipole emerges
for particles near rb “ 4{5, db “ ´2{5, quadrupole is most pronounced for spherical particle with
homeotropic or nearly tangential boundary condition. Octupole is larger for composites with large
upper spheres and conic anchoring, whereas the strong hexadecapole emerges for spherical particles
with conic anchoring on the surfaces. 32- and 64-pole generally weak compared to the others
because the neck defect region only slightly perturb the director ﬁeld. Note that the multipole
moments are calculated only in discrete points and interpolated for better visibility.
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By tuning the geometry and anchoring on the composite particle with two dissimilar
spheres one can maximize certain multipole moments and suppress the others. Homeotropic
particle with dimensions near rb “ 4{5, db “ ´2{5 acts as strong dipole. Expectedly
sphere with homeotropic or nearly tangential anchoring performs as strong quadrupolar
particle. Octupole is maximised for composite particles which consists of a large upper
sphere touching the lower sphere with homeotropic boundary conditions. Hexadecapole is
largest for spherical particles with conic anchoring at angle α “ 40˝ . Higher multipoles
are less emergent.
The comprehensive analysis presented on Fig. 4.22 enables the extraction of general rules
of high multipole creation. Cautious reader may notice that higher multipole is always
created by introducing another, either boojum or ring, defect. It is known and proved
with this analysis that structure with one boojum has a dipole moment (2), while Saturn
ring induces quadrupole (4) (see Fig. 2.5). The octupole (8) is gained by combining the
boojum (2) and the Saturn ring (4): 2 ˆ 4 “ 8, while hexadecapole (16) by combining two
quadrupoles (4): 4 ˆ 4 “ 16 or by quadrupole (4) and two boojums (2): 2 ˆ 4 ˆ 2 “ 16.
This gives the general rule for eﬀective generation of the arbitrary high multipole M
M “ 2i ˆ 4j ,

(4.4)

where i represents the number of boojums and j the number of quadrupolar Saturn ring
defects. Here we disregard the sign of the boojum and Saturn ring and consider them
solely as building blocks as the sign of some arbitrarily high multipole is always determined
with its own symmetry (Fig. 2.5).

Towards high order multipolar particles

4.3.2

The principle of arbitrary multipole generation described with Eq. 4.4 inspires possible
design of entirely new type of particles. Imagine a cylindrical ratchet-like particle, which
comprise of multiple necks and wider bumps, like presented on the Fig. 4.23. Such colloidal
particle could possibly be experimentally prepared by 3D printing techniques in polymer
and does not need special surface treatment. The liquid crystal around the particle can be
locally melted with laser tweezers, resulting in a quench, which produces a large number of
loop defects that may stabilise on the particle’s neck [229, 230] like presented schematically
on the Fig. 4.23. The particle stabilises only quadrupolar defects; therefore, the Eq. 4.4
reduces to M “ 4j , where j is the number of rings.

Figure 4.23: Schematic cylindrical ratchet-like particle. Particle stabilises loop topological
defects on the necks, producing arbitrary high multipole. Illustrated particle has 43 “ 64 pole
moment.

Similar can be achieved by introducing new chain particles with conic anchoring on the
surface (Fig. 4.24). These chain particles comprise of up to 4 equal spheres touching
each other at the poles. Speciﬁc defect conﬁguration and the director ﬁeld structure can
be tuned by adjusting the conic anchoring angle. In general each homeotropic sphere
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generates Saturn ring defect around its equator, when the conic anchoring angle α is
diminished another defect arise at the neck of the particle and a boojum at each free pole.
By increasing the angle α further, obtaining tangential anchoring, Saturn ring vanishes and
only neck defects and boojums refrain. In the language of elastic multipoles this means that
the single sphere particle transitions from negative quadrupole (4) to 2 ˆ 4 ˆ 2 “ 16 pole
and to positive quadrupole (4). Chain particle comprising of two spheres from negative
hexadecapole (4 ˆ 4 “ 16) to 2 ˆ 4 ˆ 4 ˆ 2 “ 64-pole and at tangential anchoring to
positive hexadecapole (2 ˆ 4 ˆ 2 “ 16). Chain particle from three spheres should work as
a ´64-pole, 256-pole and `64-pole, while the particle comprising of four spheres should
perform as ´256-pole, 1024-pole and `256-pole. To sumarise, we presume that chain
particle with N spheres performs as -4N -pole at homeotropic anchoring, 2 ˆ 4N ˆ 2-polar
particle at moderate conic anchoring and as 2 ˆ 4N ´1 ˆ 2-polar particle when the anchoring
is tangential. Note that neck defects at moderate angles α are not emergent, because they
cause only small deformations, however they importantly aﬀect higher multipoles, that
are supposed to be much weaker.
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Figure 4.24: Chain particles with conic anchoring. The defects transitions from Saturn ring
on the equator (homeotropic anchoring) to combination of both Saturn rings, neck defects and
boojums (moderate angle α) and ultimately to combination of neck defects and boojums. The
surface anchoring tilt angle notably aﬀects the director ﬁeld distortion around the particle and
consequently its multipole moment.

Fig. 4.25 shows two chain colloids comprising of two equal spheres joined at the poles.
When the anchoring is homeotropic two Saturn rings induce at sphere equators, causing
distinct deformation of the director ﬁeld that resemble the deformation of the analytic
negative hexadecapole (Fig. 2.5). The internal part of the deformation between the Saturn
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rings is weaker than the outer quadrupolar-like; therefore, the quadrupolar moment is
larger than hexadecapolar one, whereas the 64-pole is only weakly excited. The other
limiting case shows chain colloid with tangential anchoring on the spheres, which induces
neck defect and a boojum at each free pole. The corresponding director ﬁeld resembles the
analytic positive hexadecapole (Fig. 2.5), slightly prolonged along z axis, which excites
other (symmetrical along z-axis) multipoles. Conversely, the strongest multipole is the
hexadecapole, folowing by the quadrupole and 64-pole, wherein other multipoles are zero
in the geometrical center of the composite chain particle.
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Figure 4.25: Chain particle comprising of two equal spheres and its multipoles. (a)
Chain colloid with homeotropic anchoring on the surfaces induces two Saturn rings. The director
ﬁeld shows strong quadrupolar and hexadecapolar, and weak 64-polar contribution. Higher
multipoles are zero in the geometrical center of composite chain colloid. (b) Chain colloid with
tangential anchoring induces strong neck defect and two boojums at the poles. The director ﬁeld
shows strong hexadecapole, quadrupole and 64-pole, whereas higher multipoles are zero in the
geometrical center. Geometrical center of the colloid is depicted with red dotted line.
x of chain composite colloids
Graphs in Fig. 4.26 show spherical multipole coeﬃcients ql1
with various conic anchoring angle α. Presented coeﬃcients were calculated such that the
center of the interpolation sphere coincide with geometrical center of anyhow symmetric
chain composite colloids, which is a clear choice. Generally particles show no dipolar
moment, except for homeotropic particle with four spheres, which Saturn rings move
x contribution is weak,
upwards towards the necks and pole (Fig. 4.24). The dipolar q11
because the particle is too long and creates nontypical deformation of the director ﬁeld.
Multipole moments with l being odd, lack mirror symmetry along vertical z-axis (Fig. 2.5),
therefore they are zero due to particle (and consequently director ﬁeld) symmetry. Particles
x , more precisely sphere with
with only one sphere show strongest quadrupole moment q21
homeotropic anchoring a negative quadrupole, whereas the sphere with tangential anchoring
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a positive quadrupole. Interestingly chain colloids of arbitrary number of spheres with
conic anchoring angle α “ 40˝ show no quadrupole moment. Colloidal particles with one
x , which extends to multiple sphere
sphere show strong positive hexadecapole moment q41
˝
particles, with conic anchoring angle below α “ 40 . When the anchoring angle exceeds
conic anchoring angle α “ 40˝ , particles with multiple spheres transition into negative
haxadecapoles. Chain composite particles can have both positive and negative 64-pole
moment, whereas structures in between have none. It appears to be strongest for spherical
particles with large conic anchoring angle α and composites of two or three spheres with
x and q x ) appear to be small,
low conic anchoring angle α. Both 256- and 1024-pole (q81
10 1
though reaching both positive and negative values.
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Figure 4.26: Spherical multipole moments of the chain composite colloids at various
conic anchoring angles. Chain composites have mirror symmetry along z-axis, therefore
multipole moments with odd l are not present. Strong quadrupole emerges for spheres with
tangential or homeotropic anchoring on the surface. Sphere with conic anchoring angle α “ 40˝
express clean hexadecapole since the quadrupole is absent. 64-pole is weak, but for the particle
comprising of two spheres the most prominent multipole. Note that the spherical multipole
moments are calculated only in discrete points and interpolated for better visibility.

Summarising the results, a sphere with either homeotropic or tangential anchoring function
as a strong quadrupolar particle, conversely sphere with conic anchoring angle α “ 40˝
express clean hexadecapole since the quadrupole is absent. 64-polar contribution is not
signiﬁcantly strong in general, however it is the only other prominent multipole for a
particle consisting of two spheres with anchoring angle α “ 40˝ .
Presented results for composite chain particles with up to two spheres are in good agreement
with predictions posed on the basis of arbitrary multipole creation principle discussed in
Section 4.3.1. However the composites comprising of three and especially four spheres are
more complex. The mismatch arises because the particles are long with respect to the
typical range of deformation in the nematic liquid crystal. Consequently, the corresponding
distortions in the director ﬁeld do not resemble the pure analytic multipoles (Fig. 2.5),
but rather decompose into large number of multipoles. The problem could be solved by
using oblate spheroids instead of spheres as a building blocks of the chain colloids, putting
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topological defects closer together. However such oblate shape with conic degenerate
anchoring might be challenging to realise experimentally.

4.4

Nematic liquid crystal gyroids as photonic crystals
We study achiral and chiral nematic gyroids using mesoscopic free energy minimisation to
determine the nematic orientational proﬁles. Orientational ordering of nematic and chiral
nematic (cholesteric) within gyroid-shaped matrix is demonstrated, ﬁnding a variety of
structures that are characterised by a network of nematic disclinations of continuously
varying cross-sections. Regimes of energetically fovourable regular, semi-regular or irregular
defect network conformations are observed, strongly depending on the value of cholesteric
pitch and the liquid-crystal volume fraction, i.e. eﬀectively the width of the channels in
the gyroid matrix. The work presented here was published in Ref. [133].
The surface of the gyroid matrix is a triply periodic minimal surface and can be trigonometrically determined within the basic Fourier mode by the equation [231, 232]:
sinpgxq cospgyq ` sinpgyq cospgzq ` sinpgzq cospgxq “ h,

(4.5)

where g “ 2π{a characterises the size of the gyroid unit cell, x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates, and parameter h determines the volume fraction of the nematic-ﬁlled gyroid region
Φ (relative to the whole gyroid unit cell size). We determine the relation between h and Φ
by numerically integrating the volumes of the nematic ﬁlled region. Periodic boundary
conditions are used at all boundaries of the simulation box. To assure suﬃcient resolution
of the gyroid matrix surfaces, we take 101 mesh points per gyroid unit cell, whereas the
calculations are performed in a simulation box of size 2 ˆ 2 ˆ 2 gyroid unit cells. Taking
simulation box with multiple unit cells leads to formation of diﬀerently periodic nematic
proﬁles (in comparison to the periodicity of the gyroid matrix) within the same simulation
box which allows for simple testing if the nematic –in some regime of material and system
parameters– is likely to form irregular metastable solutions (defect proﬁles) that are not
periodic despite the periodic gyroid matrix.
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Figure 4.27: Gyroid dielectric matrix (template) with various free volume fraction.
Gyroid triply periodic surface divides space into two path-connected regions: the ﬁrst pathconnected region (shown in yellow) will be taken as solid and optically isotropic dielectric, whereas
the second region (empty space) will be ﬁlled by nematic and chiral nematic liquid crystal. By
changing the volume fraction of liquid crystal ﬁlled region, eﬀectively, the width of gyroid channel
network is continuously varied. 2 ˆ 2 ˆ 2 unit cells are shown.
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Nematic liquid crystal gyroids

Nematic liquid crystal gyroids are designed as composite materials, where the ﬁrst gyroid
region is taken as a solid matrix of isotropic dielectric, whereas the second is ﬁlled by
(ﬁrst, achiral) nematic liquid crystal. Nematic gyroid with volume fraction of liquid crystal
region Φ “ 0.51 is shown in Fig. 4.28a-c. The combination of complex gyroid conﬁnement
and homeotropic anchoring at the surfaces results in the emergence of various nematic
proﬁles within the gyroid cavities, characterised by complex networks of topological defect
lines. Multiple network conformations are obtained under the conﬁnement of the same
gyroid matrix, revealing the existence of multiple nematic (meta)stable states. In order to
resolve the structure in more detail, an exemplary nematic gyroid structure is replotted
in Fig. 4.28, using the splay-bend parameter. Additionally, we also show the director
ﬁeld in selected cross sections (Fig. 4.28c). The director and splay-bend proﬁles show
that the defect lines in the gyroid structure are of “hybrid” nature, changing their local
structure from `1{2 winding number, via twisted, to ´1{2 winding number. The local
structure of the disclination is observed to be strongly coupled to the local curvature of
the nearest gyroid matrix surface, where positive curvature (eﬀectively a local dip in the
surface) favours the +1/2 local structure of the disclination, whereas negative curvature
(eﬀectively, a local ridge) favours the ´1{2 local structure of the disclination.
Nematic gyroids of diﬀerent nematic volume fraction Φ are shown in Fig. 4.28d. The
volume fraction –eﬀectively going from thin nematic-ﬁlled channel-like regions at small Φ to
thick nematic-ﬁlled regions at large Φ– strongly aﬀects the morphology of the disclination
network and more broadly, the general orientational ordering of the nematic. At small
volume fractions Φ, the role of periodic conﬁning surfaces is more pronounced and the
nematic proﬁles are regular, typically forming a distinct structure, which follows the
periodicity of the gyroid matrix (see Φ “ 0.08 in Fig. 4.28d). However, upon increasing
the nematic volume fraction, the defect lines get eﬀectively more room, more precisely
their diﬀerent motifs become energetically less costly, and irregular defect networks emerge.
Figure 4.28d shows only selected examples of one of the structures obtained in calculations
at larger volume fractions.

4.4.2

Cholesteric liquid crystal gyroids

Cholesteric liquid crystal gyroids are materials, which are conditioned –in addition to
the complex gyroid geometry– by an eﬀective competition between two chiralities: the
chirality of the gyroid matrix and the chirality of the cholesteric liquid crystal. Similarly
to the nematic gyroids, cholesteric gyroids also form various structures of the orientational
order, which are characterised by the networks of nematic disclination of hybrid type
(`1{2, ´1{2 and twisted), as shown in Fig. 4.29.
Two typical structures of nematic ordering in cholesteric gyroids are shown in Figures 4.28a
and b. They are taken at same nematic volume fraction but diﬀerent cholesteric pitch. It
is useful to present the pitch in units of the gyroid matrix unit cell size a as pitch number
N “ a{p0 , where N corresponds to the number of 2π turns the director would make in
a non-conﬁned cholesteric along the distance equal to the gyroid unit cell size. Notably,
this diﬀerence in the pitch leads to either a regular ordered structure with fully periodic
network of disclinations, or a totally irregular network of disclinations. We vary the two
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Figure 4.28: Nematic liquid crystal gyroids. (a) Various metastable nematic proﬁles within
the gyroid matrix of volume fraction Φ “ 0.51 (in yellow) as characterised by diﬀerent morphologies
of the nematic disclinations (in red). (b) Selected nematic gyroid structure visualised by the
isosurface of splay-bend parameter (SSB “ ´0.053 in yellow and SSB “ 0.053 in blue). Observe
the changes in the local proﬁle of the disclinations. (c) Director ﬁeld in two indicated cross section
with the colors of the director short lines indicating the orientation (red, green, blue corresponding
to main three coordinate axes). (d) Nematic gyroid structures upon increasing the nematic volume
fraction Φ. Top and bottom row show same structures at given volume fraction, but from diﬀerent
view and projection. Irregular defect networks are observed generically in nematic gyroids, except
for small volume fractions (see structure at Φ “ 0.08). Disclinations are drawn in red as isosurfaces
of nematic degree of order S “ 0.44 in (a,c,d) and S “ 0.31 in (b).

main parameters of the cholesteric gyroid system, namely the liquid crystal volume fraction
Φ and the number N of 2π turns per one gyroid unit cell of size a, constructing the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 4.30a to characterise the regimes of the defect structures. We split
the phase diagram into three regimes of structures: (i) ordered – where we see only one
structure of nematic ordering characterised by ordered disclination defect network (despite
repeating multiple calculations and performing multiple quench random initial condition
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Figure 4.29: Order and disorder in cholesteric liquid crystal gyroids. Examples of ordered
(a) and disordered (b) cholesteric gyroid structure at same cholesteric volume fraction Φ “ 0.6 and
cholesteric pitch of diﬀerent handedness, as given by the pitch number N . Selected cross-sections
show the corresponding director ﬁelds and defects of diﬀerent local cross section. Colour scale of
the director indicates the direction of the director (red, green and blue represent the orientation
along x, y and z). Disclinations are drawn in red as isosurfaces of nematic degree of order S “ 0.44.

calculations), (ii)semi-ordered – where the network is still rather regular but individual
rewirings of defects occur, and (iii) disordered – where defect network is irregular and
does not show any order. The examples of structures from the phase diagram are shown
in Fig. 4.30d and e, with varying cholesteric volume fraction along the red arrow (N “ ´1
and diﬀerent Φ) and with varying cholesteric pitch along the blue arrow (Φ “ 0.32 and
diﬀerent N ). Interestingly, we see that the phase diagram shows a notable region of
ordered structures, also at large cholesteric volume fractions, at negative values of pitch
(negative-values correspond to left-handed cholesteric helical ordering), which importantly
relates to the handedness of the gyroid matrix (according to nomenclature from Ref [121],
our gyroid matrix is right-handed). The phase diagram region of ordered structures is
then surrounded by semi-ordered regime of structures which eventually transform into
disordered. Notably, we observe also a region in the phase diagram of positive pitch where
semi-ordered structures emerge. To generalise the structure of the phase diagram, at
small chiral nematic volume fraction, the strong anchoring at the surfaces of the gyroid
matrix strongly conditions the nematic structure, making it more ordered, whereas at
larger volume fractions only appropriate chirality of the cholesteric can couple to the chiral
structure of the gyroid matrix, leading to ordered structures.
The emergence of regular and irregular defect networks can be explained by observing the
motifs (rewirings) of disclination line segments in the vertexes of the basic unit-elements
of the cholesteric gyroid structure, as shown in Fig. 4.30b an c. Eﬀectively, the discussed
nematic gyroid structure can be decomposed into junctions of three tubular channels,
with all surfaces imposing homeotropic surface anchoring, where each of the channels is
penetrated by two disclination lines to compensate for the eﬀectively radial (+1) surface
condition. And the disclinations can pass trough the junction regions diﬀerently, possibly
leading to diﬀerent disclination network morphologies. And it is via energetic cost of the
speciﬁc rewiring motif, aﬀected by both the chirality and the eﬀective thickness of the
channels, that defect networks of diﬀerent level or order emerge.
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Figure 4.30: Cholesteric liquid crystal gyroids. (a) Phase diagram of diﬀerent cholesteric
gyroid defect regimes as function of cholesteric volume fraction Φ and pitch number N . Pitch
N “ 0 corresponds to achiral nematic shown in Fig. 4.28. (b) Diﬀerent energetically metastable
rewirings of disclination line segments in the vertexes of the basic unit-elements of the cholesteric
gyroid structure. Encircled parts show that the disclinations can either run straight or twist.
(c) Vertexes of the basic unit-elements of the cholesteric gyroid for a cholesteric with increasing
chirality. Higher chirality imposes stronger helical twisting of disclination pairs along the tubes,
instead of a single optional turn seen in (b). (d) Cholesteric gyroid structures upon varying the
cholesteric volume fraction Φ at ﬁxed N “ 1. (e) Cholesteric gyroid structures upon varying
the cholesteric pitch given by pitch number N and ﬁxed cholesteric volume fraction Φ “ 0.32.
Disclinations are drawn in red as isosurfaces of nematic degree of order S “ 0.44.

Photonic crystals from liquid crystal gyroids
Based on the calculated nematic orientational proﬁles in gyroid matrix and characterisation
of structures, further performance of these structures as photonic crystals is explored in
cooperation with Mitja Štimulak and published in Ref. [133]. The photonic bands are
calculated employing the Maxwell equations subjected to certain assumptions [133]. This
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ﬁnally results in the master equation, which is eﬀectively an eigenvalue problem [133, 233].
Group of eigenvalues calculated in the irreducible Brillouin zone forms the photonic band
diagram.
First we analyse the photonic properties of isotropic gyroids, which were already studied
in Ref. [234]. Figure 4.31a shows photonic band diagram which we calculated for two
diﬀerent volume fractions of silicon gyroid matrix g “ 11.9 placed in air background
b “ 1. Two typical photonic crystal characteristics of the gyroid structure are (i) circular
dichroism (diﬀerent band gaps for diﬀerently polarised light) and (ii) the emergence of
total band gap (Fig. 4.31a). Relative size of the total and local band gaps depends on both,
the volume fraction of the two gyroid regions and the dielectric contrast (Fig. 4.31b). The
band gap is a persistent property of gyroid structure as its opens even for small dielectric
contrast and is present through large area of volume fractions.
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Figure 4.31: Isotropic gyroid photonic crystal from silicon gyroid matrix g “ 11.9 in
air b “ 1. (a) Photonic bands calculated on the edge of BCC irreducible Brillouin zone for two
diﬀerent volume fractions Φ. (b) Size of the total band gap in isotropic gyroid as dependent
on volume fraction of air region and the dielectric contrast g {b . Results are courtesy of Mitja
Štimulak.

Based on the calculated nematic structures (presented on Fig. 4.28) we investigated the
photonic bands of nematic and cholesteric nematic gyroids. Spatially dependent and
variable optical anisotropy leads to red or blue shift of band gap frequency and opens
and closes photonic gaps. Figure 4.32a shows that smaller nematic volume fraction brings
lower frequency of photonic bands. Size of the band gap notably decreases as volume
fraction decreases, so largest local photonic band gap yields for volume fraction Φ “ 0.93.
Figure 4.32b shows the eﬀect of changing the cholesteric pitch using structures shown in
Fig. 4.32c. Diﬀerent pitch not only shifts the frequency of band gap but also changes size
of the gap, namely largest gap is for nematic with N “ 0 and smallest for N “ 1. Pitch
also aﬀects the total band gap, speciﬁcally it can be seen that for nematic, we get smallest
total band gap and it increases for cholesteric, interestingly moving only upper band while
lower stays the same.
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Figure 4.32: Nematic and cholesteric gyroid photonic crystal response assuming silicon
gyroid matrix g “ 11.9 (a) Photonic bands calculated at the edge of simple cubic irreducible
Brillouin zone of the simulation box for diﬀerent nematic volume fractions and liquid crystal with
no “ 1.4 and ne “ 1.8. Inset below shows local band gap at point X. Above panel is added to the
band diagram to show two photonic bands for each volume fraction between which total band gap
appears. Purple stripe shows total band gap for volume fraction Φ “ 0.79. (b) Photonic bands
for diﬀerent pitch of the cholesteric liquid crystal. Bottom panel is a zoom on local band gap at
point X. The inset in the top panel shows opening and closing of a local band gap as caused by
changing the cholesteric pitch. (c) Disclination networks in cholesteric gyroids with various pitch
and volume fraction Φ “ 0.79. Figures (a) and (b) are courtesy of Mitja Štimulak.

5

Dynamic structures
This chapter focuses on dynamics of nematic ﬂuids, which exhibit complex behaviour
due to the coupling between nematic order and ﬂow. First we study the ﬂuid ﬂow in
porous nematic microchannels and present a new route for creation of umbilic defects.
Activity is an additional parameter that completely changes the dynamics of the nematic
ﬂuid, introducing genuine features. We analyse the active nematic conﬁned into spherical
droplet, showing two distinct states including active 3D turbulence, which is extensively
investigated also topologically.

5.1

Porous nematic microﬂuidics
We investigate the nematic ﬂow in microﬂuidic channels of various cross section geometry
and the eﬀects of both tumbling parameter and body force. We demonstrate backﬂow driven
formation of umbilic (nonsingular) defects and regular defect arrays within porous nematic
microﬂuidic channels using numerical modelling. Umbilic defects of various strengths are
controllably generated by setting diﬀerent complex ﬂow proﬁles, that distinctly include
peak and saddle points. Umbilics of positive umbilic strength are found to emerge from
multipeak ﬂow proﬁles, with the number of ﬂow peaks directly corresponding to the
umbilic strength. Alternatively, umbilic defects of negative umbilic strength are found to
emerge from saddle points in the ﬂow proﬁle, with the number of the valleys of the saddle
determining the umbilic strength. By introducing microchannels with regular porosity, we
demonstrate the formation of various umbilic defect lattices, notably including also Kagome
lattice, which is an indication of the conceptual diversity of umbilic defect states that can
be generated in such porous systems via the proposed microﬂuidic approach. Experimental
realisation of umbilic states is outlined, with particular focus on the application of umblic
defect lattices as photonic elements, i.e. microﬂuidics tunable photonic crystals, where
the eﬀective dielectric constant of such microﬂuidics-generated photonic crystal could be
tuned by the magnitude of the ﬂow. The proposed work is an approach towards topology
conditioned microﬂuidics and microrheology. This work was published in Ref. [134].
The simulations are performed in a slice through the microchannel with a cubic lattice;
typically 200 ˆ 200 ˆ 30 mesh points. Along the channel pzq, we assume periodic boundary
conditions for both tensor order parameter Qij and ﬂow velocity ui , whereas at the channel
walls we take no-slip boundary conditions for ui and ﬁxed in-plane boundary conditions
along the channel axis for Qij .

Geometry-conditioned nematic microchannels

5.1.1

Geometrical cross-section is the elementary variability of channels in microﬂuidic setups.
Therefore, it is the natural ﬁrst step in understanding the role of geometrical conﬁnement
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in porous microﬂuidics, which eﬀectively can be considered as if consisting of multiple
sub-regions of various geometries and cross sections. Fig. 5.1a-d shows the ﬂow of nematic
ﬂuid pushed by a constant body-force along microchannels of diﬀerent geometries, with
surfaces imposing homogeneous alignment of the director along the channel axis z. The
ﬂow proﬁle near the channel wall responds to the geometry of the channel, but becomes
more circular-tube-like in the center of the channel, the response is very similar to the
material ﬂows of isotropic ﬂuids. Diﬀerently, the nematic proﬁle starts to deviate away
from the homogeneous alignment imposed by the walls because of the coupling with
the ﬂow ﬁeld (shear proﬁle) in the central region of the channel (see Fig. 5.1a-d) – and
can be interpreted as a `1 umbilic defect. Notably, the director has no singular region,
but is everywhere continuous and can be – from the standpoint of topology – virtually
continuously transformed into a homogeneous ﬁeld. The umbilic defect-type ﬁeld proﬁle
emerges in the projection of the director on to the plane perpendicular to the general
director alignment direction (z axis), i.e. in the cross-section of the channel. The proﬁle
in this projected director also determines the strength (eﬀectively, the winding number) of
umbilic defects. The director deformation of the umbilic can be locally measured with
the angle between deviated director and the axis z and is shown with colors in the third
column of Fig. 5.1a-d. Maximum values of the ﬂow velocity and director deformation both
depend on microchannel geometry and surface of the channel cross section. For channels
with equal cross section area, maximum ﬂow velocity and maximum director deformation
emerge in circular microchannel and decrease with the number of the edges.
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Figure 5.1: Nematic liquid crystal ﬂow in microchannels of diﬀerent geometries driven
with constant body force. (a-d) Flow velocity and director deformation ﬁelds (angle between
director and channel axis z) are indicated with colours; grey and white streamlines in bottom row
show the projection of the director on the xy plane. Strong homogeneous planar anchoring in
the direction of the channel axis z is imposed at the channel surfaces. Body-force f “ 1 ˆ 10´2
ρΔx{Δt2 . (e) Maximum velocity and (f) director deformation in square channel (both indicated
with the white arrow) as a functions of tumbling parameter χ and body force f .
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In order to maximize the backﬂow coupling between the ﬂow and nematic director – i.e
make umbilic defects more pronounced by maximising the xy projection component of the
nematic director – we vary the key two parameters of the system: (i) body force driving the
ﬂow and (ii) material parameter χ, which depends on the molecular properties of the liquid
crystal. Figure 5.1e shows maximum velocity (reached in the center of the microchannel)
and Fig. 5.1f maximum deformation of the director ﬁeld (reached at the tip of the arrow
depicted in the inset) as a function of tumbling parameter χ and body force f for a square
channel. Within a given channel, the maximum velocity proves to be linearly dependent
on the body force f and weakly varies with the tumbling parameter χ (Fig. 5.1 e). Both
maximum velocity and director deformation are highest in the regime χ „ 0.5 (Fig. 5.1f).
The maximum angle of director deformation from the homogeneous conﬁguration has
a minimum at χ „ 0.9, where it drops for more than an order of magnitude. All the
following simulations presented here are done at χ “ 0.6.
In terms of potential experiments to demonstrate the formation of these umbilic defects in
the diﬀerent geometries, a microﬂuidic device comprising a combination of cylindrical and
rectangular capillaries would be required whereby the ﬂow rate of the nematic is controlled
by a syringe pump. These barriers could be pinned mutually and to the channel walls at
some (large) distances, generating long regions of microchannels with eﬀectively separate
long cylindrical barriers that create regular pores. An optical polarising microscope and
a high speed camera could then be used to monitor the formation and behaviour of the
umbilic defect.

Porous nematic microchannels

5.1.2

Umbilic defects are observed to emerge when the nematic is pushed along the porous
microchannels. The porous channels are set up as rectangular micro-channels with inserted
cylindrical barriers, e.g. visualise long cylindrical ﬁbres immersed in the channels (Fig. 5.2).
The introduced barriers (i) increase the surface area where the ﬂow velocity is imposed
to be zero and (ii) decrease the fraction of the channel cross section accessible to the
ﬂuid – i.e. decrease the porosity of the channel. Consequently both the ﬂow velocity and
director deformation diminish, when the porosity of the microchannel is decreased. But
more importantly, the porous barriers change the eﬀective landscape of the microﬂuidic
channel by introducing geometrical pores of various shapes and sizes, which cause the ﬂow
velocity to obtain multiple ﬂow peaks and ﬂow saddle points (Fig. 5.2e). Eﬀectively, both
the material ﬂow and the nematic distortion become locally compartmentalised by the
pores into eﬀective channel-like regions of diﬀerent geometries. And it is the local ﬂow
peaks and saddles within such eﬀective channel-like regions which generate the umbilic
defects via the backﬂow mechanism (Fig. 5.2e).
Figures 5.2a, 5.2b, 5.2c shows the square microﬂuidic channel with one inserted cylindrical
barrier. As the radius of the barrier is increased, the four maxima in the ﬂow velocity
become localised and ﬂow saddle points between them become more pronounced. Similar
is observed in the case of two (Fig. 5.2d, e) and four (Fig. 5.2f, g) barriers in the
microchannel, generating diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the local ﬂow peaks and ﬂow saddles.
In such channels, the deformation of the director ﬁeld is a result of competition between
the surface alignment imposed by the channel surfaces and the ﬂow shear, where the ﬂow
shear turns the director away from the direction imposed by the surfaces. We observe
that a local maximum in the ﬂow ﬁeld yields an umbilic defect of strength `1 and a horse
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Figure 5.2: Flow and director proﬁles in porous micro-channels. Porous channels with (a,
b, c) one, (d, e) two and (f, g) four cylindrical barriers. Umbilic defects in the director ﬁeld of
umbilic strength `1 emerge at local ﬂow peaks (i.e. local maximum or minimum) and umbilics of
umbilic strength ´1 emerges in the ﬂow saddle point.

saddle point gives an umbilic defect of strength ´1 (insets in Fig. 5.2e). Director ﬁeld in
umbilic defect is tilted towards its core and is consequently continuous everywhere in space.
A notable diﬀerence between regular defects in liquid crystals, called disclinations, and
umbilic defects is that half integer (winding number) defect lines can occur in disclinations,
but not in umbilic defect lines. Therefore, umbilics of strength `1 and ´1, that occur in
our porous microchannels, are expectedly the lowest elastic energy deformations.
The ﬂow ﬁeld in porous microﬂuidic channels was shaped by cylindrical barriers and only
the two simplest ﬂow proﬁles – i.e ﬂow peaks and ﬂow horse saddles – emerged, which gave
umbilic defects of strengths `1 and ´1. However, by designing ﬂow proﬁles with diﬀerent
symmetry beyond simple peaks and horse saddles, umbilic defects of higher umbilic
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strength can be created. We perform simulations in an (empty) square microchannel
with predeﬁned and ﬁxed velocity proﬁle of distinct symmetry and calculate the nematic
orientation for such imposed shear-ﬂow. Expectedly, a peak in the velocity ﬁeld generates
a `1 umbilic and a horse saddle a ´1 umbilic (Fig. 5.3). Two peaks without a saddle point
(a minimum and a maximum) generate umbilic of strength `2, whereas a three-valley
saddle (monkey saddle) and a four-valley saddle yield umbilics of strength ´2 and ´3,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.3, in a local core region, the ´3 umbilic can decompose
into one `1 umbilic defect and four ´1 umbilics, keeping the umbilic strength conserved.

Figure 5.3: Generation of umbilic defects of variable (high) umbilic strength. A local
peak in the velocity ﬁeld generates a `1 umbilic, two peaks of diﬀerent signs generate `2 umbilic.
Umbilics of negative signs (´1, ´2, ´3) are generated if the velocity ﬁeld has saddle point with
two, three and four valleys, respectively. In the core region, the ´3 umbilic can decompose into
one `1 umbilic and four ´1 umbilics.

The direct relation between the shape of local ﬂow proﬁle and the generation of umbilic
defects of various umbilic strengths can be shown also by simple analytical calculations.
The scalar order parameter in porous microchannels does not experience substantial
variations, therefore it can be assumed as constant. As a result the director dynamics
equation from Ericksen-Leslie model (Eq. 2.61) can be used instead. At low-frequency
excitations, the inertial term can be neglected and equation 2.61 reduces to
n ˆ H “ n ˆ pγ1 N ` γ2 A ¨ nq,

(5.1)

which gives the connection between the nematic molecular ﬁeld H and the velocity gradient
tensor A:
H “ ´γ1 ω ˆ n ` γ2 A ¨ n.
(5.2)
The latter coupling in equation (Eq. 5.2) between the nematic director and the material
ﬂow shows that by imposing a distinct velocity proﬁle, one can control the molecular ﬁeld
– i.e. the equilibrium alignment of the nematic.
We take a 2D Gaussian function (´) and a 2D Gaussian saddle (`) to resemble a local
peak and a horse saddle in the velocity proﬁle:
vpx, yq “ a exp ´

x2
y2
¯ 2 ez ,
2
2c
2c

(5.3)
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where the parameter a determines the height of the function peak and c (the standard
deviation) controls the width of the Gaussian peak. We calculate the velocity gradient
tensor Aij using predeﬁned proﬁles (Eq. 5.3) which yields the corresponding molecular
ﬁeld as:
⎛
⎞
´xnz
1
⎠.
H “ γ1 ω ˆ n ` 2 γ2 vz px, yq ⎝ ¯ynz
(5.4)
2c
´xnx ¯ yny
Indeed, for the Gaussian velocity proﬁle, the corresponding molecular ﬁeld has rotational
symmetry around axis z, whereas for the Gaussian saddle-shaped velocity proﬁle, the
corresponding normalised molecular ﬁeld has a C4 symmetry which corresponds to the
symmetry of the ´1 umbilic. In equilibrium, the director must be at each point parallel
to the molecular ﬁeld. Furthermore, if normalising the molecular ﬁelds calculated from
Gaussian saddle velocity ﬁeld in the xy plane for visualisation reasons, they show the
proﬁle exactly similar to the director proﬁles of umbilic defects projected on the xy plane.
So the symmetry and the shape of the normalised molecular ﬁeld equals the symmetry
of the outcoming umbilic defects. Such simpliﬁed Ericksen-Leslie analytical approach
works well also for umbilics of higher strengths, reproducing the symmetry and roughly
the projection of their director proﬁle.

5.1.3

Microchannels with regular porosity as generators of umbilic lattices

With the knowledge on mutual coupling between the ﬂow proﬁles and nematic orientation, diﬀerent regular and irregular conﬁgurations of umbilic defects can be created,
notably including diverse umbilic defect lattices. We use rectangular microﬂuidic channels
and impose porosity with cylindrical barriers arranged into three regular conﬁgurations:
triangular, square and hexagonal lattice. Generally, we observe that the ﬂow ﬁeld in
such microchannels with cylindrical barriers has locally only two basic proﬁles, namely
local peaks or local horse saddles (Fig. 5.4), which generate the basic ˘1 umbilic defects.
Performing the study in ﬁnite-size channels, the ﬂow ﬁeld is aﬀected by the conﬁning
microchannel walls, where surface eﬀects can distort and aﬀect the lattice of the umbilics.
Figure 5.4 (a, b) shows the microchannel with triangular lattice of barriers where depending
on the barrier radius, we observe formation of two diﬀerent lattices of the umbilic defects.
In thin barrier regime, `1 umbilics form triangular lattice and ´1 umbilics a square
lattice. However, if the barriers are thick compared to the interspaces between them, `1
umbilics form hexagonal lattice and ´1 umbilics arrange into a Kagome lattice. Both
types of umbilic defects in porous microchannel with square lattice of barriers (Fig. 5.4c)
form lattices of the same symmetry. If the barriers are arranged into a hexagonal lattice
(Fig. 5.4d) umbilic defects of strength `1 form triangular and ´1 umbilics a Kagome
lattice.
To generalise the results, the mutual – backﬂow – coupling between the ﬂow ﬁeld and
nematic orientational ordering is shown as an interesting novel way for creating birefringent
defect lattices in complex ﬂuids via direct microﬂuidic approach. By controlling the
symmetry and size of the porous barriers in the channels, one can design various umbilic
arrangements and lattices ranging from simple square, to triangular and even Kagome. As
objects, the umbilic defects are inherently birefringent and could be used for manipulating
the ﬂow of light at various levels and frequency scales, depending on the pore (barrier)
design and size. Also umbilic defects, could be used as switchable and controllable objects
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Figure 5.4: Porous nematic micro-channels as generators of umbilic defect lattices.
Porous micro-channels with cylindrical barriers arranged into (a, b) triangular, (c) square and (d)
hexagonal lattice. Triangular lattice of barriers (a, b) can generate two possible lattices of the
umbilics, depending on the diameter of the cylindrical barriers. In the thin cylinders regime (a),
triangular lattice of `1 umbilics form and rectangular lattice of ´1 umbilics. In the thick cylinders
regime (b), hexagonal lattice of `1 umbilics form, and Kagome lattice of ´1 umbilics. (c) For the
square lattice of barriers, both types of umbilics form square lattices. (d) For hexagonal lattice
of barriers, `1 form triangular lattice and ´1 umbilics Kagome lattice. Bottom panels show
generalisation of the observed umbilic patterns from ﬁnite sized channels to (inﬁnite) periodic
umbilic lattice structure; black dots indicate barrier positions, orange dots show `1 and blue dots
´1 umbilic defects.

for trapping and guiding inclusions – such as colloidal particles – in the microchannels,
relevant in ﬁeld of microtransport and mixing. By further designing and changing the
surface conditions at the porous barriers (e.g. make the surfaces to impose homeotropic
anchoring), the formation of umbilic defects could be complemented also by the emergence
of singular defects (such as `1{2 and ´1{2 disclination lines) which would add a further
variability to the material.
Creating the umbilic defect lattices from an experimental point of view is by no means
trivial. However, we propose that this may be achieved using direct laser writing to create
cylindrical polymer channels in a nematic liquid crystal device that consisted of reactive
mesogens and photo-initiator. With the use of two-photon polymerisation it should be
possible to create well deﬁned polymer cylinders that are located at precise positions
within the device. Furthermore, with the use of adaptive optics it should also be possible
to form the structures in-situ and with the aid of a spatial light modulator an array of these
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cylinders in any one of the potential conﬁgurations (i.e. square, triangular, or hexagonal)
could be created. To induce ﬂow, a piezoelectric transducer would be connected to the
nematic liquid crystal device.
Cylindrical barriers may have diﬀerent refractive index than the surrounding liquid crystal,
which is birefringent and given by the director orientation. Regular lattices of barriers
and umbilic defects of diﬀerent symmetries thus form complex composite birefringent
photonic crystal materials, where one contribution to the band structure is determined
by the 2D periodic lattice of umbilic defects, whereas the second contribution emerges
from the regular lattice of the cylindrical barriers. Flow rate and the barrier size -beside
the material constants- are direct parameters that could be used to tune the optical
bands and band gaps of these photonic materials as they aﬀect the eﬀective dielectric
contrast of the photonic crystal. More generally, such photonic crystal materials may oﬀer
a novel -microﬂuidics based- approach towards tunable soft matter photonic materials.
Additional interesting variability of these materials could open by also applying external
ﬁelds, including electric and magnetic.

5.2

Active turbulence in active nematic droplets
Activity is a fascinating material property, allowing the material to spontaneously ﬂow,
move, change shape or transport inclusions. Under this topic we study active nematic
liquid crystals conﬁned within a spherical droplet. We ﬁnd two distinct material regimes
point defect state at low activities and topological turbulence at high activities, with
transition in between. The topological turbulence is analysed also from the topological
point of view.
Figure 5.5 shows the three-dimensional topological turbulence within the bulk of active
nematic where we perform simulations in a 3D box with periodic boundary conditions in
all directions. For activities above the critical activity, topological defects, a signature
feature of nematic materials, form spontaneously. Topological defects undergo distinct
morphological events, as evident by observing the consecutive snapshots. While in nonactive systems without external forces, defects created by quenching or phase transitions
rapidly coarsen and decay into the equilibrium state [235], in active systems, they can be
dynamically created and annihilated, resulting in a state of topological turbulence.
We study the topological turbulence in active nematic droplets, which imposes conﬁnement
conditions on the bulk three-dimensional active turbulence. The droplet surface is set
to impose perpendicular alignment of the active nematic at the surface and the active
nematic droplets are taken as spherical with ﬁxed shape, which corresponds to having
materials with high surface tension or background medium that is rigid enough to support
the shape (e.g. gel-like [236]). Working in the regime of a ﬁxed-shaped droplet allows
us to decouple the eﬀects of shape from the eﬀects of topology. Assuming a more rigid,
possibly even crosslinked host, we also use no-slip boundary condition to simulate the host
medium that resists ﬂow. We also assume the active phase ﬁlls the bulk of the droplet
with material properties independent of the position. This regime is diﬀerent from e.g.
experiments performed in [50], where the active ﬁlaments are pushed to the surface due
to depletion to form a quasi-two dimensional shell on the surface of the droplet. We
investigate the eﬀects of activity on bulk defects in conﬁnement, which constitutes the
main focus of this study.

5.2. Active turbulence in active nematic droplets
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consecutive snapshots

Figure 5.5: Three-dimensional topological turbulence in the bulk of active nematic
liquid crystal. Topological defects (red) emerge spontaneously in the turbulent regime. The
material ﬂow (blue arrows and green isosurfaces) interacts with the nematic elasticity and causes
the disclination lines to move and change their shape.

Active nematic is modeled by use of the Beris-Edwards model with single elastic constant
approximation, which includes additional active stress tensor. The simulations are performed on a cubic lattice of various dimensions, with cell size of 190 ˆ 190 ˆ 190 mesh
points is typically used in most of the analysis. On the surface of the sphere we assume
strong homeotropic anchoring and non-slip boundary conditions for the velocity, as already
mentioned above. The dynamical and topological analysis presented in this chapter was
carried out in cooperation with dr. Simon Čopar.

Regimes in active nematic droplet

5.2.1

The three-dimensional dynamic structures in active nematic droplets are shown in Fig. 5.6.
Two active regimes with distinct behaviour of topological defects are found depending
on the activity of the material: cylindrically symmetric droplet structure with an oﬀset
stationary point defect (Fig. 5.6a), and a state of topological turbulence with unstable
defect loops (Fig. 5.6c), with a ﬁrst order phase transition in between (Fig. 5.6b).
Without activity, the droplets exist in the radial structure with an eﬀective single point
defect (radial hedgehog) at the center of the droplet [237]. In simulation, the hedgehog
appears as a small ring instead, which is topologically equivalent to the point defect, but
2 , called the
we will still refer to it as a point defect. Activity of ζ “ 0.0017 (6%) L{ξN
threshold activity, is required to shift the hedgehog from the center of the droplet towards
its surface (Fig. 5.6a, Fig. 5.7). Convection ﬂow emerges in the droplet, coinciding with
the direction of the hedgehog shift and deﬁning the droplet’s axis of cylindrical symmetry
(Fig. 5.6a). In the “equatorial” plane, the ﬂow spirals outwards from the center of the
droplet, circles around to the poles, and ﬂows back along the symmetry axis toward the
center (Fig. 5.6a), resulting in a non-zero total angular momentum (Fig. 5.7). This vortex
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Figure 5.6: Time evolution of active nematic droplets. Snapshots of droplet dynamics for
diﬀerent activities, showing time evolution, velocity streamlines and director ﬁeld. (a) When
activity is low, a single point defect (in the form of a small ring) is displaced from the droplet
center. The velocity proﬁle is characterized by a vortex with the angular velocity vector Γ aligned
with the axis of eccentricity. A velocity component with about 2.5-times smaller magnitude is
aligned along the eccentricity axis and points towards the disclination loop. The right panel
depicts the director proﬁles in the plane of the vortex and perpendicular to the vortex. The chiral
director proﬁle resembles structure of the cholesteric nematic droplets. With increasing activity
the disclination loop moves further away from the droplet center. (b) As activity is increased even
further the droplet undegoes a transition into a turbulent regime. The transition is characterized
by the stretching and the deformation of the disclination loop, and the disintegration of the regular
velocity proﬁle. (d) Above a critical activity, disclinations chaotically change shape and topological
events such as disclination loop break-oﬀ, annihilation and self-intersection occur regularly. (c) The
irregular defect shape also breaks the symmetry of the streamlines in the vortex plane. At some
selected time the variability of disclination cross section is illustrated with splay-bend parameter
(yellow and blue isosurfaces) [216] and material ﬂow with streamlines.

can be either clockwise or counter-clockwise, breaking also the chiral symmetry of the
system, even though the material itself is not chiral. The resulting though now dynamic
structure somewhat resembles the cholesteric bubbles found in non-active ground states of
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a chiral nematic conﬁned in homeotropic droplets [238].

defect length/radius

With increasing activity, the strength of the ﬂow increases, causing an increased deformation
of the orientational ﬁeld and a shift of the defect more and more toward the surface of the
droplet. After a critical activity is reached, the ﬂow opens up the defect into a loop of
larger size, which is unstable to small perturbations in shape, transitioning into chaotic
behaviour (Fig. 5.6b). The defect loop induces strong ﬂow due to large bend deformation
around the defect core, which deforms the defects enough to self-intersect and undergo
topology-modifying events, such as breakup of a loop into several loops (Fig. 5.6c).
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Figure 5.7: Topological regimes in an active droplet depending on activity. The disclination length inside the droplets of radius R “ 136ξN reveals that at low activities, there is a single
stationary point defect inside the droplet. At a critical activity, there is a ﬁrst order transition,
when the point disclination opens up into a ﬁnite sized loop. The ﬂows start becoming irregular,
so the loop length is no longer constant, but varies in time. At this critical activity, the process
of disclination loop breakup and annihilation of emerging loops begins, resulting in a growing
fraction of time when there is more than one loop present. The position of the centre of the
point defect changes with activity and travels from the centre towards the edge of the droplet.
Above the critical activity, the shape and number of the loops changes with time, therefore the
position of centre of the loop is no longer well deﬁned quantity. Notice that the angular momentum
grows linearly with activity until the critical point. When the droplet passes to the topological
turbulence regime, the average angular momentum gradually becomes a constant. That signiﬁes
that transition between diﬀerent topological regimes reﬂects in a diﬀerent ﬂow regime.

The transition to turbulent regime exhibits a hysteresis (Fig. 5.7). The ordered phase
with the oﬀset point defect can be “superheated”, which we simulated by slowly increasing
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2 ) from a low activity state until the turbulence
activity (in steps of Δζ “ 0.0011 L{ξN
appeared. The turbulent state can be “supercooled” to a lower activity, before the defect
loops collapses into a single point defect. The transition between the point defect state
and turbulent state is primarily determined by the hyperbolic shear ﬂows pulling the
defect apart in competition with the tension force of the disclination line core.

The active nematic droplet in the turbulent regime has no static equilibrium and eﬀectively
behaves randomly, and reaches a dynamical steady state, when “macroscopic” variables
settle into stochastic ﬂuctuations, which are ﬁnite because of the system’s ﬁnite size. For
each simulation, we waited for the system to reach a steady state, and then collected data
on total defect length, position of the point defect, angular momentum of the droplet, and
the number of defect loops (Fig. 5.7a). Measurements of the defect length clearly indicate
a jump from a point to an open loop at the transition to the turbulent regime. The
errorbars reﬂect the ﬂuctuations of the loop size due to the turbulent behaviour and are
not a measurement artefact caused by a short simulation time. With increasing activity,
the radial oﬀset of the point defect asymptotically approaches a certain value („ 0.8 in
the presented case). After the transition the position values in Fig. 5.7 instead reﬂect an
average absolute distance of the defect loop segments from the centre. The fact that in the
turbulent regime, this value is almost constant, indicates that the loop or loops ergodically
visits all positions inside the droplet, however the central parts more frequently due to the
boundary conditions. The angular momentum grows linearly with activity in the point
defect regime above the threshold activity, and displays a decline from the linear trend in
the turbulent state. In the turbulent regime, the span of angular momentum values are a
collection of results from one run with 400000 steps.
In the turbulent state, the loops constantly break up, merge and annihilate, creating a
stationary distribution of the number of loops. Immediately after the onset of turbulence,
there is a nonvanishing probability of ﬁnding more than one loop in the system, and the
probability of more loops increases with activity.
In addition to material parameters such as elasticity and viscosity ﬁxed, the values of
activity for transition to the turbulent regime depends on the droplet size. Figure 5.8 shows
the phase diagram with respect to droplet size and activity. Larger droplets transition into
turbulent behaviour at lower activities, comparing to the smaller droplets. This general
trend can be seen from the perspective of the no-slip boundary condition imposed on
the surface, which eﬀectively results in the drag forces. When the droplet is small, drag
forces are more pronounced hence the critical activities are larger. The phase diagram
also indicates that the hysteresis is growing with increasing the droplet radius.

5.2.2

Topology of 3D active turbulent state
Figure 5.9 shows a more detailed view into the dynamics of topological turbulence. Four
diﬀerent events are observed to occur stochastically with time. New loops can detach from
the original loop, extra loops may annihilate, or merge back into the loop with nonzero
charge, which by itself cannot disappear due to conﬁnement of the surrounding surface.
Crossovers of the disclination with itself can rewire the loop. In Fig. 5.9a, a series of events
2 are presented schematically, with time-axis to
for R “ 136ξN at activity ζ “ 0.0396 L{ξN
scale. The visualised map reﬂects the dynamics using Morse theory. Each loop breakup
must be followed either by an annihilation or a coalescence. Examples of loop splitting,
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Figure 5.8: Phase diagram depending on activity and droplet radius R. By increasing the
droplet radius R, or increasing activity ζ, the point defect transitions into the active turbulence
state.

annihilation of a single loop, merger of two loops, and a crossover (a self-intersection) are
shown in snapshots Fig. 5.9c-f.
One of the loops always carries a `1 topological charge. The director cross section of the
defect varies along the loop in a complex way, and also changes in time, but the fact that
the proﬁle must come back to the same orientation when encircling the loop, encodes the
topological charge carried by the loop (Fig. 5.9b). Which loops are topologically neutral
(topological charge 0) and which have nonzero topological charge dictated by the topology
of the droplet, can be deduced by which loops annihilate into void. A formal quantitative
approach to classify the loops topologically would involve quaternionic approach [239] or
visualization of Pontryagin-Thom surfaces [216, 240].
The observed set of topological events is almost complete, missing only events where
defects would emerge from nothing. Such events would involve a spontaneous appearance
of a single loop with zero charge (time-reversal of the single loop annihilation). Creation
of defects by breakup requires much less energy input, as the energy can buildup gradually
by through lengthening of the disclination loops. The topology of the boundary thus
plays a vital part in stabilizing this phase by enforcing at least one defect to always exist
(i.e. the `1 point defect shown at low activities). Without that “seed” defect, topological
turbulence would require much higher activities than the ones simulated here. This is
further supported by the existence of wide hysteresis shown in Fig. 5.7, which indicates
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Figure 5.9: Events in the active turbulent state. (a) A graphically depicted topological ﬂow
2
diagram for a droplet with radius R “ 136ξN and ζ “ 0.0396 L{ξN
. The temporal spacing of
the events is in scale,with the time axis given in the units of nematic relaxation time. (b) A
snapshot showing a state with three loops. The disks are color-coded and show the plane in which
the director ﬁeld around the defect is pointing. When the disk is tangential to the disclination
line (purple), the disclination proﬁle is twist-like, where blue refers to a `1{2 winding number
of the cross section, and red to ´1{2 winding number. The variation of the disclination cross
section is also illustrated more qualitatively with the splay-bend parameter (yellow and blue
isosurfaces) [216]. (c-f) Time-sequences of topology-changing events. The crossover changes how
the disclination is connected to itself, reversing one part relative to the other.

that even opening a defect from a point to a line, which is energetically more favorable
than creating defects from void.
The constraint of the topological charge conservation dictates the charges of created and
merged loops, but the geometric dynamics is general enough to be seen in any physical
system which would exhibit dynamics of loop-like structures. Spontaneous creation of knots
is theoretically possible, although it is geometrically unlikely, especially for more complex
knots. To create a knot, a speciﬁc sequence of geometrically unfavourable crossovers would
have to occur without much more common breakup-annihilation event pairs intervening.
This is similar to the fact that knotted vorticity lines in ﬂuids and superﬂuids are unstable
and disintegrate into free loops, not the other way around [241, 242]. Nevertheless, active
turbulence can visit a lot of diﬀerent states given enough time, and with bigger droplets
and higher activity, the average number of loops and complexity of topological events
increases dramatically.
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Active turbulence in droplets with planar degenerate anchoring

5.2.3

Active turbulence can also be observed in the nematic droplets with planar degenerate
anchoring on the surface. In contrast to the active droplets with homeotropic surface
anchoring, topological defects reside not only in the bulk, but also attach to the droplet
surface (Fig. 5.10). We speciﬁcally focus on the behaviour of the nematic on the droplet
surface and observe topological events, such as creation and annihilation of defect pairs.
The events on the droplet surface are explained through the interactions of disclination
line network in the bulk of the droplet with the surface.

Figure 5.10: Active nematic droplet with planar degenerate anchoring on the surface.
(left) A snapshot of the droplet with the director ﬁeld on the surface with planar alignment
represented as streaks. The surface director can be treated as a 2D nematic with defects of
half-integer winding number where a bulk disclination line terminates on the surface (encircled
with magenta), and whole-integer winding number where there are the surface boojums (cyan).
(right) We use the Peirce quincuncial projection to map the entire surface of the sphere onto a
square without occlusions. Four points on the equator map to singular points, whereas the rest
is minimally distorted. Note that the sphere is reproduced by folding four corners of the square
back together. The order parameter average over the points closest to the surface is used to show
defects that lie on the surface or immediately below it. Note how a pair of ˘ 12 of defects, a pair of
` 12 defects and a `1 boojum together amount to `2 surface topological charge, which is equal to
the Euler characteristic of the sphere.

We investigate a range of activities and droplet sizes and ﬁnd that by increasing the
activity, the structure in the active droplets changes from a bipolar regime without bulk
defects, to a regime of bulk active turbulence. Fig. 5.11 shows maps of surface director for
R “ 181ξN droplets at a range of activities. At the activities below the critical activity, the
droplets assumes the familiar bipolar state with two surface boojums [237, 243], and the
ﬂow is not strong enough to create new defects in the bulk. The ﬂow moves the boojums
around, but the restoring elastic forces maintain the integrity of the rough bipolar texture
(Fig. 5.11a). With increasing activity above the critical activity, the system undergoes
the phase transition and the ﬂow becomes strong enough to maintain defect dynamics of
existing defects in the bulk and on the droplet surface, in a similar way shown in Section
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5.2.1. In the turbulent regime (Fig. 5.11c-e) disclination lines connecting two points on
the surface move around. At strongest activities performed in our simulations, closed
disclination loops in the bulk of the droplet are also occasionally created. Larger droplet
size eﬀectively, allow to create larger velocities, and also allow more disclination lines to
emerge within the droplet.
a

below critical 
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gh
h
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Figure 5.11: Active regimes in active nematic droplets with planar degenerate anchoring Surface director maps for droplets with radius R “ 181ξN at various activity. (a) At activity
below the critical activity, a bipolar structure with two boojums is observed, with no bulk defect
structure and moderate ﬂow that does not aﬀect the topology of defects. (b) Snapshots of
disclination lines (red isosurfaces) in droplets of various activities, corresponding to maps shown
in panels (c-e). Volumes of high ﬂow velocity are shaded green, and ﬂow directions are marked
with arrows. (c) Example of two `1{2 defects merging into a boojum, at activity slightly above
the critical activity. In the bulk, this corresponds to a disclination line segment collapsing into
a boojum. (d) Instances of disclinations from the bulk touching the surface, creating a pair of
half-integer defects. When the disclination touches a boojum, the boojum splits into half defects
of the same sign (near center), while without the boojum, a pair of oppositely charged defects is
created (upper left). A process of `1{2 defect and ´1 boojum merging into a ´1{2 defect can be
seen on the bottom left. (e) At high activity, majority of the events are pair annihilation and pair
creation, which are in equlibrium at some average number of defects.

The disclination dynamics in the bulk follows similar rules and transitions, observed in
Section 5.2.1 – detachment of zero-charge loops, crossovers of two loops and coalescence.
However, because of the planar surface anchoring, most disclination lines terminate on
the surface, and the surface director behaves as a 2D nematic medium with defects of
˘1{2 winding number at the points where the disclinations terminate, and ˘1 winding
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number at the boojums. A sum of the winding numbers equals the Euler characteristic of
the sphere, χ “ 2. At lower activities, boojums intermixed with half-integer defects are
still observed – for example, see Fig. 5.11a,c. With increasing activity, boojums become
energetically less favorable, and the charge is distributed between four `1{2 defects and
additional pairs of ˘1{2 defects.
The surface defects undergo dynamics that creates and annihilates defects with their
total charge remaining conserved. We observe that a pair of defects is created when an
existing disclination line is pushed from the bulk to the surface, where it is split into
two ends (Fig. 5.11d,e). The resulting pair hold opposite half-charges when disclination
touched the surface alone, and two equal half-charges if it merges with an existing boojum
(Fig. 5.11c,d). Defects of opposite charges are also easily annihilated by two ends of the
same disclinations being pulled together until the disclination disappears.
When and how often the defects appear thus depends mostly on the defect velocities
and droplet size. The pair creation shares the ﬁeld geometry with the purely 2D process,
seen in [51] – the director ﬁeld “kinks” and pinches oﬀ. In our case, the newly created
line between `1{2 and ´1{2 defects is induced by bulk disclination line touching the
surface. The number of surface defects and the rate of topological events (recombinations)
increases with activity. Defects can be used to control valence and even shape of droplets
and vesicles, so active droplets can inﬂuence macroscopic properties of a suspension.

Conclusion
The doctoral thesis is focused on numerical modelling of ﬁeld structures in conﬁned nematic
liquid crystals, nematic colloids, microﬂuidic channels and active nematic liquid crystals
in order to explain and predict new structures, understand their properties, use their
features and manipulate the interactions. The large part of the work presented here was
done alongside with experiments, either as explanation or prediction contribution.
We investigate ordering properties of horseshoe-like nematic colloidal particles with planar
degenerate anchoring and optimise their geometrical parameters such that the particle
exhibits minimum of the free energy at the desired angles with respect to the far ﬁeld
director ﬁeld imposed by the cell. We study the pair interactions between the particles of
two types of which one shows attractive interaction in all directions. Consequently the
particles can self-assemble into stable 2D and also 3D colloidal crystals. Such metallic
horseshoe colloidal particles perform as metamaterial when subjected to incident light.
We make basic analysis of such split ring resonators and classify their resonant frequencies
at which the particle performs as strong absorber.
In the context of optical cloaking, we numerically investigate structures and optical
properties of polymer pillars in nematic layers. We explore the role of diﬀerent writing
and read voltages as applies in the pillar system, showing that matching distortions under
read and write voltages can lead and be used for optical cloaking based on birefringence.
The combined anchoring eﬀect of the pillar structures is notably enhanced if the pillars
are arranged in a pillar lattices with suﬃciently small lattice spacing. This work was
performed in collaboration with the eksperimental group of Prof. S. Morris and S. Elston
at University of Oxford, where these systems are experimentally developed and explored.
We explore the director ﬁeld structures forming in the vicinity of composite colloidal
particles with specially designed conic anchoring, which can induce high multipoles. The
analysis, which is performed numerically, shows that one can excite high multipoles by
proper selection of composite colloid geometry and anchoring, where usually more than
just one multipole excite and especially higher ones may be overwhelmed by the lower.
We extract a simple rule, which allows us to predict the multipolar moment only by
observing the topological defects or conversely to design the particle with certain number
of defects that will in turn perform as arbitrary high multipole. The multipole analysis
show that high multipoles can be generated controllable to some extent. This work is in
collaboration with the eksperimental group of Prof. Ivan I. Smalyukh from University of
Colorado Boulder where such high multipole colloidal particles are developed and explored
experimentally.
We explore and develop nematic gyroids as photonic crystals. Starting with a gyroid
structure, which is a photonic crystal by itself, we introduce an achiral and chiral nematic
into one labyrinth of channels with homeotropic anchoring. The nematic structure within
the giroid matrix is shown to be characterised by networks of nematic disclinations of
hybrid nature which can change local structure from `1{2 and ´1{2 winding number
to twisted. Achiral nematic gyroid structures typically exhibit irregular defect network
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morphologies, except for small nematic volume fractions. However, for chiral nematic
gyroids we ﬁnd a sizeable phase space region where regular and ordered defect proﬁles
(networks) are expected to emerge, as stabilised by energetically favourable coupling
between the handedness of the gyroid matrix and the handedness of the cholesteric chiral
ordering. Nematic gyroids in turn add additional tunability to the gyroid photonic crystal,
shifting and closing band gaps with changing the cholesteric pitch.
We investigate dynamic structures in the porous nematic microﬂuidics. Passive nematic
ﬂow in microchannels of various cross sections is investigated, where cylindrical barriers
are introduced into the channels, that in turn introduce wide and narrow regions. A peak
in the nematic ﬂow is shown to generate a `1 umbilic defect, whereas a saddle point
generates ´1 umbilic defect. Higher umbilics can be generated by the use of more complex
ﬂow patterns, such as multi-peak ﬂows or complex ﬂow saddle proﬁles, which can also be
veriﬁed by a simple Ericksen-Leslie analytic approach. When the cylindrical barriers are
arranged in a regular lattices we show the emergence of variety of umbilic lattices, ranging
from triangular to Kagome. Such lattice structure of barriers and umbilics could perform
as ﬂow-tunable photonic crystal.
We investigate the 3D active turbulence in droplets of active nematic liquid crystal. The
transition from the low activity point defect regime to the developed active turbulence is
studied by observing both the topological defects as well as the ﬂow. At low activities a
single point defect resides in the loop, when the activity is raised it partially opens and
moves towards the edge of the droplet. Above the critical activity the defects chaotically
moves within the droplet causing them to interact in four classiﬁed topological events;
breakup, annihilation, coalescence and crossover. We also investigate droplets of active
nematics with planar degenerate anchoring on the surfaces and observe boojums at low
activity, which open up into the disclinations at higher activities, creating bulk disclinations
of 3D active turbulence which are pinned to the surface.
This doctoral thesis considers a selection of novel soft matter systems that in general
comprise of colloidal particles and/or complex conﬁnement. The central emphasis is
on complex ﬂuid systems with inherent anisotropy i.e. nematic ﬂuids. Liquid crystals
eﬀectively perform as elastic ﬂuids and tend to minimise distortions in the ordering, this
causes the colloids (with suitable design) to self-assemble spontaneously, forming large
even three dimensional crystals. The interactions between the adjacent colloids depend
strongly on the colloid geometry and anchoring design and can be foremost explained
with the elastic multipoles. Liquid crystals ﬂow is more complex than the ﬂow of isotropic
liquids as the molecular orientation couples with the ﬂuid ﬂow, which in turn means that
the ﬂow with certain features can induce distinct patterns in the ordering. Additional
property is the activity that allow the ﬂuid to self-propel and causes the system to get
out of equilibrium. The active system conﬁned to a spherical droplet allow systematic
analysis of the active turbulence and characterisation of topological events. Due to inherent
anisotropy, nematics perform optically as birefringent medium, making them interesting
for metamaterials and photonic crystals, for example shifting the resonant frequencies
and band gaps. In general view, this topic of research contains many exciting unanswered
questions. Our study revealed some structures and posed some answers that give a good
opportunity for future design of advanced materials.
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Razširjeni povzetek
Uvod
Kompleksne nematske tekočine lahko zaradi vplivov ograditve, zunanjih polj, toka in
koloidnih delcev tvorijo različne strukture polja. Največ raziskav tekočih kristalov trenutno
poteka na preseku različnih področij ﬁzike, matematike in biologije, kot so na primer
metamateriali [1], fotonski kristali [2, 3], mikroﬂuidika [4], koloidi [5], topologija [6, 7] in
aktivna snov [8]. Številni novi pojavi, ki se pri tem pojavijo, so zanimivi in v določeni
meri še vedno nepojasnjeni. Tekoče kristale sestavljajo podolgovate organske molekule, ki
se pri določeni temperaturi ali koncentraciji spontano uredijo vzdolž izbrane smeri, ki jo
imenujemo direktor [9, 10]. Toda vplivi, kot so ograditev, zunanja polja, tok ali koloidni
delci lahko takšno ureditev zmotijo. Tako se v tekočem kristalu pojavijo elastične sile,
ki so lahko izrazito prostorsko odvisne in porodijo zapletene strukture polja in z njimi
povezane pojave.
Topološki defekti so pomemben element struktur v nematskih tekočih kristalih. Defekti
lahko tvorijo urejene ali neurejene strukture [11], odvisno od tipa ograditve, dodanih
koloidnih delcev, zunanjih polj ali toka. Poleg običajnih defektov v tekočih kristalih z
nezveznostjo v jedru poznamo tudi umbilične defektne strukture, ki so povsem zvezni,
nezveznost pa opazimo zgolj v ravnini, pravokotni glede na daljno polje.
Koloidni delci so pomembni za ustvarjanje struktur v nematskih tekočinah, saj lokalno
spremenijo smer urejanja v nematiku, to pa povzroči nastanek topoloških defektov. Ključno
vlogo pri tem igrajo robni pogoji na površini, ki so največkrat planarno degenerirani ali
homeotropni. Koloidni delci se urejajo tako, da si delijo energijsko neugodna področja
zmanjšanega reda, kar lahko privede do samoizgradnje. Njihove interakcije so določene z
elastičnim multipolnim momentom, ki ga nosijo in je v večini primerov dipol ali kvadrupol
[6, 13, 30, 32, 33]. Višji, naprimer 16-polni moment, lahko dosežemo z uporabo konično
degeneriranega sidranja na sferi [43], ki ustvari tako točkati defekt kot tudi saturnov obroč.
Bolj zapletene oblike koloidnih delcev lahko ustvarijo tudi višje multipolne momente.
Dinamika nematskih tekočin se močno razlikuje od dinamike izotropnih tekočin, saj je
tok tekočine sklopljen z orientacijo direktorja, kar imenujemo pojav povratnega toka.
Pasivni tekoči kristali tečejo pod vplivom zunanjih sil, kot so tlačni gradient, gravitacija,
električna polja in podobno. S tokom lahko na primer vplivamo na položaj in tip topoloških
defektov [28, 46–48]. Aktivni tekoči kristali, ki predstavljajo širok razred bioloških sistemov
[50, 51, 55, 62, 66], tečejo sami od sebe. Tovrstni neravnovesni sistemi so navadno sestavljeni
iz bioloških ali sintetičnih plavalcev, ki so sposobni pretvarjati zunanjo energijo v gibanje.
Zaradi kombinacije efektov nematskega urejanja in aktivnosti se tovrstni organizmi, v
primeru dovolj velike gostote, gibljejo kolektivno. Pri dovolj veliki aktivnosti gibanje
preide v aktivno turbulenco.
Tekoči kristali se pojavljajo tudi v razvoju metamaterialov [86–88], to so materiali, ki
so sestavljeni iz umetnih gradnikov, ki so navadno za en red manjši od valovne dolžine
svetlobe in modulirajo tok svetlobe. Tekoči kristali se v tovrstnih sistemih večinoma
uporabljajo v kontekstu nastavljivosti z zunanjimi polji [96–102].
i
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V tej doktorski disertaciji s pravilnim načrtovanjem dvolomnih struktur dosežemo optično
zakrivanje [1, 81, 103–108], ki je sicer značilno za metamateriale. Preučevane polimerne
mikrostrukture so eksperimentalno narejene direktno v tekočekristalni celici s pomočjo
direktnega laserskega pisanja [113].
Tekoči kristali s pripadajočimi strukturami v polju lahko delujejo tudi kot fotonski kristali
[2, 114]. Mi se osredotočimo na giroidne fotonske kristale [119–121], v katere dodamo
kiralni in nekiralni tekoči kristal, ki omogoči nastavljivost fotonskih pasov in vrzeli med
njimi.
Rezultati te doktorske dizertacije so že bili delno objavljeni ali pa so v pripravi za objavo
in so citirani v referencah [129–135].
Organizacija doktorske disertacije je naslednja. Poglavje 2 uvede nematske tekoče kristale,
Landau-de Gennesovo prosto energijo in opis nematodinamike. Prav tako predstavimo
multipolni razvoj in ga nadgradimo za višje multipolne momente. Poglavje 3 predstavlja
numerične metode za minimizacijo proste energije in modeliranje nematskega toka. Predstavljena je tudi metoda za generiranje kompleksnih oblik in numerična metoda za izračun
multipolnih momentov. Originalni rezultati so predstavljeni v poglavjih 4 in 5. Poglavje 4
je posvečeno študiju statičnih struktur. Najprej predstavimo samosestavljanje podkvastih
koloidov in njihov metamaterialni odziv. Študiramo optično zakrivanje polimernih objektov. Predstavimo študijo multipolnih momentov kompozitnih koloidnih delcev. Raziščemo
tudi urejanje kiralnih in nekiralnih nematskih struktur v giroidih, ki se obnašajo kot
nastavljivi fotonski kristali. Poglavje 5 je posvečeno dinamičnim strukturam v tekočih
kristalih. Najprej proučujemo pasivni tok v poroznih nematskih mikrokanalih in predstavimo kontroliran nastanek umbiličnih defektov. Nato pa študiramo še aktivno nematsko
turbulenco v sferičnih kapljicah aktivnega nematika. Poglavje 6 povzema glavne rezultate
te doktorske disertacije.

Teorija nematskih tekočin
Nematski tekoči kristal sestavljajo paličaste molekule brez pozicijskega reda dolgega dosega.
Zaradi anizotropne oblike se molekule orientacijsko urejajo vzdolž neke skupne osi, ki jo
imenujemo direktor n [10]. Ta vektorski parameter pa ne nosi nobene informacije o stopnji
orientacijske urejenosti, zaradi tega uvedemo skalarni parameter S [9]. S pomočjo obeh
ureditvenih parametrov lahko skonstruiramo tenzorski ureditveni parameter Qij .
Nematik lahko opišemo s fenomenološko Landau-de Gennesovo prosto energijo [9, 141, 142],
ki jo skonstruiramo z uporabo simetrij. Landauvov del proste energije opisuje fazni
prehod iz nematske v izotropno fazo, medtem ko de Gennesov del opisuje elastično naravo
nematskega tekočega kristala, ki je posledica orientacijskega urejanja podolgovatih molekul.
Tej prosti energiji lahko dodamo člene, ki opisujejo sidranje na površini [150, 152], in
vplive električnega polja [144, 153, 154].
Elastična energija je najmanjša, ko je direktorsko polje v nematiku homogeno. Toda
ograditev, sidranje, koloidni delci in zunanja polja lahko nasprotujejo tej ureditvi, kar
vodi do nastanka področij s frustriranim orientacijskim redom. Za takšna področja, ki jim
pravimo defekti, je značilno, da imajo nizko stopnjo reda S, direktorsko polje pa močno
variira [159, 160]. Poznamo točkaste in linijske defekte, včasih pa lahko defektna linija
tudi uide v tretjo dimenzijo. Za slednje je značilno, da so povsod zvezni [15, 17].
Minimizacija proste energije je v splošnem zahtevna in jo le redko lahko izvedemo analitično.
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Največkrat so problematična območja v bližini koloidnih delcev, če pa nas zanima le
odziv daleč stran od izvora deformacije, lahko rešitev razvijemo po elastičnih multipolih
[34, 38, 40, 173]. Elastični multipolni momenti so ključni za razumevanje interakcij med
delci.
Dinamika tekočih kristalov je drugačna kot dinamika izotropnih tekočin, saj imamo poleg
viskoznosti prisoten tudi elastični odziv. Translacijsko gibanje nematika je sklopljeno z
notranjim orientacijskim urejanjem molekul. Nematski tok je dodatno kompleksen zaradi
orientacijskega urejanja, ki povzroči, da je viskoznost anizotropna [9, 10]. Nematodinamiko lahko opišemo z Ericksen-Leslijevim modelom, ki predpostavlja konstantno stopnjo
orientacijskega reda S. Če želimo popolnejši opis, moramo uporabiti model, ki operira s
tenzorskim ureditvenim parametrom, kot naprimer Beris-Edwards [174, 175].

Numerično modeliranje
Sistemi, ki jih preočujemo, nimajo analitične rešitve, zaradi tega za reševanje enačb
uporabimo numerične metode.
Prosto energijo minimiziramo tako, da enačbo, ki opisuje relaksacijo, diskretiziramo s
končnimi diferencami v kraju in času, za reševanje pa uporabimo eksplicitno Eulerjevo
shemo. Metoda s končnimi diferencami na kubični mreži je bila razvita v naši skupini
[153, 191] in je bila mnogokrat testirana na različnih sistemih in tudi eksperimentalno
[12, 133, 192–199]. Metoda je primerna za paralelizacijo na več jedrih, kar s pridom
izkoriščamo.
Relaksacijska metoda s končnimi diferencami deluje na kubični mreži, kjer mora biti vsaka
točka označena z logičnim markerjem, ki določa njeno vlogo v računih [153]. Uporabljamo
več vrst logičnih markerjev, postavljeni pa morajo biti tako, da kar najbolje aproksimirajo želeno geometrijo koloida ali ograditve. Ostri robovi niso zaželjeni, saj povzročajo
nevšečnosti pri računanju končnih diferenc. Zaradi tega deﬁniramo skalarno polje v vsaki
točki na mreži. Na mestu kjer je delec ima vrednost 1, v okolici pa 0. Nato skalarno polje
(lahko si ga predstavljamo kot koncentracijo) propagiramo v skladu z difuzijsko enačbo, na
koncu pa odrežemo pri neki vrednosti. Tako zgladimo robove, enostavno pa izračunamo
še normale na površino.
Sklopljene enačbe nematske hidrodinamike za hitrost in direktor rešujemo z uporabo
hibridne mrežne Boltzmannove metode [210]. Metoda je sestavljena iz dveh delov: (i)
evolucijo tenzorja ureditvenega parametra izvajamo s končnimi diferencami na kubični
mreži, podobno kot v statičnem primeru ter (ii) kontinuitetno in generalizirano NavierStokesovo enačbo, ki jo rešujemo z mrežno Boltzmannovo metodo [211–213]. Obe metodi
izvajamo izmenično, da ustrezno modeliramo hidrodinamiko nematskega tekočega kristala.
Nematske sisteme se pogosto eksperimentalno proučuje s polarizacijsko mikroskopijo.
Polarizacijske slike lahko izračunamo tudi numerično iz direktorskega polja z uporabo
2 ˆ 2 Jonesovih matrik [138]. S to metodo efektivno računamo fazni zamik svetlobe, ko ta
potuje skozi opazovani vzorec [220].
Tudi razvoj po multipolih izvajamo numerično, in sicer z uporabo razvoja po sferičnih
harmonikih, ki je implementiran v numeričnih knjižnicah [223]. Razvoj sestoji iz dveh
korakov, in sicer hitre Fourierove transformacije in Legendrove transformacije, zahteva pa,
da so podatki urejeni v diskretnih točkah na Gaussovi sferi [223]. Ker so naši numerični
izračuni z metodo končnih diferenc narejeni na kubični mreži, jih moramo zato interpolirati
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na sfero z linearno interpolacijo.

Statične strukture
Osrednji del doktorske disertacije je posvečen statičnim strukturam v nematskih tekočih
kristalih. Študiramo samoizgradnjo kompleksnih podkvastih delcev, ki tvorijo 2D in
tudi 3D koloidne kristale, podrobno pa raziščemo tudi njihove metamaterialne lastnosti.
Optično zakrivanje dosežemo s polimernimi strukturami, napisanimi direktno v nematsko
celico. Raziščemo tudi elastične multipole kompleksnih koloidnih delcev in predstavimo
preprosto pravilo, ki nam omogoča, da z načrtovanjem koloidnih delcev vzbudimo poljuben
elastični multipol. Na koncu študiramo nematske giroide, najprej klasiﬁciramo strukture
direktorskega polja, potem pa raziščemo njihovo nastavljivost.

Podkvasti nematski koloidi kot metamateriali
Študiramo disperzijo podkvastih koloidnih delcev v nematskem tekočem kristalu, ki
ima metamaterialne lastnosti. Tekoči kristali v sistem ne vnesejo zgolj nastavljivosti,
ampak poskrbijo tudi, da se podkvasti delci sestavijo v 2D in celo 3D koloidne kristale.
Ta nadgradnja metamaterialnih delcev je pomembna posebej iz perspektive mogočih
nadaljnjih aplikacij.
Na lastnosti koloidnih delcev v nematskih tekočih kristalih pomembno vpliva tako njihova
geometrija kot tudi sidranje na površini. Obravnavani delci imajo močno planarno
degenerirano sidranje na površini in so obdani s homogenim nematskim tekočim kristalom.
Prosta energija obravnavanega sistema je močno odvisna od same geometrije delca, mi jo
izberemo tako, da se delec uredi pod kotom 45˝ glede na daljno polje.
Delci takšnega tipa privlačno interagirajo s svojimi sosedi in se lahko samoizgradijo v
stabilne 2D in 3D koloidne kristale. Stabilnost koloidnih kristalov v dveh dimenzijah je
prikazana na sliki 1. Razmik med sosedi v obeh smereh (δx in δy ) variiramo tako, da v
korakih spreminjamo velikost osnovne celice (Sl. 1). Povečevanje razmikov v obeh smereh
privede do rasti proste energije v sistemu (Sl. 1b), kar pomeni, da je 2D koloidni, kristal
sestavljen iz podkvastih delcev, stabilen. Odvisnost je simetrična v obeh smereh zaradi
podobnih parskih interakcijskih potencialov. Slika 1c prikazuje osnovno celico koloidnega
kristala z minimalnima razmakoma δx in δy , v tem primeru je struktura stabilna in ima
najmanjšo prosto energijo. Topološki defekti nastanejo na vseh štirih vogalih podkvastih
delcev in v notranjosti reže. Direktorsko polje v reži je asimetrično, kot je bolje vidno na
pomožni sliki, ki povečano prikazuje situacijo v okolici reže. Slika 1d prikazuje ilustracijo
2D koloidnega kristala iz podkvastih koloidov, posamezni gradniki so med seboj povezani
s topološkimi defekti (označeni z rdečo).
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Slika 1: 2D nematski koloidni kristal iz podkvastih delcev. (a) Shema osnovne celice s
periodičnimi robnimi pogoji in močnim sidranjem (označeno s črnimi puščicami na zgornji in
spodnji steni celice), ki vsebuje en podkvasti koloidni delec. Razmika δx in δy med podkvastimi
delci spreminjamo z izbiro velikosti osnovne celice. (b) Prosta energija 2D podkvastega koloidnega
kristala se spreminja glede na velikosti razmikov in je minimalna pri δx “ δy “ 0.04a (najmanjši
razmik v simulacijah), kjer je a velikost podkvastega delca. (c) Direktorsko polje v eni osnovni celici
koloidnega kristala pri optimalni konﬁguraciji. Pomožna slika prikazuje asimetrično direktorsko
polje v reži. (d) Ilustracija 2D koloidnega kristala s topološkimi defekti, ki so označeni z rdečo
barvo. Prosta energija je merjena v enotah Ka, kjer je K ena elastična konstanta in a velikost
podkvastih delcev. Razmika δx and δy med sosednjima delcema sta prikazana v enotah njune
velikosti a.

Optično zakrivanje v polimerizabilnih tekočih kristalih
Fotonske lastnosti polimernih struktur, ki jih ustvarimo v nematskih tekočih kristalih s
pomočjo direktnega laserskega pisanja (direct laser writting), smo raziskovali v sodelovanju
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z eksperimentalno skupino profesorjev S. Morrisa in S. Elstona (Univerza v Oxfordu).
Optično zakrivanje, ki je zlasti značilno za metamateriale, smo dosegli na nov način, z ustvarjanjem polimernih mikrostruktur direktno v (z napetostjo nastavljivo) tekočekristalno
Freédrickszovo celico.
Optično zakrivanje polimernih cilindričnih struktur pri različnih napetostih je prikazano
na sliki 2. Polimerni cilinder je v celico napisan pri napetosti Vw “ 4 V, nato pa je
prebran pri šestih različnih napetostih Vr . V simulacijah direktorskega polja na slikah
2a in 2b predpostavljamo, da je smer sidranja na površini cilindra nagnjena in podobna
direktorskemu polju, ki se formira v prazni celici pri neki določeni napetosti (v našem
primeru 4 V). V primeru, da velja Vr ‰ Vw , to vodi k razvoju elastičnih deformacij. Takrat,
ko je napetost pri branju Vr enaka kot napetost pri pisanju Vw , deformacija izgine in
direktorsko polje je uniformno, posledično je tudi dvolomnost v celotni celici enaka.
Simulirani polarizacijski mikrograﬁ (Sl. 2c) so bili izračunani iz direktorskega polja z
uporabo 2 ˆ 2 Jonesovih matrik. Predpostavili smo, da je v notranjosti cilindra direktorsko
polje usmerjeno tako kot v trenutku, ko je bilo zapisano. Iz slike 2c je razvidno, da so
strukture pri napetostih branja Vr ‰ Vw jasno vidne glede na nematski proﬁl v ozadju.
Pri teh napetostih je dvolomnost v bližini cilindra drugačna od tiste v daljni okolici, kar
povzroči drugačen fazni zamik svetlobe, ko ta prepotuje vzorec. Zaradi te fazne razlike se
ta območja jasno ločijo od ozadja. Ko je napetost branja Vr enaka napetosti, pri kateri
smo cilinder zapisali Vw (v našem primeru Vr “ Vw “ 4 V), se direktorsko polje v samem
cilindru navidez zlije z okolico, objekt pa postane skrit.
Eksperimentalni rezultati (Sl. 2d) so primerljivi s simuliranimi transmisijskimi polarizacijskimi mikrograﬁ (Sl. 2c). To upravičuje naše predpostavke glede strukture cilindrov in
potrjuje mehanizem optičnega zakrivanja.
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Slika 2: Optično zakrivanje polimernih cilindrov v nematskem tekočem kristalu. (a)
Simulirani proﬁli direktorskega polja v planarni celici s clindri, napisanimi pri napetosti Vw “ 4V
in prebrani pri šestih različnih napetostih (Vr “ 0 – 5 V) in (b) povečava v okolici cilindra. (c)
Simulirani optični polarizacijski mikrograﬁ za strukture iz (a) prikazujejo, kako cilinder postane
efektivno neviden pri napetosti branja 4 V. (d) Polarizacijske slike enega cilindra. Orientacija
prekrižanih polarizatorjev in optične osi nematske faze je prikazana s črnimi in modrimi puščicami.
Velikostna skala na slikah je 10 μm. Eksperimentalni rezultati v (d) so objavljeni z dovoljenjem
Chloe C. Tartan.

Elastični multipoli z nematskimi koloidi
Namen raziskave je sistematično raziskati nastanek višjih elastičnih multipolov z uporabo
kompleksnih koloidnih delcev. Delo je bilo izvedeno v sodelovanju z eksperimentalno
skupino Prof. Ivana I. Smalyukha iz Univerze Colorado Boulder. V prvi fazi raziskave smo
preučevali koloidne delce, ki so sestavljeni iz dveh različnih krogel, pri čemer sta radij ra
in pozicija da spodnje krogle vselej konstantna, radij zgornje krogle rb in njeno pozicijo db
pa variiramo v diskretnih korakih po ra {5. Sidranje na obeh kroglah je močno, na zgornji
planarno degenerirano, na spodnji pa konično. Direktorsko polje v okolici koloida je zato
rotacijsko simetrično glede na os z.
Slika 3 prikazuje opisane koloidne delce s kotom koničnega sidranja α “ 55˝ . V skrajnem
primeru je zgornja krogla v celoti zajeta v spodnjo ali pa se je samo dotika. Število struktur
med limitnima primeroma je odvisno od velikosti zgornje sfere. Konično sidranje generira
defekt na ekvatorju spodnje sfere, ki spominja na saturnov obroč, tangentno sidranje
na zgornji sferi pa inducira defekt na severnem tečaju zgornje krogle. Neskladanje med
obema vrstama sidranja, ki se srečata v vratu koloidnega delca, lahko povzroči površinsko
območje zmanjšanega reda. Proﬁl saturnovega obroča in defekta v vratu lahko reguliramo
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Slika 3: Koloidni delec s planarnim degeneriranim sidranjem (zgornja krogla) in
koničnim sidranjem, nagnjenim pod kotom α “ 55˝ (spodnja krogla) s pripadajočimi
strukturami polja. Piramida prikazuje sestavljeni koloidni delec (rumeno) s spremenljivim
radijem rb in pozicijo db zgornje sfere. Mesta zmanjšane stopnje nematskega reda so označena
z rdečo barvo (S “ 0.44), direktorsko polje pa s črnobelimi pasovi. Konično sidranje generira
defekt na ekvatorju spodnje sfere, planarno degenerirano sidranje pa na severnem polu zgornje
sfere. Konﬂikt med obema sidranjema ustvari dodatno defektno območje v vratu. Proﬁl defekta v
vratu se spreminja s spreminjanjem geometrije in pozicije zgornje sfere; za delce na tretji diagonali
z leve strani piramide tudi popolnoma izgine.

z izbiro kota koničnega sidranja α. Pri nekaterih geometrijah delcev in kotih α lahko
defekt v vratu popolnoma izgine, zlasti pri majhnih kotih koničnega sidranja α pa se zgodi
ravno nasprotno, defekt v vratu prevlada nad saturnovim obročem.
Na opisan način ne manipuliramo samo defektov, pač pa tudi ustvarjamo višje elastične
multipolne momente, kot je podrobno opisano v angleškem delu. Multipolni moment delca
je produkt multipolov, ki jih ustvarjajo posamezni defekti. Točkasti defekt ima multipolni
moment 2, saturnov obroč pa 4.

Nematski tekočekristalni giroidi kot fotonski kristali
Študiramo urejanje kiralnega in nekiralnega nematika v giroidni strukturi, ki je že sama po
sebi fotonski kristal. Nematik v giroidu tvori raznovrsten nabor mrež topoloških defektov,
ki so lahko popolnoma urejene, semi-urejene in popolnoma kaotične - neurejene. Določen
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režim se pojavi takrat, ko je to energijsko najbolj ugodno, v splošnem pa opazimo, da na
to močno vpliva tako jakost kiralnosti holesteričnega tekočega kristala, kot tudi volumsko
razmerje med področjem, kjer se nahaja tekoči kristal in celotnim volumnom kristala Φ
(to efektivno določa širino kanalov).
b

a
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Slika 4: Nematski tekočekristalni giroidi. (a) Različne metastabilne nematske strukture v
giroidu z volumskim razmerjem Φ “ 0.51 (rumeno) so določene s topološkimi defekti (rdeče). (b)
Izbrana struktura vizualizirana s pahljačno-upogibnim parametrom (SSB “ ´0.053 rumeno in
SSB “ 0.053 modro). (c) Direktorsko polje v dveh izbranih prečnih presekih (barve direktorja
nakazujejo njegovo smer). (d) Nematske strukture v giroidu s spremenljivim volumskim razmerjem
Φ. Obe vrstici ustrezata istim strukturam, vendar pri različnem pogledu in projekciji. Večinoma
opazimo neurejene strukture, le pri majhnih volumskih razmerjih omrežja postanejo urejena.

Slika 4 prikazuje strukture polja v nekiralnih nematskih giroidih. Kombinacija kompleksne
giroidne ograditve in homeotropnega sidranja na površinah povzroči nastanek kompleksnih
omrežij topoloških defektnih linij. V določeni giroidni strukturi se lahko pojavi več
(meta)stabilnih stanj (Sl. 4a). Na sliki 4c je prikazano direktorsko polje v izbranem
prečnem preseku. Direktor in tudi splay bend parameter (Sl. 4b) nakazujeta, da so
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defektne linije hibridne narave in spreminjano lokalno ovojno število od `1{2 do ´1{2.
Lokalna struktura disklinacij je močno povezana z lokalno ukrivljenostjo bližnje površine
giroida. Slika 4d prikazuje nematske giroide z različnimi volumskimi razmerji Φ. Pri
majhnih volumskih razmerjih (ozki kanali) je vpliv ograditve velik, posledično so tudi
nematske strukture urejene. Tipično defektne linije sledijo periodičnosti giroidne strukture.

Dinamične strukture
To poglavje je osredotočeno na študij dinamičnih struktur v nematskih tekočinah, ki se
obnašajo kompleksno zaradi sklopitve med nematskim redom in tokom. Najprej študiramo tok nematika v poroznih nematskih mikrokanalih in predstavimo način ustvarjanja
umbiličnih defektov. Aktivnost je dodaten materialni parameter, ki popolnoma spremeni
dinamiko nematske tekočine. Študiramo aktivni nematik, ujet v sferično kapljico, in
pokažemo dve različni stanji, med drugim 3D aktivno turbulenco, ki ju analiziramo tudi
topološko.

Porozna nematska mikroﬂuidika
Študiramo nematski tok v mikroﬂuidnih kanalih različnih presekov in raziščemo vpliv
telesne sile na dinamiko. Nato demonstriramo nastanek umbiličnih defektov različnih
moči in urejenih mrež umbiličnih defektov, ki nastanejo v poroznih kanalih. Umbiliki
različnih moči so kontrolirano generirani z izbiro različnih tokovnih proﬁlov, ki vsebujejo
različno število vrhov in različno komplicirana sedla. Različne mreže cilindričnih ovir
povzročijo nastanek različnih mrež pozitivnih in negativnih umbiličnih defektov, ki so
dodatno nastavljivi z jakostjo toka. Takšne regularne strukture lahko služijo kot nastavljivi
fotonski kristali.
Slika 5 prikazuje mikrokanale z različnim številom vstavljenih cilindričnih ovir. Cilindrične
ovire povečajo površino, kjer tekočina miruje, hkrati pa tudi zmanjšajo površino prečnega
preseka mikrokanala, kar zmanjša poroznost mikrokanala. Posledično se tako hitrost toka
kot tudi deformacija direktorja zmanjšata. Najpomembneje pa je, da ovire spremenijo
samo naravo mikrokanala, saj uvedejo področja, kjer tok doseže vrh, in področja kjer
dobimo sedlo. Iz slik 5a-g je razvidno, da lokalni vrhovi generirajo umbilične defekte z
jakostjo `1, lokalna sedla pa umbilične defekte z jakostjo ´1. S pomočjo cilindričnih ovir
lahko dobimo zgolj ti dve vrsti umbiličnih defektov. V angleškem delu pokažemo tudi,
kako lahko s pomočjo bolj kompleksnih tokovnih proﬁlov dobimo višje umbilične defekte.

Aktivna turbulenca v kapljicah aktivnega nematika
Aktivnost je zanimiva lastnost materialov, ki jim omogoča, da tečejo sami od sebe in
spreminjajo obliko. Študiramo aktivni nematik, ujet v sferično kapljico s homeotropnimi
robnimi pogoji. Odkrili smo dva režima in ju podrobno analizirali.
Slika 6 prikazuje tridimenzionalne strukture v sferični kapljici aktivnega nematika. Kot smo
že omenili, opazimo dva režima topoloških defektov, ki sta ključno odvisna od aktivnosti
materiala. V sistemu brez aktivnosti se v središču kapljice pojavi točkasti defekt (Sl. 6a)
2 , se simetrija zlomi, saj se točkasti defekt
šele, ko aktivnost preseže prag ζ “ 0.0017 L{ξN
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Slika 5: Tok in direktorski proﬁli v poroznih mikrokanalih. Porozni kanal z (a, b, c) enim,
(d, e) dvema in (f, g) štirimi cilindričnimi ovirami. Umbilični defekti moči `1 se pojavijo v lokalnih
vrhovih (lokalni minimum ali maksimum), umbilični defekti z močjo ´1 pa na mestih, kjer ima
tokovni proﬁl sedlo.

prične počasi pomikati proti robu kapljice. Zlom simetrije je povezan tudi z vzpostavitvijo
regularnega konvekcijskega toka (Sl. 6a). Potem ko dosežemo kritično aktivnost, se zanka
odpre in začne kaotično gibati po kapljici, pojavi se lahko tudi več zank, pri čemer opazimo
značilne topološke dogodke (Sl. 6c, d). Prehod med obema režimoma je prvega reda in
ima histerezo (Sl. 6b).
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Slika 6: Dinamične strukture v aktivni nematski kapljici. (a) Pri šibki aktivnosti imamo
točkasti defekt, ki se z naraščanjem aktivnosti pomika vedno bolj proti robu. Opazimo vrtinec,
ki je poravnan z osjo ekscentričnosti. Na desni sliki je prikazan direktorski proﬁl v ravnini in
pravokotno na vrtinec. (b) Pri kritični aktivnosti se točkasti defekt odpre v nesimetrično zanko
in prične gibati po kapljici brez reda. (c) Nad kritično aktivnostjo se oblika disklinacij kaotično
spreminja in topološki dogodki, kot so odcep zanke, anihilacija, sekanje in križanje, se redno
dogajajo. (d) Nepravilna oblika defektov zlomi tudi simetrijo tokovnic. Pri izbranem času smo
narisali tudi pahljačno-upogibni parameter (rumeno in modro).
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Zaključek
Doktorska disertacija obravnava numerično modeliranje struktur polja v ograjenih nematskih tekočih kristalih, nematskih koloidih, mikroﬂuidnih kanalih in aktivnih nematskih
tekočih kristalih. Velik del predstavljenega dela je nastal ob sodelovanju s tujimi eksperimentalinimi skupinami.
Preučili smo urejanje podkvastih koloidnih delcev s planarno degeneriranim sidranjem na
površini. Geometrijske parametre smo optimizirali tako, da ima delec minimum proste
energije pri določenem izbranem kotu glede na daljne direktorsko polje, ki ga deﬁnira
celica. Parske interakcije takih delcev so privlačne in ustrezno simetrične, zato lahko
tvorijo stabilne 2D in 3D koloidne kristale. Z osnovno analizo pokažemo, da tovrstni delci
delujejo kot metamateriali, saj modiﬁcirajo vpadno svetlobo določenih valovnih dolžin.
Numerično proučujemo tudi strukture in optične lastnosti polimernih cilindričnih objektov
v nematskih celicah. Cilindre zapisujemo pri izbranih električnih napetostih, potem pa
jih beremo pri drugih. Pri tem ugotovimo, da se motnje v okoliškem nematiku skladajo
z zapisanim proﬁlom v samem cilindru, če je napetost pri kateri beremo enaka tisti, pri
kateri smo zapisovali. Na ta način se polimerni objekt navidez skrije in postane neviden.
To delo je bilo izvedeno v sodelovanju z eksperimentalno skupino profesorjev S. Morrisa in
S. Elstona iz Univerze v Oxfordu.
Raziskujemo tudi strukture, ki se pojavijo v okolici koloidnih delcev s posebnim koničnim
sidranjem, ki vzbudi višje multipole. Pokažemo, da lahko s primerno izbiro geometrije
kompozitnega koloida vzbudimo višje multipolne momente. Na podlagi te analize oblikujemo preprosto pravilo, s katerim lahko enostavno predvidimo multipolni moment delca
samo s poznavanjem tipa defektov, ki jih ustvarja. To delo je bilo izvedeno v sodelovanju
z eksperimentalno skupino Prof. Ivana I. Smalyukha iz Univerze Colorado Boulder.
Proučujemo in razvijamo nematske giroide, ki delujejo kot fotonski kristali. Giroid je
že sam po sebi fotonski kristal, ko v enega od dveh prepletov kanalov dodamo nematik,
ta tvori bodisi urejena bodisi neurejena omrežja defektov. Nekiralni nematik v giroidu
navadno tvori neurejena omrežja defektov, ta se uredijo le, ko so kanali zelo ozki. Kiralni
nematik tvori urejene strukture na večjem območju faznega prostora, predvsem zaradi
sklopitve med ročnostjo holesterika in ročnostjo giroidne strukture.
Raziskali smo dinamične strukture v porozni nematski mikroﬂuidiki. V mikrokanale
uvedemo cilindrične ovire, ki spremenijo prostor, dostopen za tekoči kristal. Na mestih,
kjer ima tok ekstrem, dobimo umbilični defekt z močjo `1, med tem ko na mestih, kjer ima
tok sedlo, nastane umbilični defekt z močjo ´1. Višje umbilične defekte lahko ustvarimo z
bolj kompleksnimi tokovnimi proﬁli. Če so cilindrične ovire urejene v regularno mrežo, tudi
umbiliki tvorijo regularne mreže, takšen sistem pa se lahko obnaša kot s tokom nastavljivi
fotonski kristal.
Raziščemo 3D aktivno turbulenco v sferičnih kapljicah aktivnega nematskega tekočega
kristala. Študiramo prehod iz točkastega defekta pri nizkih aktivnostih v aktivno turbulenco. Nad kritično aktivnostjo se defekti kaotično premikajo po kapljici in interagirajo drug
z drugim v štirih klasiﬁciranih topoloških dogodkih, kot so odcep, anihilacija, združitev
in križanje. Preučujemo tudi kapljice aktivnega nematika s tangentnim sidranjem na
površinah, kjer defekti nastopajo na površini, pri višjih aktivnostih pa tudi v notranjosti.
Ta doktorska disertacija obravnava vrsto novih sistemov, ki so v splošnem določeni
s koloidnimi delci in/ali kompleksno ograditvijo. Glavni poudarek je na kompleksnih
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nematskih tekočinah z notranjo anizotropijo. Tekoči kristali se obnašajo kot elastični medij
in težijo po zmanjšanju motenj v redu, kar povzroči, da se koloidni delci lahko spontano
samoizgrajujejo. Interakcije med tovrstnimi delci so efektivno odvisne od njihovega
multipolnega momenta. Tekoči kristali so bolj komplicirani kot izotropne tekočine, saj
je molekularna orientacija sklopljena s tokom. Aktivni tekoče kristalni sistemi niso
ravnovesni sistemi, saj se tekočina premika sama od sebe. Aktivni sistem, ograjen v
sferično kapljico, omogoča sistematično analizo aktivne turbulence. Zaradi inherentne
anizotropije je nematik optično dvolomen in tako zanimiv za metamateriale in fotonske
kristale. To področje vsebuje mnogo zanimivih neraziskanih vprašanj. Naša študija je
razkrila določene strukture in odgovorila na nekatera vprašanja, ki predstavljajo dobro
izhodišče za nadaljnji razvoj naprednih materialov.
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Acta est fabula, plaudite!
Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus Augustus

